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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

It is our utmost pleasure to welcome readers to the third volume of the Environment, Law and 

Society Journal. The journal is run by students of NUALS and is supported by the Centre for 

Environment and Law at NUALS. 

The focus of the Environment, Law & Society Journal is to curate scholarly and academic 

works which present a critical overview and analysis of developments in the realm of 

environmental law, policy and practice in India and across the world. 

The current issue of the journal covers a broad disciplinary focus over a wide range of issues 

in environmental law and allied legal disciplines. It has contributions by authors, both 

national and international. This issue consists of six articles and two book reviews. 

The Journal starts with an article on “India’s Groundwater Woes: Fights for Restoration and 

Remediation”. This article deals with the widespread contamination and ongoing depletion of 

underground water supplies in India, posing a profound challenge to the nation’s food 

security and rural livelihoods.  

The next article deals with the Volkswagen controversy about the emissions control system 

that made ripples across the media: “Enviro Evasion: Volks-What-Again?”  It discusses the 

problems that entail the enforcement mechanism with respect to the control system. The third 

article on “Environment Courts in India: Improving Access to Justice” examines the 

constitutional jurisprudence as laid down in various landmark judgments related to 

environmental protection in India. When talking about access to justice, one cannot discount 

the role of National Green Tribunal. The Journal thus, features an article titled “NGT’s 

Jurisdiction in Controversy.” 

“Promoting Transparency and Accountability through Public Participation in Vietnam’s EIA 

Process” looks at the origin and current situation of public participation in Vietnam’s EIA 

system.  

The final article deals with the recent discussion on the political scenario in India under the 

Modi government and how they will implement mitigation and adoption measures to shape a 

low carbon based economy in India. It is titled “Narendra Modi’s Climate Policy and India’s 

Role in COP21, December, Paris 2015.”  
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The last two pieces are book reviews. The one titled “Book Review: Balancing Act with 

Unequal Scales” reviews The Balancing Act, Experiences with Access Benefit Sharing under 

India’s Biodiversity Regime authored by Kanchi Kohli and Shalini Bhutani. The second book 

review is on “Unraveling the Nagoya Protocol: A Commentary on the Nagoya Protocol on 

Access and Benefit Sharing to the Convention on Biological Diversity”.  

It is hoped that the efforts of the authors stimulate academic debate and add to a growing 

body of knowledge. 

The journal is the culmination of work done by many players, chief amongst them being the 

authors. They have honoured the journal by publishing their research work and opinions in 

this issue. Further, we thank the Director of the Centre for Environment & Law, the Vice- 

Chancellor, Registrar, faculty, administrative staff, and students of NUALS. We are greatly 

indebted to the publishers and well-wishers of the journal and thank their support and hope to 

receive the same in the future editions. Lastly, the effort of the Editorial Board must be 

acknowledged which has ensured that the articles published meet high scholarly standards. 

 

The Editorial Board, 

Environment, Law & Society Journal 2015 (V. 3) 
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FOREWORD 

 

Prof. (Dr.) M.C. Valson, 

Professor of Law, 

Director, Centre for Environment & Law, NUALS 

 

 

At the international as well as the national level, the scope of enviro-legal issues is fast 

evolving to the point of overwhelming all traditional schools of thought. The aim of the 

Centre for Environment & Law, NUALS is to bridge the gap between the emerging 

environmental concerns and existing policy and practice. 

The Environment, Law and Society Journal manifests itself as an extension of this crucial 

cause. The Editorial Board has to be congratulated for bringing out Volume III of the Journal, 

and maintaining the high standard of expertise, in terms of its content, quality and relevance.  

I have no doubt that this edition will also be well received by the academic and legal 

fraternity as the previous editions of this Journal. 

 

 

 

Prof. (Dr.) M.C. Valson 

Kochi 

August 31st, 2016 
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INDIA’S GROUNDWATER WOES: FIGHTS FOR 

RESTORATION & REMEDIATION 
 

Sayantani Sen1 & Meenakshi Mandal2 

 

Abstract   

Widespread contamination and ongoing depletion of underground water supplies in India, 

posing a profound challenge to the nation’s food security and rural livelihoods, attributes 

itself to the well-acclaimed fact that water is a stalwart of human well-being, ecological 

stability, underpinning the sustenance of the incredible diversity of species and furnishing a 

cardinal relationship between agro-ecosystems and equitable development. Over the years, 

several studies, in-depth research and detailed surveys undertaken by statutory authorities in 

addition to highlighting the judicious use of groundwater also identified the imminent health 

hazards associated with its degrading quality due to presence of salinity, fluoride or arsenic 

etc. However, a coherent understanding of the exact legal position with respect to the Indian 

Groundwater system have been cumbersome in absence of any comprehensive framework 

specifying water rights that remain dispersed across numerous constitutional provisions, 

judicial opinions, and various other state and central government laws etc. Having regard to 

the same, several initiatives were undertaken by the Supreme Court in a series of landmark 

judgments including Bichri Village, M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, besides emphasizing, 

time and again, that ground water falls within the purview of public domain and that of the 

responsibility of the central government in managing it. Nonetheless, reports submitted by 

NEERI before the National Green Tribunal, specifically underlines that the ground water 

remediation in a systematic manner has not been executed despite their repeated evaluations 

across the country; rather, actual implementation of the same has not yet been undertaken 

for the purpose of mitigating ground water abuse. Therefore, in the light of the above, a 

constitutional review with a holistic approach, integral to the management of ground water 

resources is highly required in this regard, for the purpose of identifying the gaps inherent in 

our laws and policies along-with addressing the issue of inconsistency arising therein. 

                                                           

1 Law Clerk, National Green Tribunal, Eastern Zone Bench, Kolkata. The author may be reached at 
sayantanisen.kls@gmail.com. 

2 Law Clerk, National Green Tribunal, Eastern Zone Bench, Kolkata. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

“May the waters of desert be for our well-being; also for well-being the waters of the low 

lands. May the waters dug out from earth be for our well-being; also be beneficial for us 

(joy-giving to us).” 

                                  

Atharvaveda 

The growing human population combined with economic and social development, 

particularly, rapid urbanization and industrialization continues to lead to increased demands 

for water posing an imminent threat with regards to the issue of freshwater availability and 

that of its ramifications on the agro-ecosystems and rural livelihoods in India.3  A well-

acclaimed fact that water is a stalwart of human well-being, ecological stability, underpinning 

the sustenance of the incredible diversity of species and furnishing a cardinal relationship 

between agro-ecosystems and equitable development, the obligation for protection, 

conservation and improvement shall not only be restricted to water but the sources of water 

also.4 Groundwater, one of the highly valuable and replenish-able natural resource, 

constitutes about 30% of the world’s readily accessible freshwater, satisfying the rural, urban, 

industrial as well as irrigational needs of around 2 billion people in Asia.5 The fact that India 

is the largest user of groundwater is marked by the momentous role of groundwater in the 

upholding India’s economy, environment and standard of living.6 However, a phenomenal 

growth in the exploitation of the groundwater in recent years owing to poor public irrigation, 

drinking water delivery, setting up of pumps, electricity subsidies provided by the 

government coupled with indiscriminate disposal of industrial wastes, sewage etc. leading to 

                                                           

3 M.J. Pawari, Prof. Sagar Gawande, Ground Water Pollution & Its Consequences,3(4) INTERNATIONAL 

JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING RESEARCH AND GENERAL SCIENCE 773, (2015). 

4 Anil Phawa v. State of J & K, OWP No. of 1999, Decided on 31.05.2001 by J& K High Court. 

5 Pawan Kumar Bansal, and not a drop to drink, THE INDIAN EXPRESS, Apr. 9, 2015, at 
http://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/and-not-a-drop-to-drink (last visited Sept. 20, 2015). 

6 Development Alternatives, Sustainable Development in India - Review and Way Forward, 2014, 
http://www.vaniindia.org/publicationpdf/pub4jan15.pdf  (last visited Sept. 20, 2015). 
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accumulation and infiltration, causing ground water contamination,7 has been christened by 

distinguished hydro-geologists as “the Silent Revolution”. Against this backdrop, it is 

important to understand the relevant policies that can aid in conservation of such a vital 

reserve. This paper aims to examine the impediments to better governance of groundwater by 

way of exploring the gaps inherent in our policies, legal and institutional frameworks, 

particularly, in relation to the threat from pollution, as some aquifers become unusable long 

before their depletion, having regard to the disposal of industrial pollutants, human wastes 

and agricultural chemicals, thereby highlighting the need for constitutional review in this 

regard. 

The paper is divided into two sections.  Part A of the paper presents an overview of the 

potential threat to the ground water quality due to land use activities, for instance, 

indiscriminate dumping of industrial, agricultural and urban wastes, whose subsequent 

infiltration and leakage degrades the groundwater quality, thereby constituting a serious 

hazard to the human health and environment. Part B of the paper evaluates the national 

response to such a growing menace by analyzing the relevant policies, legal and institutional 

arrangements and that of the lacunas existent therein for the purpose of its restoration and 

remediation. 

I. INDIA’S HEAVY RELIANCE ON GROUNDWATER 

The Indian population exceeds 1.1 billion people and is growing annually at a staggering 1.4 

per cent.8 The economy experiencing leaps and bounds at roughly 8 per cent rise in Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) annually in the past several years, 9 combined with the urge to cater 

to the basic human needs, along with the demands for up gradation in standards of living 10 

have, needless to say, intensified the nation’s use of water. India is the largest user of 

                                                           

7  Central Pollution Control Board, Status of Groundwater Quality in India –Part- I, 2007, GWQS/ 09/2006-
2007, http://cpcb.nic.in/upload/NewItems/NewItem_47_foreword.pdf   (last visited Sept. 20, 2015). 

8 Jenny T. Gronwall, Access to Water: Rights, Obligations and The Bangalore Situation 33 (2008) (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Linkoping University), http://Liu.Divaportal.Org/Smash/Get/Diva2:18111/Fulltext01 (last visited 
Sept. 20, 2015). 

9 Daniel Aguilar, Groundwater Reform in India: An Equity and Sustainability Dilemma, 46 TEXAS 

INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL 623, 624 (2011). 

10 Gronwall, supra note 8. 
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groundwater in the world,11 with an approximate consumption of around 210 billion cubic 

meters per year as compared to 105 billion cubic meters in China and 100 billion cubic 

meters in U.S.12 Since 1970s, 80 per cent of the addition to the net irrigated area has come 

from groundwater,13 thereby establishing itself as the only principle source of irrigation water 

in India.14 Therefore, such an escalation driven by population growth and flourishing 

economy makes viable access to freshwater one of the daunting tasks governing the nation’s 

future.15 

The fact that India is a geo-diverse nation and heavily dependent on the use of groundwater 

can be attributed to a far ranging set of hydro-geological conditions, including steady 

warming trends accompanied by frequent and intense extreme weather events across several 

states,16 which in turn has a direct impact on the surface water vide changes in several climate 

variables such as air temperature, precipitation and evapo-transpiration.17 The monsoon 

season registers roughly around 80 per cent of the total annual rainfall, usually lasting for 

100-125 days a year while 50 per cent of the annual precipitation takes place for about 15 

days which barely go beyond 100 hours taken together.18 Thus, substantial rainfall strictly 

confined to about three-four months every year, together with uneven distribution in time and 

                                                           

11 The United Nations World Water Development Report, Managing Water under Uncertainty and Risk, 2012, 
Report No. 4(1) V, 
http://www.unesco.org/new/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HQ/SC/pdf/WWDR4%20Volume%201-
Managing%20Water%20under%20Uncertainty%20and%20Risk.pdf (last visited Sept. 20, 2015). 

12 Sheetal Sekhri, Sustaining Groundwater: Role of Policy Reforms in Promoting Conservation in India, UNIV. 
OF VIRGINIA, http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/files/file/Sustaining%20Groundwater.pdf (last visited 
Sept. 20, 2015). 

13 PS Vijay Shankar, Himanshu Kulkarni, Sunderrajan Krishnan, India’s Groundwater Challenge and the Way 
Forward, 46(2) ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL WEEKLY 37, (2011).   

14 Id. at 38. 

15 See Gronwall, supra note 8 at 34 (“The UN Environment Program (UNEP) has observed that availability of 
freshwater is going to be the most pressing problem in India during the coming decades.”). 

16 Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture, State of Indian Agriculture 2012-13, 
http://agricoop.nic.in/Annual%20report2012-13/ARE2012-13.pdf  (last visited Sept. 21, 2015). 

17 C.P. Kumar, Climate Change and Its Impact on Groundwater Resources, 1(5) International Journal of 
Engineering and Science 43, 43 (2012). 

18 K. R. Gupta, Troubled Water, in WATER CRISIS IN INDIA 5 (K.R. Gupta ed., 2008). 
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geographically,19 due to dearth of considerable precipitation and high evaporation rates, 

makes water a “critically challenged resource”.20 Therefore, there appears to be a huge 

disparity between the demand and supply of water considering the nation being primarily an 

agrarian economy. Based on what have been stated above and keeping in the view the annual 

demographic growth rate at about 1.4 per cent,21  groundwater is considered to be less 

susceptible to climatic alterations and hence termed as “drought resistant resource”, thereby 

stabilizing agricultural populations and eliminating the subject of migration of farmers during 

critical times.22 Furthermore, increased industrial activities, for instance, power, textiles, 

construction and other sectors associated with the global phenomenon of urbanization which 

is also evident in India, relies predominantly on groundwater, due to its natural availability in 

pure form widespread distribution.23 

II. THE PERSISTENT CRISIS 

 Although groundwater in contended to have initiated green revolution in the country   by 

ensuring food security during those phases when rainfall had been minimal through 

groundwater irrigation thus facilitating a sharp increase agricultural productivity, such a 

model of development is not sustainable.24 The growing demand for groundwater as a 

decentralized source of drinking water for millions of families25 and in disciplined lifestyles 

by way of constructing millions of private wells for a variety of land and water based 

activities,26  has led to an exceptional growth in the exploitation of groundwater in the last 

few decades. In addition to quantitative depletion, it shall be noted that such haphazard 

                                                           

19 Id. at 5 (“The lowest rainfall of 0.11 mm occurs at Jaisalmer in Rajasthan while the highest rainfall of 11, 690 
mm has been recorded at Cherrapunji in Meghalaya.”).  

20 Id. 

21 David E. Bloom, Population Dynamics in India and Implications for Economic Growth 7 (2011) (Working 
Paper, Harvard School of Public Health), http://southasiainstitute.harvard.edu/website/wp-
content/uploads/2012/08/Bloom_PopulationdynamicsiIndia.pdf  (last visited Sept. 21, 2015). 

22 Himanshu Kulkarni, Mihir Shah, P.S. Vijay Shankar, Shaping the contours of groundwater governance in 
India, JOURNAL OF HYDROLOGY: REGIONAL STUDIES 1, 8 (2015). 

23 Kumar, supra note 17 at 66.  

24 Sekhri, supra note 12 at 1. 

25 M. Dinesh Kumar and Tushaar Shah, Groundwater Pollution and Contamination in India: The Emerging 
Challenge 1(2006) (draft paper, IWMI-TATA Partners Meet) (last visited Sept. 21, 2015). 

26 Hector Garduno, Saleem Romani, Buba Sengupta, Albert Tuinhof, and Richard Davis, India Groundwater 
Governance Case Study, in WATER PAPERS 1, 6 (June 2011). 
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abstraction of groundwater also worsen the quality problems, thus rendering the resource 

useless even before it is exhausted.27 Over-utilized areas have been witnessing surging levels 

of geogenic contaminants (iron, arsenic and fluoride) as an expected side effect of excessive 

pumping.28 For instance, a report submitted by the Central Ground Water Board, (CGWB) 

before the Hon’ble High Court at Calcutta, confirmed the presence of arsenic contamination 

in groundwater in the Victoria Memorial Complex.29 Permissible Limits of such 

contaminants along with their possible health hazards have been presented in Table 1:- 

 

 

Geogenic 

Contaminants 

Permissible 

Limits 

States Affected Health Effects 

Arsenic 0.05 mg/l Andhra Pradesh, 

Assam, Bihar, 

Haryana, Himachal 

Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Madhya Pradesh, 

Orissa, Punjab, 

Rajasthan, Tamil 

Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, 

West Bengal, and 

five blocks of Delhi. 

Cardiovascular, 

hepatic, renal 

diseases in 

addition to cancer 

in liver, lungs, 

kidney, urinary-

bladder and skin, 

gastrointestinal 

comfort (nausea, 

diarrhea and 

abdominal pain), 

haemolysis. 

                                                           

27 Id.  

28 N. C. Ghosh, R.D. Singh, Groundwater Arsenic Contamination in India: Vulnerability and Scope for Remedy, 
2009, Central Ground Water Board, http://www.cgwb.gov.in/documents/papers/incidpapers/Paper%208%20-
%20Ghosh.pdf (last visited Sept. 21, 2015). 

29 Central Ground Water Board, Report on Groundwater Condition around Victoria Memorial Hall-Kolkata, 
2007. 
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Iron 1 mg/l Bihar, Rajasthan, 

Tripura and West 

Bengal and coastal 

Orissa, Goa, 

Haryana, Jammu & 

Kashmir, Andhra 

Pradesh, Karnataka, 

Kerala and parts of 

Agartala valley in 

Tripura. 

Health disorders 

pertaining to skin, 

digestive 

respiratory and 

nervous system, 

kidney, spinal 

code, heart, mental 

imbalance, 

miscarriage and 

cancer 

Fluoride 1.5 mg/l Andhra Pradesh, 

Bihar, Gujarat, 

Haryana, Karnataka, 

Kerala, Madhya 

Pradesh, 

Maharashtra, Orissa, 

Punjab, Rajasthan, 

Tamil Nadu, Uttar 

Pradesh and West 

Bengal 

Fluorosis, skeletal 

fluorosis, nausea, 

diarrhea, 

abdominal pain 

and salivation  

Source: Central Ground Water Board, Concept Note on Geogenic Contamination of Ground Water 

in India, 2014 

Likewise, in coastal regions, declining water tables also escalate the occurrence of sea water 

intrusion, thereby raising the salinity level to obnoxious figures.30 In this regard it is worth 

mentioning the observations made by  the Central Ground Water Board in its report on the 

Status of Groundwater Quality in Coastal Aquifers of India 2014, that, “over withdrawal 

from the aquifers create conditions suitable to saline water ingress in the coastal aquifers”.31 

Ground water contamination from some of the major anthropogenic sources, e.g. sewage 

disposal, agriculture, industry, mining, tanneries etc. have emerged as a serious threat not 

                                                           

30 B. Desai and H. Desai, Assessment Of Water Quality Index For The Ground Water With Respect To Salt 
Water Intrusion At Coastal Region Of Surat City, Gujarat, India, 7(2) JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH 

AND DEVELOPMENT 607, 607 (2012). 

31 Central Ground Water Board, Report on Status of Ground Water Quality in Coastal Aquifers of India, 2014.
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only to human health but also to intensive ground water use.32 Anthropogenic activities 

leading to discharge of several contaminants have been elaborated in Table no. 2: 

Anthrogenic 

Sources 

Activities potential to 

groundwater 

pollution 

Contaminants 

Produced 

Nitrates Pathogens Trace 

metals 

Organic 

Compoun

ds 

Residential  Un-sewered 

sanitation 

 Land and 

stream 

discharge of 

sewage 

 Sewage 

oxidation 

ponds 

 Sewer leakage, 

solid waste 

disposal, 

landfill 

leachate 

 Road & urban 

run-off, aerial 

fall out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

Industrial & 

Commercial 

 Process water, 

effluent lagoon 

etc.  

 Land & stream 

discharge of 

effluents  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

                                                           

32 Dipankar Chakraborti, Bhaskar Das Matthew, T. Murrill, Examining India’s Groundwater Quality 
Management, 45(1) ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 27, 28 (2011). 
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 Tank & 

pipeline 

leakage & 

accidental 

spills.  

 Well disposal 

of effluent  

 Aerial fall out  

 Landfill 

disposal & 

solid wastes & 

Hazardous 

wastes   

 Poor 

housekeeping  

 Spillage and 

leakages during 

handling of 

material 

   

 

 

 

  

 

  

Mining   Mine drainage 

discharge  

 Process water, 

sludge lagoons  

 Solid mine 

tailings  

 Oilfield 

spillage at 

group gathering 

stations 

     

 

 

 

 

  

Rural  Cultivation 

with 

agrochemicals  

 Irrigation with 
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wastewater  

 Livestock 

rearing 

 

   Compiled from:  Central Pollution Control Board, GWQS/ 09/2006-2007. 

Thus, it may be inferred that groundwater being a subject matter of essence for a vast 

majority of the population,33 several concerns pertaining to its quality restoration have been 

put forth, thereby questioning the efficacy of existing groundwater regulations in securing 

ecologically sustainable and socially equitable outcomes.34 

III. BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

A major concern associated with the management of groundwater quality emphasizes on the 

implementation capacity being largely weak and ineffective.35 At the policy level, although 

there is no dearth of research studies or expert reports focusing on the present scenario and 

the awareness is equally high regarding consequences that may be wide ranging highlighting 

the fact that a bleak future awaits soon,36 there is insufficient action beyond these reports and 

policies.37 That the intervention of the central government is limited by the constitutional 

scheme with respect to water38 does not indicate that the Centre lacks authority for the 

purpose of regulating groundwater issues.39 It is pertinent to mention that the Supreme Court 

                                                           

33 Central Pollution Control Board, Status of Groundwater Quality in India -Part-II, 2008, GWQS/ 10/2007-
2008, http://www.cpcb.nic.in/upload/NewItems/NewItem_50_notification.pdf (last visited Sept. 21, 2015).  

34 Philippe Cullet, Suhas Paranjape, Himanshu Thakkar, M. S. Vani, K. J. Joy, M. K. Ramesh, Water Conflicts 
In India: Towards a New Legal and Institutional Framework, 2012, 
http://www.soppecom.org/pdf/3Water%20conflicts%20in%20India.pdf  (last visited Sept. 21, 2015). 

35 M.N. Murty and Surender Kumar, Water Pollution in India: An Economic Appraisal, in INDIA 

INFRASTRUCTURE REPORT 285, 292 (2011).  

36 Water Governance Facility, Groundwater Governance in India: Stumbling Blocks for Law and Compliance, 
2013, WGF Report No.3, 
http://watergovernance.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/06/2013_No3_Groundwater_Governance_India.pdf  (last 
visited Sept. 21, 2015). 

37 Id. at26. 

38 INDIA CONST. 7th Schedule, 2nd list, Entries 17 and 21. 

39 Dr S V N Rao, Dr Christian Gron and Dr Apurba Gupta, DHI, Groundwater Protection: Policy and Practice 
in The EU and India, EUROPEAN UNION, 
http://www.indiaenvironmentportal.org.in/files/Groundwater_protection_full_document_APSF_final.pdf  (last 
visited Sept. 21, 2015). 
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of India in 1997, while directing for constitution of Central Ground Water Authority upheld 

that ground water falls within the purview of public domain and hence, the responsibility lies 

on the central government to manage the same, thereby eliminating any scope for legal 

inadequacy.40 Nonetheless, the necessary initiatives undertaken by the Authority have, until 

now, only been confined to hydro-geological assessments, periodic monitoring and 

prescribing restrictions in relation to quantitative use of groundwater in certain areas41. It has 

categorically abstained itself from issuing guidelines intending to protect groundwater bodies 

or to initiate actions specifically relating to pollution, prevention and remediation.42 Despite 

the fact that the central government is expected to play a role in relation to groundwater 

development and management in the country43 vide recommendations set forth in National 

Environmental Policy44 and National Water Policy (1998 as well as the amended version of 

2002),  the difficulty relates to the failure of  administrative machinery at the centre and in the 

states to seize upon the opportunity provided by the Supreme Court time and again and adopt 

requisite measures to impede the process of contamination of ground water in several parts of 

the country.45 Accordingly, such foregoing dictum corroborates the observations made by the 

United Nations Development Programme in its Human Development Report, 2006, stating 

that “inadequate access to water is a deficit rooted not in physical unavailability, but in 

political choice and governance”. 

B. PARADIGM SHIFT IN THE INDIAN GROUNDWATER CONTAMINATION 

& REMEDIATION LAW   

 

I. PRE- WATER ACT, 1974 

                                                           

40 M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, (1997) 11 SCC 312 (Ind.); See also State of West Bengal v. Kesoram 
Industries Ltd.,    2004 (10) SCC 201 (Ind.). 

41  WGF Report, supra note 36 at 13. 

42 WGF Report, supra note 36. 

43 Aguilar, supra note 9 at 635. 

44 National Environment Policy, 2006 (“emphasizing on the dominant theme of this policy that while 
conservation of environmental resources is necessary to secure livelihoods and well-being of all, the most secure 
basis for conservation is to ensure that people dependent on particular resources obtain better livelihoods from 
the fact of conservation, than from degradation of the source.”). 

45 Planning Commission of India, Report of the Expert Group on Groundwater Management and Ownership, 
2007, http://planningcommission.nic.in/reports/genrep/rep_grndwat.pdf  (last visited Sept. 21, 2015).  
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The basic objective of the present study is to examine the legal and institutional framework, 

including the judicial pronouncements related to ground water contamination and its 

subsequent remediation and restoration in India. Therefore, it is necessary to have an 

understanding of the background legal framework to properly comprehend and evaluate the 

present reforms in this regard. 

The Indian Constitution is the law of the land. The present legal framework pertaining to 

groundwater emanates from the basic principles underlying the foundation of the 

Constitution. The pivotal point of a federal Constitution is the division of powers and 

functions between the Centre and the regions. Article 245 provides for separation of power as 

to the extent of laws made by the Parliament and by the legislatures of states.46 The 

Constitution also lays down the legislative, functional and financial jurisdictions of the 

Union, State and local governments on different subjects including ‘water’. As per Article 

246 47 of the Indian Constitution, the allocation of responsibilities between the states and the 

centre falls under three categories, which is provided in Seventh Schedule of the Constitution, 

i.e.,  the Union List (List I)48 , the State List (List II)49and , the Concurrent list (List III). 

However, ground water is not mentioned in any of the lists in the VII schedule of the 

Constitution. The subject matter can only be made relatable to entry 17 read with entry 6 of 

List II in the Seventh Schedule to the Constitution of India.   Furthermore, Parliament does 

not have any power to make laws for the States with respect to water prevention and control 

of pollution and that of maintaining or restoring the wholesomeness of water except as 

enumerated in articles 24950 and 25051 of the Constitution. This could be because the framers 

of the Constitution could not have foreseen the present situation where ground water 

                                                           

46 INDIA CONST. Art. 245. 

47 Id.  Art. 246 (“Subject matter of laws made by Parliament and by the Legislatures of States”). 

48 Id.  List I, Entry 56 (“Regulation and development of inter-State rivers and river valleys to the extent to which 
such regulation and development under the control of the Union is declared by Parliament by law to be 
expedient in the public interest.”). 

49 Id. List II, Entry 17 (“Water, that is to say, water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and embankments, 
water storage and water power subject to the provisions of entry 56 of List I.”). 

50 Id.  Art. 249 (“Power of Parliament to legislate with respect to a matter in the State List in the national 
interest.”). 

51 Id. Art. 250 (“Power of Parliament to legislate with respect to any matter in the State List if a Proclamation of 
Emergency is in operation.”). 
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contamination would become so ravaging as to pose a threat to environment, life and 

livelihood of the people across several parts of the country.52 

Henceforth, a resolution was passed by all the Houses of Legislatures of the States in 

pursuance to Clause (1) of Article 252 53 of the Constitution to enact the Water (Prevention 

and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 for prevention and control of water pollution and the 

maintaining or restoring the wholesomeness of water and the term ‘wholesomeness of water’ 

includes groundwater as well.54  

It is the first national legislation in India designed to abate the pollution of such vital 

resource, although water pollution has been punishable in India since 1853 as provided in the 

Shore Nuisance (Bombay and Kobala) Act.55 

II. POST WATER ACT, 1974  

The Water Act, 1974 regulates prevention and control of water pollution in India. However, 

the Act does not specifically define the expression ‘groundwater’. It is subject to 

interpretation because the preamble of the Act provides for the prevention and control of 

water pollution and the maintaining or restoring of wholesomeness of water which includes 

groundwater within its purview. 

The Act provides for definition of the term ‘pollution’ under section 2(e).56 As per this 

section, pollution is the presence of harmful and objectionable material in water in sufficient 

                                                           

52 Institute for Resource Management and Economic Development, Ministry of Water Resources, Institutional 
Framework for Regulating Use of Ground Water in India, (2008), 
http://cgwb.gov.in/INCGW/Kamta%20Prasad%20report.pdf (last visited Sept. 21, 2015). 

53 INDIA CONST. Art. 252 (“Power of Parliament to legislate for two or more States by consent and adoption of 
such legislation by any other State”). 

54 Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974, (“An Act to provide for the prevention and control of 
water pollution and the maintaining or restoring of wholesomeness of water, for the establishment, with a view 
to carrying out the purposes aforesaid, of Boards for the prevention and control of water pollution, for 
conferring on and assigning to such Boards Powers and functions relating thereto and for matters connected 
therewith.”). 

55 Shore Nuisance (Bombay and Kobala) Act, Act No. XI of 1853 (“An Act to facilitate the removal of 
nuisances and encroachments below high-water mark in the Islands of Bombay and Kolaba.”). 

56 Supra note 54 at Section 2(e)  ("pollution" means such contamination of water or such alteration of the 
physical, chemical or biological properties of water or such discharge of any sewage or trade effluent or of any 
other liquid,. gaseous or solid substance into water (whether directly or indirectly) as may, or is likely to, create 
a nuisance or render such water harmful or injurious to public health or safety, or to domestic, commercial, 
industrial, agricultural or other legitimate uses, or to the life and health of animals or plants or of aquatic 
organisms;”). 
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concentrations to make it unfit for use. This contamination weakens or destroys natural 

ecosystems that support human health, food production, biodiversity and aquatic organisms. 

The ambit of this Act is so wide that even if there is no specific provision for ground water, 

the definition of ‘stream’57 includes sub-terranean waters,58 under section 2(j)(iv), which 

very well suffices the inclusion of groundwater under the purview of this Act. 

The Act also constituted Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB)59 and State Pollution 

Control Boards (SPCB)60 for monitoring the water quality by enforcing various Acts and 

rules related to prevention, control and abatement of water pollution in the country.61 

Furthermore, they are vested with the power to establish or recognize laboratory wherein they 

can analyze their collected samples of water from any stream or wells.62 

For instance, according to the Maharashtra Pollution Control Board (MPCB) Report,63 CPCB 

has undertaken certain programmes such as: National Water Quality Monitoring Programme 

(NWMP), Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS) and “Monitoring of Indian 

National Aquatic Resources” (MINARS). Under these programmes, MPCB has taken up 

evaluation of forty-five rivers, twenty-five ground and three coastal water stations. The 

objective of this study is to analyze trend, assess situation and take remedial measures so that 

safe water can be provided to achieve better living standards.  

III. EPA & REGULATORY AUTHORITIES 

In the year 1972, the Ministry of Agriculture created the Central Ground Water Board 

(CGWB) to oversee exploration, investigation, management, and development of 

groundwater because agriculture being one of the stakeholders, had been suffering because of 

                                                           

57 See id. Section 2(j) ("stream" includes- (iv) sub-terranean waters”).  

58 See also, “Subterranean” means existing, occurring, or done under the earth’s surface (last visited Sept. 18, 
2015) available at http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/subterranean?q=Subterranean . 

59 Supra note 54 at Section 3 (“Constitution of Central Board”). 

60 Id. at Section 4(“Constitution of State Boards”). 

61 Id. at Section 16(“Functions of Central Board”). 

62 Id. at Section 16(3) and Section 17(2) (“The Board may establish or recognize a laboratory or laboratories to 
enable the Board to perform its functions under this section efficiently, including the analysis of samples of 
water from any stream or well or of samples of any sewage or trade effluents.”). 

63 Maharashtra Pollution Control Board, Water Quality Data Assessment and Interpretation through Statistical 
Analysis to Strengthen Monitoring Programs in Maharashtra, 2008. 
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the rapid contamination of water which continued unabated. Subsequently, the Central 

Government passed the Environmental (Protection) Act (EPA), 1986, an outcome of the UN 

Conference on Human Environment in 1972. This has been considered as the umbrella 

enactment for all the environmental laws in India and a significant step taken by the Central 

Government to regulate issues pertaining to water.64 Section 3 of the Environment 

(Protection) Act, 1986 expressly empowers the Central Government or its delegate, as the 

case may be to "take all such measures as it deems necessary or expedient for the purpose of 

protecting and improving the quality of environment…” Section 5 empowers the Central 

Government or its delegate to issue directions for achieving the objects of the Act. 

In one of the significant decisions, namely, M.C. Mehta v. Union of India,65 the Supreme 

Court of India, under Section 3(3) of the EPA, directed the central government to create a 

federal regulatory body to deal with issues relating to groundwater. Thereafter, the Ministry 

of Environment and Forests vide Notification dated 14th January, 1997 constituted the 

Central Ground Water Authority (CGWA) as an Authority for the purpose of regulation and 

control of Ground water management and development under Section 3(3)66 of the 

Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.67 

IV. INITIATIVES UNDERTAKEN BY THE HON’BLE SUPREME COURT  

The Supreme Court has been proactive, particularly with respect to the issue of restoration of 

ground water as an integral part of the State’s duty since right to water is a fundamental right 

in our federal system. The same has been repeatedly affirmed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

of India in catena of decisions thereby stating that the right to water is implicit while 

recognizing the right to a clean environment under Article 2168 of the Constitution.69 The 

Hon’ble Supreme Court has interpreted the right to life in such a manner so as to include all 

                                                           

64 Aguilar, supra note 9. 

65 M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, (1997) 11 SCC 312 (Ind.). 

66 Section 3(3) (“Power of Central Government To Take Measures To Protect And Improve Environment”). 

67V.P. Upadhyay, Regulation and control of groundwater management and development, (2015) 
http://www.iisc.ernet.in/~currsci/dec25/articles3.htm (last visited Sept 21, 2015). 

68 INDIA CONST. Art 21 (“Protection of life and personal liberty”). 

69 Subhash Kumar v. State of Bihar, A.I.R. 1991 S.C. 420 (Ind.). 
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facets of life as well as the right to a clean environment to sustain life.70 Therefore, the 

evolution of fundamental right to water is not a fruit of any legislative initiative but an 

outcome of the judicial pronouncements while interpreting Article 21 of the Constitution as 

per the demand of the present situation.71 In this context, the Hon’ble Supreme Court has 

stepped forward by taking a holistic approach to protect and restore the contaminated 

groundwater by directing polluters to clean up water sources by applying the polluter pays 

principle.72 

In the case of Indian Council For Enviro-Legal Action v. UOI,73 for the very first time 

Hon’ble Supreme Court requested, vide order dated December 11, 1989, the National 

Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI) to examine the extent of 

contamination of groundwater in and around Bichri village and submit their report by 

providing a procedure for alternative, both short term as well as long term, remedial measures 

to combat the hazard already caused. Thereafter, NEERI submitted its report in April, 1994 

stating that the ground water and soils within 2 km from the plant have been contaminated 

due to the industrial wastes emerging from the manufacture of 'H' acid and surrounding 

ecology was badly affected due to the contamination of groundwater and soil.74 The report 

further suggested "Decontamination Alternatives for Groundwater".75 NEERI had also 

quantified the costs as a necessary remedial measure to repair the damage caused to men, 

land, water and the flora. Besides issuing directions for closure of all the polluting industries 

in and around the Bichhri Village, the polluters were also directed to pay the remedial costs 

as determined by the Hon’ble Court.  

                                                           

70 Francis Coralie Mullin v. Adm’r, Union Territory of Delhi, (1981) 2 S.C.R. 516 (Ind.). 

71 Vrinda Narain, Water as a Fundamental Right: A Perspective from India, 34 Vermont Law Review 917, 920 
(2010).  

72 Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. UOI, (1996) 3 SCC 212 (Ind.). 

73 Supra note 72 at para 16. 

74 National Environmental Engineering Research Institute, Restoration of Environmental Quality of the affected 
area surrounding Village Bichhri due to past Waste Disposal Activities, 1994.  

75 This includes Bioremediation, Degradation of H-acid by Azotobacter Vinelandii, Isolation of bacterial 
Population from H-acid Contaminated Soil, ground water control and several other methods. 
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Notably, instead of complying with the directions, the unusual and extraordinary litigation 

was deliberately kept alive for more than 15 years by filling one or the other interlocutory 

application for the purpose of avoiding compliance of the above mentioned judgment.76 

Consequently, another landmark judgment namely, Indian Council for Enviro Legal Action 

v. UOI,77 was passed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in 2011 applying the principle of 

restitution,78 unjust enrichment79 and compound interest80 because it became a matter of legal 

reform, having a crucial effect on the administration of justice. The Hon’ble Court 

emphasized on the implementation of the directions as the present applicant had made all 

possible efforts to avoid the compliance of the directions issued in 1997. The court remarked 

that such an act amounts to an abuse of the court’s proceeding. Therefore, the applicant-

industry was directed to pay Rs. 37.385 crores along with compound interest at 12 per cent 

per annum from the date of the earlier order in 1997 till the same is paid or recovered with 

other costs which would be utilized for carrying out remedial measures in village Bichhri and 

the surrounding areas of the state.  

V. CONTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL IN THE 

MATRIX OF RISING GROUNDWATER WOES 

A visible change in the management of the groundwater system began at the earnest with the 

establishment of the National Green Tribunal (“Tribunal”). In a plethora of decisions it has 

categorically focused on the implementation procedures so that the remediation and 

restoration can be done in a systematic way.   

In the case of Janardan Kundalikrao Pharande v. MoEF,81 the Tribunal, Western Zone 

Bench, Pune observed that unless and until an action plan is submitted by the polluting 

                                                           

76 Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. UOI (2011) 8 SCC 161(Ind.). 

77 Id. 

78 See id. at para 177 (discussing the definition of “Restitution” as the return or restoration of a specific thing or 
condition.). 

79 See id. at para 179 (discussing the meaning of “Unjust enrichment” as basic to the subject of restitution, and is 
indeed approached as a fundamental principle thereof.). 

80 Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition (Bryan A. Garner) at p. 830, (“Compound interest” is an 'Interest paid 
on both the principal and the previously accumulated interest.”). 

81 Application No. 7(THC)/ 2014, Decided on 16.05.2014 before National Green Tribunal, Western Zone 
Bench, Pune. 
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industry, the unabated water pollution could not be controlled. They have to undertake 

effective steps for remediation of contaminated groundwater in the surrounding area. 

Otherwise, the riparian rights of the people for access to the good quality of water will remain 

a myth.  

Furthermore, the Tribunal reiterated in the matter of Raghunath Lokhane v. MPCB,82 that 

ground water is an important source of drinking water supply in rural areas. Therefore, it is 

necessary to control the pollution and contamination of ground water as the ground water 

system is reasonably complex and once it is contaminated it becomes a herculean task to 

assess the level and extent of pollution even with the latest analytical and modeling 

techniques. Hence, ‘precautionary principle’83 ought to be applied while dealing with the 

protection and conservation of ground water and it is equally essential to have a plan for 

implementing adequate speedy remedial measures as the precautionary principle denotes a 

duty to prevent harm, when it is within our power to do so, even when all the evidence is not 

available.84 This Tribunal further relying on the cases of Oleum Gas Leak case and Bicchri 

Village held that ‘principles of polluter pays’ and ‘sustainable development’85 should be 

applied so that the alleged industries be held liable to pay compensation for the harm caused 

by them to the villagers in the affected areas along with that of the cost of pollution 

abatement, cost of recovery, cost of incident management. It is further observed that though 

the principles are very simple, its implementation is rather very difficult and complex mainly 

due to the difficulty in identifying these principles as to how the polluter should pay.86 

Many studies have been conducted pursuant to the directions of the Tribunal. It has been 

observed by the Tribunal that the identification and scoping of pollution sources plays a vital 

role in remediation and contamination process. However the reliable and accurate estimation 

                                                           

82 M.A. 145 of 2014 in Application No. 11(THC)/2013, Decided On: 24.09.2014.  

83 See Vellore Citizens’ Welfare Forum v. Union of India, (1996) 5 S.C.C. 647 (Ind.); also see M.C. Mehta v. 
Union of India, (1998) 2 S.C.R. 530 (Ind.), M.C. Mehta v. Kamal Nath, (1997) 1 Suppl. S.C.C. 388 (Ind.), S. 
Jagannath v. Union of India, (1997) 2 S.C.C. 87 (Ind.), A.P. Pollution Control Bd. v. Prof. M.V. Nayudu, 2000 
S.C.A.L.E. 354 (Ind.). 

84 Indrajit Dube, Environmental Jurisprudence: Polluter’s Liability, (Lexis Nexis, 1st ed., 2007). 

85 Supra note 80 at 10 (noting that the doctrine of “Sustainable Development,” which improves the quality of 
life and promotes the eradication of poverty, “has been accepted as a part of the Customary International Law”). 

86 Shri Sant Dasganu Maharaj Shetkari Sangh Akolner v. Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., Application No 42/2014, 
Decided on 10.11.2014, NGT, WZB, Pune. 
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of ground water pollution sources remains a challenge because of uncertainties involved and 

that of the lack of adequate observation data in most cases.87 

The Tribunal time and again emphasized on the necessity of time bound remediation of 

groundwater in a scientific manner. Henceforth, it is held that, the regulatory authorities will 

have to utilize their powers conferred by the environmental regulation to ensure that the 

ground water remediation is done in a time bound manner. Based on the foregoing, the CPCB 

was directed to prepare a ground water remediation action plan.88 

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Going by the words of Hon’ble Justice V.R. Kingaonkar, Judicial Member, National Green 

Tribunal, Western Zone Bench, Pune as “Thirst should be given foremost priority” thereby 

underlying the utmost duty on the part of the State to provide its citizens with potable water 

for all purposes, the Ministry of Environment and Forest and Climate Change should be 

committed to protecting the groundwater from contamination and also undertaking prompt 

remediation measures. For the said purpose, the Water Quality Assessment Authority 

(WQAA) had been constituted to coordinate the numerous water management agencies 

throughout the country in the year of 2001.89 Subsequently, the Maharashtra Pollution 

Control Board in September, 2008 also conducted a water quality data assessment study in 

State of Maharashtra to identify the pollution sources, recognize the extent of pollution and 

carry out the remedial measures towards improvement of the water quality of the various 

sources. It cannot be disputed that in some of the parts of the country, such concerns are 

being taken seriously which is very much evident from the various directions as given by the 

Tribunal. As a part of the compliance, various studies have been conducted by Government 

authorities’ viz. CPCB, CGWB,90 organizations and institutions like NEERI and MS 

                                                           

87 Id. 

88 Ashok Gabaji Kajale & Ors v. Godavari Bio-Refineries Ltd & Ors, Application No. 68/2014, Decided on 
19.05.2015, NGT, WZB, Pune. 

89 Garduno, supra note 26.  

90 Central Ground Water Board, Report on Surface and Ground water Pollution in and Around Ranjangaon 
(Shenapunji), Waluj MIDC Area, Aurangabad District, Maharashtra, 2014, 15-17. 
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University, Baroda91 respectively. They have come up with the following observations and 

recommendations as stated below: 

i. To identify the source of contamination, study should be conducted twice a year. 

ii. When the ground water contamination is confirmed, a thorough site characterization, 

risk assessment and remedial action are required to undertake by the officials.   

iii. Time bound remediation programme should be conducted. 

iv. It is safe to expect that the concentration of contaminant will be highest at the source 

and thus, will qualify for in-situ treatment. An in-situ treatment for heavy metals such 

as metal stabilization, or organic contamination by in-situ chemical oxidation (ISCO) 

or bioremediation, can curb/ curtail the contamination much rapidly and with surety.      

v. On the other hand, pump and treat (P&T) (ex-situ) methods surely remove the 

contaminants but it is very difficult to predict the time frame within the expected 

results will be obtained since the source and strength of contamination at source are 

unknown.  

vi. It is further stated that using just one technology may not be adequate to remediate 

contaminated sites with different contaminants and complex site conditions. 

vii. A comprehensive report and implementation plan including the hydrological and 

hydro-chemical inputs needs to be prepared considering the local hydrological and 

climatic conditions. For this purpose expert or group of experts having thorough 

knowledge of the available technologies will be better equipped to utilize proper 

judgment for the decisions regarding the remediation of contaminated sites. 

Besides, the Central Groundwater Authority pursuant to the directions of the Tribunal have 

revised the guidelines for evaluation of proposals/requests for groundwater abstraction with 

effect from 16th November, 2015 so as to focus on ensuring sustainability of groundwater 

both in terms of quantity and quality along with that of the land based management of 

groundwater resources by notifying areas for the purpose of regulation of groundwater 

development.92 However, the technical capacity of the institution is very weak in the central 

and state level. Executives are not performing their duties properly to curb the growing 

problem effectively due to lack of man power, infrastructure and political will, 

                                                           

91 The MS University of Baroda, Proposed Remedial Action Plan for Contaminated Groundwater and Soil at 
MIDC- Waluj, Aurangabad, 2015. 

92 Central Ground Water Authority, Guidelines/Criteria for evaluation of proposals/requests for ground water 
abstraction (w.e.f. 16.11.2015). 
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notwithstanding various judicial orders and directions. There is no direct legal and 

administrative control to be exercised on such illegal and indiscriminate usage. Having regard 

to the present circumstances, a holistic approach should be opted for effective 

implementation of the existing regulations and orders for protection, restoration and 

remediation of groundwater.93 

  

                                                           

93 Supra note 91. 



ENVIRO EVASION: VOLKS-WHAT-AGAIN? 
 

Saumya Chaudhari1 

 

With the headlines flashing the unprecedented and irreparable breach of trust between 

Volkswagen and its customers, somewhere a consequence more severe seems to have been 

lost. This is one of the environmental repercussions of an unreliable emissions control 

system, one that can be easily circumvented. It highlights the permeable laboratory emissions 

test not only as per the EPA (federal emission standards) in the U.S but also other regional 

emission standards across the globe. Surprisingly the Volkswagen case (VW case) is not the 

first of its kind and many automobile companies have previously employed defeat devices 

that have successfully circumvented such tests to show erroneous emission results. A 

comprehensive study of these similar past cases reveals yet another lacuna whereby the 

culprits have gotten away with nominal monetary penalties. 

In the U.S. the EPA Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS) or the ‘city test’ is taken 

by light duty vehicles/ passenger cars to check their suitability in city driving conditions.2 

The EPA Federal Testing Procedure (FTP-75)3 is the currently employed test procedure 

wherein the engine of the car is attached to a dynamometer and its emissions are measured in 

three phases, namely a cold start, a stabilized phase and a hot start.4 The third phase that 

measures emissions in a hot start was a feature added to the previous FTP-72 standard.5 In 

addition to the FTPs are other Supplemental Federal Testing Procedures (SFTPs) that 

measure tailpipe emissions and fuel economy in cases of aggressive driving or the use of air 

                                                           

1 Year IV, Undergraduate student (BA-LLB Hon.), National Law Institute University, Bhopal. The author can 
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2 40 C.F.R. § 86 Appendix I (2015).   

3 FTP 75, DIESELNET.COM, https://www.dieselnet.com/standards/cycles/ftp75.php (last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 

4 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY, EMISSION STANDARDS REFERENCE GUIDE FOR ON-ROAD 

AND NON-ROAD VEHICLES AND ENGINES, available at http://www3.epa.gov/otaq/standards/light-duty/ftp.htm 
(last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 

5 FTP 72 (UDDS), DIESELNET.COM, http://www.dieselnet.com/standards/cycles/ftp72.php (last visited Apr. 27, 
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conditioning or in cold weather conditions.6 The emissions from this 5-cycle test once 

collected are analysed and emission certificates are accordingly allotted on this basis. The 

FTPs have only become more rigorous over the years. Predictably, with rising rigour there 

has been an upsurge in cases where automobile companies have tried to cheat the emissions 

test. One finds such cases from the beginning of the 1970s until as recently as 2015 with the 

VW case. Surprisingly, the first such case of using defeat devices on cars in 1973 also 

involved VW.7 This raises certain pertinent concerns. Firstly, there is a serious divergence 

between the two goals of attaining an EPA standard compliant car which is at the same time 

also market viable. Secondly, the numerous past instances, as shall be recounted further in the 

article, demonstrate the inadequacies of the prevalent emissions tests across nations with 

frequent violations of the established emissions standards. Thirdly, the ignorance of 

environmental repercussions of polluting vehicles is as observable today as it was in 1970s. 

Lastly, the frequent incidents of usage of defeat devices and false emission reports reveal that 

no effective deterrent exists to prevent future violations.  

The foremost concern is that the concept of an emissions control system is one that is not 

necessarily aligned with the interests of the automobile manufacturers. Optimum power, 

performance and fuel economy form the foremost agenda of these companies, which in most 

cases do not translate into the lowest possible emissions for that vehicle. Defeat devices 

emerged in answer to this inconsistency. These devices would enable the vehicle to undergo 

EPA testing successfully with false positive results and ultimately also serve the purpose of a 

market viable vehicle with guaranteed optimal performance. A ‘defeat device’ has been 

defined in the US Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR 86.1803.-01),  as an “auxiliary 

emission control device (AECD) that reduces the effectiveness of the emission control system 

under conditions which may reasonably be expected to be encountered in normal vehicle 

operation and use”.8 With the EPA test procedures known to all manufacturers in advance, 

the use of defeat devices becomes easier. The increasingly rigorous EPA standards only 

provide a greater incentive to employ these devices. These tests are the confirmatory tests 

performed by EPA. The first stage involves the submission of emissions data and certification 

                                                           

6 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY, VEHICLE AND FUEL EMISSIONS TESTING, available at 
http://www3.epa.gov/nvfel/testing/dynamometer.htm (last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 

7 “Auto makers and EPA split victories on '73 vehicles”, CHRONICLE-TELEGRAM, (Jan. 22, 1973); Defeat 
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8 40 C.F.R. § 86 (2015). 
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information by the manufacturers for EPA review. It is only on receiving a test order package 

from the EPA that the manufacturer must forward the specified engine/ model to the test 

facility for inspection and test run.9 A manufacturer must obtain an EPA certificate to sell the 

engine/ vehicle either with or without the confirmatory tests. The discretionary nature of 

these confirmatory tests is a clear indication of the unreliable substance and validity of the 

EPA certificates so granted. This is because no foolproof conclusion can be derived by 

relying upon the emissions data in the form as submitted by the manufacturers themselves. 

With the motivation as identified earlier, it is not prejudicial to assume that a manufacturer 

will conceal the non-compliant features of his engine/ vehicle. Moreover, even if subject to 

the confirmatory tests, the procedures thereof are widely known and can therefore be 

circumvented without much difficulty by utilising special techniques. As a result polluting 

vehicles are unchecked and freely in operation, like 11 million diesel engines in the present 

controversy.  

For decades EPA standards have been subject to violation despite their enhanced stringency. 

It was in 1973 with Volkswagen that the EPA for the first time discovered the use of defeat 

devices in around 25,000 cars produced that year. These cars were equipped with 

temperature-sensing switches that were used to deactivate the emissions control system. 

Specifically, Volkswagen’s Fastback and Squareback 1973 models would sense low 

temperatures and cut out the cars’ exhaust recirculation system. In addition, the 1973 VW 

buses too had switches that would override “the transmission controlled spark-advance 

system at low temperatures”.10 VW refused to plead guilty to any of the charges levelled 

against it but rather settled with the EPA on payment of mere $120,000. Six other automobile 

giants General Motors, American Motors, Chrysler, Ford, Toyota and Nissan were found 

employing devices that defeated the effectiveness of the emissions control system in 

conditions beyond the limited purview of EPA’s test regime at the time. Some models also 

utilised time-delay switches wherein the emissions control system would be automatically cut 

                                                           

9 United States Environment protection Agency, Overview of Confirmatory Testing, available at 
http://www3.epa.gov/otaq/cert/eng-
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ution%207-23-73%20Pr.pdf (last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 
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off with shifts in gears.11 It is noteworthy that the cars found rigged with defeat devices were 

allowed to operate and EPA order merely directed the future production of compliant 

engines.  

A new challenge for the EPA test regime arose between 1991-1995 when some 4,70,000 

Cadillacs produced by GM were found equipped with devices that turned off emissions 

control when the air conditioning was switched on. GM claimed that air conditioning 

required a greater supply of fuel to the engine and it naturally overrode the emissions system. 

It was only to prevent cars from stalling, when the air conditioners were turned on, that the 

control chips were programmed with engine boosting software. As a result, 10 grams/mile of 

carbon monoxide was being released as against the limit of 3.4 grams/mile. In December 

1995, GM was penalised with $45 million as payment of fines, costs of rectifying recalled 

vehicles and certain community service penalty. This incident revealed a significant loophole 

in the EPA test cycle since the usual testing was conducted with air conditioning and heating 

systems turned off. Even so, it was only 13 years later in 2008 that the SFTP SC0312 was 

introduced as an optional test where the engine would be tested with the air conditioning 

system turned on. 

In 1998 with Honda and Ford, EPA was faced with a defiance of yet another kind. Honda in 

different models of cars from 1995-97 had managed to disable the misfire monitoring system 

on the vehicle. This mechanism constitutes an internal check on the vehicular emission 

performance, equipped with a malfunction indicator lamp that alerts the driver in case of 

emission excesses and the need for servicing of the vehicle. Around the same time, 60,000 

Econoline vans by Ford were found producing excessive amounts of smog-causing nitrogen 

oxide. The control module on the vehicle was equipped to increase the fuel economy when 

driven at highway speeds. In the former case, in addition to extending the emissions 

warranty, free oil change and repairs amounting to $250 million in the affected models, 

Honda was ordered to pay $17 million in civil penalties and future environment projects. As 

for Ford, the EPA not only directed an immediate deactivation of the defeat devices but also 

                                                           

11 Id. 

12 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY, EMISSION STANDARDS REFERENCE GUIDE FOR ON-
ROAD AND NON-ROAD VEHICLES AND ENGINES, available at http://www3.epa.gov/otaq/standards/light-
duty/ftp.htm (last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 
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purchase of 2500 tons of nitrogen oxide credits valued at $2.5 million to offset the excess 

emissions.13 

It is amply evident from the abovementioned incidents that despite the evolving tests, the 

automobile manufacturers have constantly managed to stay a step ahead. This is primarily 

because even with the rising emission standards, the test cycles remain substantially 

unchanged. FTP-75 cycle used in the U.S. has been criticised for not covering all possible 

driving situations despite the added SFTPs. Further, it is a transient cycle which is produced 

from real measurements in Los Angeles and therefore represents only a specific region in the 

U.S, proving unsuitable as an efficient yardstick for other regions and terrains.14 ADR 37 

(Australian Design Rules)15 and BR6601 (Brazil)16cycles based on similar models also face 

such problems with effectiveness. Even the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC)17which is 

currently implemented in Europe was last updated in 1997. Although the emission standards 

have been constantly revised every 5 years with Euro 6 limits applicable since 2014, the 

testing cycle has been criticised for ‘unrealistic test conditions, lack of transparency and 

loopholes in the testing protocol’. The emission regulations are therefore undermined due to 

the inability to represent real life driving conditions and a high possibility of beating the 

cycle. The 2015 VW case once again underlines the need for a World-wide harmonised Light 

vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC). The WLTC project launched by the World Forum for the 

Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29) of the United Nations Economic 

Commission for Europe (UN-ECE) proposes to create a new legislative driving cycle that can 

predict more accurately the exhaust emissions and fuel consumption under real world driving 

situations. WLTC would derive driving data from five different regions of EU + Switzerland, 

                                                           

13 Clean Air Prohibits “Defeat Devices” in Vehicles, Engines, ENFORCEMENT ALERT (UNITED STATES 

ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY) available at http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-
06/documents/defeat.pdf (last visited on Apr. 27, 2016). 

14 U.N.E.C.E. Rep. on Development of a World Wide Worldwide harmonized Light Duty Driving Test Cycle 
(WLTC), UN/ECE/WP.29/GRPE/WLTP-IG (Dec. 2013).  

15  DEPARTMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT, THIRD EDITION ADRS – APPLICABILITY 

SUMMARY (2013). 

16 Emission Standards Brazil Light Duty Vehicles, DIESELNET.COM, 
https://www.dieselnet.com/standards/br/ld.php (last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 

17 Cleaner, more efficient vehicles, UNEP, 
http://www.unep.org/transport/gfei/autotool/approaches/information/test_cycles.asp#European (last visited Apr. 
27, 2016). 
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U.S., India, Korea and Japan, covering a wide range of vehicle categories, road types and 

driving conditions, plugging the loopholes of each of these individual test cycles. 

A uniform test cycle has a three-fold advantage. It would firstly, neutralize the unfair 

advantage that a manufacturer may gain by operating in a particular region that follows a 

penetrable emission testing regime which makes it easier to pursue the divergent objectives 

of optimum power and performance. Secondly, it would prevent countries from deliberately 

implementing weak testing regimes to attract investment from the automobile industry. 

Thirdly and most importantly it would in this regard, make uniform the contribution of each 

country towards the global fight for reduced greenhouse emissions. Here it is pertinent to 

note that an effective emission testing cycle should not be taken as an end in itself but rather 

as a means to an end to counter the visible effects of rising pollution and climate change. 

Next relevant matter is the manner in which such cases are dealt. The occurrence of the 

recent VW case amply demonstrates that the repercussions of similar previous incidents were 

not an effective deterrent. As observable from the accounts above, the EPA has struck 

settlements with culprit manufacturers till the 21st Century. Earlier, this was only with 

assurances of future compliance and later, accompanied by revocation of the rigged engines 

coupled with monetary penalties. Only the more recent cases involve a forced contribution 

towards future environmental projects with an aim to undo the damage so caused. However, 

it is not far-fetched to presume that even this penal environmental cost may have been 

anticipated and budgeted by the manufacturers well in advance. The most pertinent question 

that arises is whether this environmental damage can even be measured and compensated in 

monetary terms anymore. With the approaching Paris Climate Change Summit in December, 

2015, the immediate agenda remains limiting the rise in global temperatures within 2 degree 

Celsius. While experts at the Earth League have termed this as the ‘last chance’ to prevent 

irreversible global warming18, Prof. Richard Tol, a prominent economist, believes that the 

discussion over the impacts of a 2 degree C temperature rise is largely irrelevant as the world 

is likely to warm by between 3-5 degree C.19 This illustrates the growing scepticism 

regarding efficiency of climate change mitigation strategies, and increased certainty of the 

                                                           

18 Earth League is a voluntary international alliance of prominent scientists from world‐class institutions, who 
look to work together to respond to some of the most pressing issues faced by humankind, as a consequence of 
climate change, depletion of natural resources, land degradation and water scarcity. 

19 Roger Harrabin, Society ‘to be hit by climate change, BBC NEWS, (Nov. 16, 2015), 
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-34800829 (last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 
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prediction of a climatic doom. It is noteworthy that the VW case has failed to ignite 

discussions in this respect and focused primarily on the impact on VW’s business prospects. 

With the controversy having recently spread from the diesel engines to even the petrol 

engines, the public wrath has further intensified. Further investigations into the matter have 

revealed that in addition to the 11 million diesel engines violating nitrogen oxide levels, 

800,000 petrol vehicles have a higher fuel consumption and carbon-di-oxide (CO2) emission 

than declared in the certification process.20This is in many respects, an irregularity more 

sophisticated than that witnessed in the use of defeat devices. This is because these petrol 

vehicles lack any technical discrepancy that may be identified and used to recall these cars 

from the road. Although this was revealed by VW’s personal investigation, it has raised 

concerns and deliberations about such fraud and misstatements made by other automobile 

manufacturers as well. With this case, VW has not only defrauded the purchasers regarding 

fuel consumption and directly affected their finances, but also evaded vehicle taxes that are 

imposed on the basis of CO2emission.21 With newer revelations every day, it appears to be 

only the tip of the iceberg.  

Not only have the actions of the manufacturers but also the responses of the public and the 

enforcement authorities towards such actions had a lot to reveal about the general priorities in 

the society. The manufacturers have an explicit profit agenda that evidently, as seen above, 

tramples all standards of morality and environmental concern. The calm reaction of the public 

to the diesel controversy as compared to the aggressive response to the petrol vehicle 

controversy also demonstrates that violation of their environmental rights is only worth 

pursuing when coupled with other losses of some significance. Further, there is no indication 

that the enforcement authorities will impose an exemplary punishment on these violators. 

Unless the current environmental realities and one’s obligations in respect thereof are not 

internalized by one and all, to rise above these circumstances may be an uphill battle! 

 

                                                           

20 Alan Tovey, VW scandal: British motorists could be hit with higher tax bills as emissions crisis spreads to 
petrol and CO2, THE TELEGRAPH (Nov. 4, 2015, 05:55 PM), 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/industry/engineering/11974202/Volkswagen-diesel-gate-
scandal-latest-updates.html (last visited Apr. 27, 2016). 

21 Id. 
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Environmental problems are polycentric and multidisciplinary. Across India, concern is 

mounting over an ever growing list of environmental problems. There is no dearth of 

legislations on environmental protection in India but their enforcement has been far from 

satisfactory. This paper, in its limited scope, aims at addressing the problem of rising 

environmental issues and the need to establish specialized Environment Courts in India so as 

to improve the access to justice among the common mass. 

The authors begin by analysing important international declarations for environmental 

protection followed by position in other jurisdictions such as Australia, New Zealand and 

USA etc. with respect to environment courts- and comparing it to recent trends indicating a 

strong preference towards specialized courts in India. The article continues by examining the 

constitutional jurisprudence as laid down in various landmark judgments related to 

environmental protection in India. Further, a critical analysis has been presented 

highlighting the dark side of the National Green Tribunal along with requisite suggestions on 

the part of the authors. Finally, the authors have proposed a model for establishment of 

Environment Courts in India which, if considered by the Parliament, can ameliorate the 

status quo regarding access to environmental justice to a much greater extent.   
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I. PROLOGUE 

Environmental law is undoubtedly the mainstay of environmental protection, but even after 

many decades it is still suffering due to poor implementation in the world at large. As a 

result, the organization of the courts and their environmental sensibility as well as the 

national systems of access to justice, have become crucial issues in the implementation of 

both environmental law and the principle of sustainable development.3In this perspective, 

especially in developing or recently developed countries, the current trend has been to build 

up specialized courts and tribunals to deal with environmental cases and to make the access 

to justice easier for citizens, NGOs, and disadvantaged groups.4 The objective of the article is 

to highlight the need for the establishment of Environment Courts in the Indian context, 

enabling easy access to justice. 

This call emanates from the corridors of the Apex Constitutional Court, that is, the Supreme 

Court of India, in numerous significant cases.5 The Supreme Court has elevated the ‘right to 

clean and healthy environment’ to the status of a fundamental human right under Article 216 

of the Constitution in the process of progressive enrichment of the environmental 

jurisprudence. The extension of such a constitutional umbrella over environmental issues 

through dynamic judicial activism has proved to be beneficial for environmental governance 

in India. 

The authors begin by analysing important international declarations for environmental 

protection followed by the position in other jurisdictions such as Australia, New Zealand and 

USA etc. with respect to environment courts- and comparing it to recent trends indicating a 

strong preference towards specialized courts in India. The article continues by examining the 

constitutional jurisprudence as laid down in various landmark judgments related to 

                                                           

3 Domenico Amirante, Environmental Courts in Comparative Perspective: Preliminary Reflections on the 
National Green Tribunal of India, 29 PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 441 (2012) available at 
http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pelr/vol29/iss2/3. (last visited May 6, 2015) (hereinafter “Domenico 
Amirante”). 

4 Id. 

5 M.C. Mehta v Union of India, (1986) 2 SCC 176 (Ind.), 201- 202, Indian Council for Enviro Legal Action v 
Union ofIndia, (1996) 3 SCC 212, (Ind.), 252, A.P. Pollution Control Boardv Prof. M.V. Nayadu (Retd.) & 
Ors, (1999) 2 SCC 718, (Ind.), 730-731 (hereinafter A.P. Pollution Control Board I case) and A.P. Pollution 
Control Board v Prof. M.V. Nayudu (Retd.) & Ors., (2001) 2 SCC 62, (Ind.), 84-85 (hereinafter “A.P. 
Pollution Control Board II case”). 

6 INDIA CONST. Art 21: Protection of life and personal liberty- No person shall be deprived of his life or 
personal liberty except according to procedure established by law. 
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environmental protection in India. Further, a critical analysis has been presented highlighting 

the dark side of the National Green Tribunal along with requisite suggestions on the part of 

the authors. Finally, the authors have proposed a model for establishment of Environment 

Courts in India, which, if implemented by the Parliament, can significantly improve the status 

quo regarding access to environmental justice.  

II. IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL DECLARATIONS ON ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

The concept of establishing organizations in order to promote environmental sustainability 

and to prevent the desecration of individual rights has been proposed in various International 

declarations. The first significant collective environmental initiative convened under the 

auspices of the U.N. is the Stockholm Conference.7 In 1972, at Stockholm, the international 

community, presented with evidence of the Earth's degradation, rose to the challenge it faced 

and adopted a set of bold and comprehensive measures to address environmental decline.8 It 

was followed by two other landmark U.N. "environmental" conferences: the 1992 Rio 

Conference on Environment and Development9 and the 2002 Johannesburg World Summit on 

Sustainable Development.10 

Analyzing the significant provisions of these declarations, Principle 17 of the Stockholm 

Declaration states that ‘Appropriate national institutions must be entrusted with the task of 

planning, managing or controlling the environmental resources of States with a view to 

enhancing environmental quality’.11 In addition to this, it also anticipated through Principle 

22 that ‘States shall cooperate to develop further the international law regarding liability and 

                                                           

7 Paolo Galizzi, ‘From Stockholm to New York, via Rio and Johannesburg: Has the Environment Lost its Way 
on the Global Agenda?,’ 29 FORDHAM INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL at p. 958-959 (2005). 

8 See The Secretary General, Report of the Secretary-General on the Millennium Summit, We the Peoples: The 
Role of the United Nations in the 21st Century 259-60, U.N. Doc. A/54/2000, available at 
http://www.un.org/en/events/pastevents/pdfs/We_The_Peoples.pdf (last visited May 6, 2015). 

9 See United Nations Conference on Environment and Development ("UNCED"), June 3-14, 1992, Report of the 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, Vols. I-11, U.N. Doc. A/Conf.151.26.Rev.1 
(June 25, 1993), available at http://www.un.org/documents/ga/conf151/aconf15126-1annex1.htm (last visited 
May 6, 2015) 

10 See World Summit on Sustainable Development ("WSSD"), Aug. 26-Sept. 4, 2002, Report of the World 
Summit on Sustainable Development, U.N. Doc. A/Conf.199/20, available at 
http://www.johannesburgsummit.org/ (last visited May 6, 2015). 

11 Supra note 7, Principle 17. The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, having met at 
Stockholm from 5 to 16 June 1972, having considered the need for a common outlook and for common 
principles to inspire and guide the peoples of the world in the preservation and enhancement of the human 
environment.  
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compensation for the victims of pollution and other environmental damage caused by 

activities within the jurisdiction or control of such States to areas beyond their jurisdiction’.12 

Individual participation is also necessary in order to accomplish the aim which has been 

advocated in the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 2002 through Principle 

10 which says, ‘Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned 

citizens, at the relevant level’.13 It was once again proposed here in Principle 13 that ‘States 

shall develop national law regarding liability and compensation for the victims of pollution 

and other environmental damage.14 States shall also cooperate in an expeditious and more 

determined manner to develop further international law regarding liability and compensation 

for adverse effects of environmental damage caused by activities within their jurisdiction or 

control to areas beyond their jurisdiction’.15 

Prof. Sands is of the view that the international community has not adopted a binding 

international instrument of global application which purports to set out the general rights and 

obligations of the international community on environmental matters.16 No equivalent to the 

Universal Declaration on Human Rights or the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights or Economic and Social Rights has yet been adopted.17 

III. AN OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENT COURTS IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS 

The establishment of Environment Courts is not a novel concept and are currently in 

operation in more than a hundred countries all over the world. The establishment of such 

courts has not only improved the environment but also condensed and resolved various 

environmental problems affecting both, the individual and the society on a holistic level.  

AUSTRALIA: One of the primary exemplar of such a set-up is the Land and Environment 

Courts [hereinafter “LEC”], established under the Land and Environment Court Act, 1979, 

                                                           

12 Available at http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/Default.asp?documentid=97&articleid=1503 (last 
visited May 5, 2015). 

13 Supra note 9, Principle 10. 

14 Id, Principle 13. 

15 Available at http://www.jus.uio.no/lm/environmental.development.rio.declaration.1992/portrait.a4.pdf (last 
visited May 5, 2015).  

16 Philippe Sands, (1995): Principles of International Environmental Law, Vol. 1. (Manchester University Press, 
Manchester, U.K.) p. 183. 

17 Id. 
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which is a superior court of record having the same jurisdiction as the Supreme Court of New 

South Wales.18 It is composed of Judges and nine technical and conciliation assessors.19The 

Judges and Commissioners are appointed by the Governor and should have special 

knowledge or qualification in town planning, environmental planning, environmental science 

including matters  pertaining to protection of the environment and environmental assessment, 

architecture, engineering, surveying or building construction, management of natural 

resources and urban design or heritage.20 

In addition to this, a consultative committee known as Closed User’s Group is also 

established whose main function is to recommend to the Chief Judge improvements in the 

functioning and services provided by the Court and act as a communication channel to 

disseminate court related information. The Group has a wide range of membership across 

engineering, architectural, planning, surveying streams along with representatives of the legal 

profession.21 The proceedings in this court are conducted with as little technicality as possible 

and with as much expedition. The Court is not bound to follow rules of evidence.22 

The “Australasian model” is very relevant to the study of the recent development of 

environmental justice in India because both the Supreme Court and the Law Commission of 

India, which described these experiments as ‘ideal’, have relied heavily on them to define the 

proposed Environmental Courts system.23 

NEW ZEALAND: The New Zealand Environment Court is more recent, being established 

under the Resource Management (Amendment) Act of 1996.24 Like the New South Wales 

                                                           

18 Australia, Land and Environment Court Act, 1979 (NSW), Section 20 (2).  

19 Id, Section 7.  

20 Id, Section 12.  

21 Dennis A. Cowdroy, ‘The Land and Environment Court of New South Wales - A Model for the United 
Kingdom’, [2002] J.P.L. 59. 

22 Supra note 18, Section 38.  

23Raghav Sharma, ‘Green Courts in India: Strengthening Environmental Governance?’, 4 L. ENV’T & DEV. J. 
61, 61 (2008), available at http://www.lead-journal.org/content/08050.pdf (last visited May 6, 2015) 
(hereinafter “Raghav Sharma”). 

24 Resource Management Amendment Act 2006 (N.Z.). This Act amended the 1991 Resource Management Act, 
and the Environmental Court replaced the former Planning Tribunal. 
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Court, it is an independent specialized court, composed of judges and environmental 

commissioners, nominated by the government as technical experts.25 

The Governor-General appoints them for a period of five years on the recommendation of the 

Minister of Justice, while ensuring a mix of knowledge and experience including commercial 

and economic affairs, local government, community affairs, planning and resource 

management, heritage protection, environmental science, architecture, engineering, minerals 

and alternative disputes resolution processes.26 It has specialised provisions through which, 

the Court may ask one or more of its Environment Commissioners to conduct mediation or 

conciliation to resolve the dispute having the consent of the parties at any time after 

proceedings are lodged.27 It is interesting to note that the New Zealand Court has been 

defined as the “adjudicator of sustainability with reference to this power.”28 

U.S.A: It has the Vermont’s Environmental Court created by the Uniform Environmental 

Law Enforcement Act in 1989, and took effect in November 1990.29 The same statute gave 

the Secretary of the Agency of Natural Resources increased enforcement powers applying to 

a range of environmental programs.30 

 

EUROPE: European countries having a dual structure of jurisdiction in case of disputes 

follow the trend where the administrative courts develop a certain degree of specialization in 

environmental law, since the settlement of virtually all disputes between citizens and public 

                                                           

25 In appointing the Judges and Commissioners, the Governor-General must give regard to the need to ensure a 
mix of knowledge and experience – including commercial and economic affairs, local government, 
community affairs, planning and resource management, heritage protection, environmental science, 
architecture, engineering, minerals, and alternative disputes resolution processes. 

26See Ministry of New Zealand, ‘Your Guide to Environment Court: An Everyday Guide to the RMA Series 6.1’, 
available at http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/rma/everyday/court-guide-jun06/html/page2.html (last 
visited May 6, 2015) 

27 New Zealand, Resource Management Act, 1991, Section 26.  

28 Bret C. Birdsong, ‘Adjudicating Sustainability: New Zealand’s Environment Court’, 29 ECOLOGY L.Q. 1, 
38 (2002). 

29 See 4 V.S.A. Chapter 27 and 10 V.S.A. Chapter 201. 

30 The statutes referred to in this paper may be looked up on line at the following website: 
http://www.leg.state.vt.us. The policy and penalty factors are found in sections 8001 and 8010. The statutory 
provisions creating the court are found in Title 4, Chapter 27. For the court rules, and also for the decisions of 
the Environmental Court, go to http://www.vermontjudiciary.org. The rule applicable to the Environmental 
Court is Rule 76 of the Vermont Rules of Civil Procedure. 
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authority fall within their sphere of activity.31 However countries such as Sweden, Austria 

and France have acted contrary to this trend. Sweden became the first European country in 

1999 to create an Environmental code followed by Austria and France in 2000.32 They also 

created five environmental courts which were attached to five civil districts and one court 

attached to civil court of appeal.33 They form excellent examples of first and second instance 

courts where the decision makers include non-lawyers, scientific and technical experts 

possessing full judicial powers.34 

Various countries have adopted and established such courts on similar lines such as Canada 

having the Environmental Appeals Board for Alberta and Environmental Assessment and 

Appeals Boards for Ontario, The Irish Republic having The Planning Appeals Board and 

Denmark having Environmental Appeals Board.35 

ASIA: As far as Asian context is concerned, democracies like Japan and Korea have opted 

for the settlement of environmental disputes through administrative bodies (the 

                                                           

31 Luc Lavrysen, ‘The Role of National Judges in Environmental Law’, INT’L NETWORK FOR ENVT’L 

COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT 6 (2006). The author also specifies that in these countries environmental 
disputes account for a substantial portion of the administrative disputes which leads to a certain kind of 
specialization as those cases are consistently referred, whether or not on the basis of a legal rule to the same 
court division or divisions (in Finland one third of the cases of the Supreme Administrative Court concern 
environmental matters; in Belgium nearly a quarter of the ordinary cases before the Council of State). 

32See:www.lec.justice.nsw.gov.au/agdbase7wr/_assets/lec/m420301|721754/prestoncj%20characteristics%20of
%20sucessful%20ecs.pdf  (last visited May 5,2015). 

33 For a discussion on the French environmental code, see Domenico Amirante, Codification and Technical 
Rules in Environmental Law: Reflections on the French Experience, in SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE IN EUROPEAN 

ENVIRONMENTAL RULE-MAKING: THE CASE OF THE LANDFILL AND END-OF-LIFE VEHICLES DIRECTIVES 99 
(Andrew Biondi et al. eds., 2003). 

34George Pring & Catherine Pring, ‘Specialized Environmental Courts and Tribunals at the Confluence of 
Human Rights and Environment’,11 OREGON REVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL LAW No. 2 (2009) at p. 15. 
(hereinafter “Pring and Pring”), Interestingly, the authors note that: 

   “[T]he Swedish Environmental Code lays out general principles, policies, and goals rather than 
incorporating detailed and specific language . . . , so having technical expertise on the bench is especially 
important when trying to apply a general law to the technical aspects of cases. Having science technical 
expertise on the decision-making body also ensures that weaker parties are not entirely dependent upon 
technical consultants and lawyers in order to achieve fair, equitable, and affordable remedies. Thus, Sweden 
has science-technical experts at each court level below the Supreme Court. Expert judges (Environmental 
Court of Appeal) or technical advisers (Environmental Court) can have a wide variety of backgrounds, 
although most are chemical engineers, water engineers, or biologists. The lay experts who act as judges are 
appointed based on a background in industry or environmental management.” Id. at 56-57. For a study on 
environmental courts in northern Europe, see generally Helle Tegner Anker et al., The Role of Courts in 
Environmental Law, A Nordic Comparative Study, NORDIC ENVTL. L.J. 9 (June 2009), available at 
http://www.nordiskmiljoratt.se/haften/NMT%202009.pdf . 

35 Pring and Pring, supra note 34, at p. 89-90. 
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Environmental Dispute Resolution Commissions)36, while China’s ongoing institutional 

reform process has set up an articulate system of Environmental Tribunals at the regional and 

local levels.37 Other Asian States have organized systems of internal specialization in 

environmental matters.  For instance in the Philippines, with its extremely comprehensive 

system of 117 local and regional trial (environmental) courts established by the Supreme 

Court’s rules,38 and Indonesia, through its established system of informal specialization of 

single judges have shown the development of a legal machinery at local level for tackling the 

issues pertaining to environment.39 Other countries have developed a rich and interesting 

environmental jurisprudence that still relies on an ordinary court system and especially on 

proactive Supreme Courts (this is the case in Sri Lanka, Thailand, and, to a lesser extent, 

Malaysia).40 

The Indian subcontinent also appears to be very proactive today in this area through an 

established tradition of public interest environmental litigation.41 Environmental Tribunal and 

other Environmental Courts have been set up in Pakistan42 and some reforms are still going 

on in Bangladesh where the government announced, in 2010, its intention to set up sixty-four 

Environment Courts at the local level.43 

IV. CONSTITUTIONAL JURISPRUDENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN INDIA 
                                                           

36 Lisa Blomgren Bingham, Sun Woo Lee, and Won Kyung Chang, ‘Participatory Governance in South Korea: 
Legal Infrastructure, Economic Development, and Dispute Resolution’, available at 
http://www.mcgeorge.edu/document/conferences/judind_bingham_master.pdf, (last visited May 6, 2015).  

37 Prof. Domenico Amirante, ‘Environmental corts in comparative perspective: preliminary reflections on 
National Green Tribunal of India’ available at 
https://law.pace.edu/sites/default/files/IJIEA/Environmental_Courts_in_comparative_perspective-
preliminary_reflections-National_Green_Tribunal_of_India.pdf (last visited May 6, 2015). 

38 Risa Halaguena, ‘Developments in Philippine: Access to Environmental Justice’, Effectius Newsletter, Issue 
11 (2011), available at 
http://effectius.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Risa_Halaguena_Newsletter11.30110605.pdf (last visited 
May 6, 2015). 

39 Available at www.adb.org/sites/default//files/publication/27654/2010-brief-01-asian-judges.pdf (last visited 
May 6, 2015).    

40 Available at www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/29827/2012-brief-01-environmental-governance.pdf 
(last visited May 6, 2015). 

41 Jona Razzaque, PUBLIC INTEREST ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION IN INDIA, PAKISTAN AND BANGLADESH 

(2004). 

42 Environmental Tribunal Rules, 1999 Government of Pakistan Ministry of Environment, Local Government 
and Rural Development. 

43 The Environment Court Act, 2000 Act No.11 of 2000 Section 4. 
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The constitution of India is not an inert but a living document which evolves and grows with 

time.44 The specific provisions on environment protection in the constitution have resulted in 

this evolving nature and growth potential of the fundamental law of the land.45 The original 

version of the Constitution lacked rights related to environment as it was prominently 

dominated by political and property rights, But in early 1980s, the Supreme Court and the 

Parliament understood the growing importance of environment and changed its view from 

ignorance to preservation of environment. The 42nd Constitution Amendment Act, 1976, 

changed the landscape by inserting specific provisions for environmental protection in the 

form of Directive Principles of State Policy and Fundamental Duties.46 The Preamble to our 

constitution ensures a socialist pattern of society along with dignity of the individual and a 

decent standard of living and pollution free environment are inherent in this.47 

Article 48A (Directive Principle) enunciates that ‘the state shall endeavour to protect and 

improve the environment and to safeguard the forests and wild life of the country’.  Also 

entries 17(A) and 17 (B) (protection of wild animals and birds) have been added to the 

concurrent list. 

Article 51A (g) (Fundamental Duty) enunciates that ‘it shall be the duty of every citizen of 

India to protect and improve the natural environment including forests, lakes, rivers, wildlife 

and to have compassion for living creatures’. 

The cumulative effect of Articles 48A and 51A (g) enjoins that both the 'State' as well as the 

'citizens'  are now under the constitutional obligation to conserve, perceive, protect and 

improve the environment.48 Thus, it gives directive to the State for protection and 

improvement of environment and imposes a duty on every citizen to help in the preservation 

of natural environment.49 The phrase ‘protect and improve’ appearing in both the Articles 

48A and 51A (g) seems to contemplate an affirmative government action to improve the 
                                                           

44 Pooja P. Vardhan, ‘Environment Protection under Constitutional Framework of India’, 
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/efeatures.aspx?relid=105411 (last visited May 6, 2015) (hereinafter “Pooja P. 
Vardhan”). 

45 Id. 

46 INDIA CONST. Art. 48 & Art. 51A(g), amended by The Constitution (Forty second Amendment) Act, 2007. 

47 Pooja P. Vardhan, supra note 44. 

48  State of Tamil Nadu v. Hind Store, AIR 1981 SC 711 (Ind.); see also Rural Litigation and Entitle Ji: at 
Kendra v. State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1987 SC 359 (Ind.) (Popularly known as ‘Dehradun Quarrying Case’). 

49 Gurdip Singh, ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN INDIA, 69 (2011). 
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quality of environment and not just to preserve the environment in its degraded form. This 

constitutional reform initiated a deep involvement of judges in environmental matters.50 

Article 47: The State shall regard the raising of the level of nutrition and the standard of 

living of its people and the improvement of public health as among its primary duties. The 

improvement of public health may be related to the improvement of the environment. 

Article 21: The Right to Live in a Clean and Peaceful Environment. The Hon’ble Supreme 

Court of India, while laying down the scope of Article 21 of the Constitution of India, held 

that the fundamental right of protection of life and personal liberty envisaged under this 

Article also embraces not only the physical existence  but also the quality of life. 

The Court has adopted an expansive view of ‘life’ under Article 21 and enriched it to include 

environmental rights by reading it along with Articles 47, 48-A and 51A(g) and declaring: 

“Article 21 protects right to life as a fundamental right. Enjoyment of life 

and its attainment including their right to life with human dignity 

encompasses within its ambit, the protection and preservation of 

environment, ecological balance free from pollution of air and water, 

sanitation without which life cannot be enjoyed. Any contra acts or actions 

would cause environmental, ecological, air, water, pollution, etc. should be 

regarded as amounting to violation of Article 21.”51 

In M.C. Mehta vs. Union of India,52 the Supreme Court treated the right to live in healthy and 

pollution-free environment as a part of fundamental right to “life” under Article 21 of the 

Constitution.  Public Interest Litigation under Articles 32 and 226 of the Constitution of India 

also resulted in a wave of environmental litigation.53 As explained, the real growth in the 

field of environmental law took place in the exercise of the original jurisdiction of the 

                                                           

50 Domenico Amirante, supra note 3. 

51 Virender Gaur & Ors. v State of Haryana & Ors. (1995) 2 SCC 577 (Ind.) [hereinafter “Virendra Kumar’s 
case”]. Also refer: Chhettriya Mukti Sangharsh Samiti (Regional Liberation Front) vs. State of Andhra 
Pradesh (1990), 4 SCC 499 (Ind.). 

52 M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1987 SC 1086(Ind.) (Popularly known as ‘Oleum Gas Leak Case’). 

53 Pooja P. Vardhan, supra note 44. 
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Supreme Court of India under Article 32 of the Constitution by way of enforcement of the 

right to a clean environment as a facet of the right to life itself.54 

Thus, India’s ‘Green Constitution’ now guarantees a right to healthy environment,55 right to 

clean air,56 right to clean water,57 enjoins the State and its agencies to strictly enforce 

environmental laws58 while disclosing information in respect of decisions which affect health, 

life and livelihood59 and disallows inadequacy of funds and resources as a pretext for the 

evasion of obligations by the State.60 Significant environmental principles like polluter 

pays,61 precautionary principle,62 sustainable development,63 public trust doctrine64 and 

intergenerational equity65 have become entrenched in the Indian law without explicit 

incorporation in any legislative framework.66 

                                                           

54Harish Salve, Justice Between Generation: Environment and Social Justice, in SUPREME BUT NOT 

INFALLIBLE: ESSAYS IN HONOR OF THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA (B.N. Kirpal, Ashok H. Desai, Gopal 
Subramanium, Rajeev Dhavan & Raju Ramachandran eds.) [New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2000] at pp. 
360, 366. 

55 Subhash Kumar v State of Bihar, (1991) 1 SCC 598, 604(Ind.) (hereinafter “Subhash Kumar’s case”); M.C. 
Mehta v Union of India, (1992) 3 SCC 256, 257 (Ind.) and Virender Gaur’s case. 

56 M.C. Mehta v Union of India, (1998) 6 SCC 60, M.C.Mehta v Union of India, (1999) 6 SCC 9 (matter 
regarding diesel emissions) and Murli S. Deora v Union of India, (2001) 8 SCC 765. 

57 A.P. Pollution Control Board II case, supranote 3, at 82, Mrs. Susetha v State of T.N. & Ors., (2006) 6 SCC 
543(Ind.), Narmada Bachao Andolan v Union of India, (2000) 10 SCC 664 (Ind.) (hereinafter “Narmada 
Bachao Andolan case”) and Subhash Kumar’s case. 

58 Indian Council for Enviro Legal Action v Union of India, (1996) 5 SCC 281(Ind.) (The Court took upon itself 
the duty to intervene in all such cases) and N. D. Jayal v Union of India (2004) 9 SCC 362 (Ind.) (hereinafter 
“N. D. Jayal’s case”). 

59 Essar Oil Ltd. v Halar Utkarsh Samiti & Ors. (2004) 2 SCC 392 (Ind.) 

60 Almitre H. Patel v Union of India, (1998) 2 SCC 416 (Ind.) and B.L. Wadhera v Union of India, (1996) 2 
SCC 594 (Ind.). 

61 M.C. Mehta v Kamal Nath, (2000) 6 SCC 213 (Ind.). 

62 Vellore Citizens’ Welfare Forum v Union of India, (1996) 5 SCC 647 (Ind.) (hereinafter “Vellore case”) . 

63 Narmada Bachao Andolan v Union of India, (2000) 10 SCC 664 (Ind.), Goa Foundation v Diksha Holdings 
Pvt. Ltd., (2001) 2 SCC 97 (Ind.) and N. D. Jayal’s case. 

64 K.M. Chinnappa & T.N. Godavarman Thirumulpad v Union of India, AIR 2003 SC 724 (Ind.) and 
Intellectuals Forum, Tirupathi v State of A.P. and Ors., (2006) 3 SCC 549 (Ind.). 

65 State of Himachal Pradesh v Ganesh Wood Products, (1995) 6 SCC 363 (Ind.). 

66 Raghav Sharma, supra note 21. 
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In this way, through the interpretation of Article 21, the Court has sought to convert formal 

guarantees into positive human rights. However, the expansion of fundamental right by the 

Court recognising right to environment as a part of right to life has neither been statutorily 

established nor has it been recognised in national environmental policy programmes.67 

V. HOW GREEN IS NATIONAL GREEN TRIBUNAL: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

Principle 13 of the Rio Declaration on Development and Environment, 1992 states that 

“states shall develop the national law regarding liability and compensation for the victims of 

Pollution and other environmental damage”.68 In order to implement the above directive and 

to provide for a forum for effective and expeditious disposal of cases arising from any 

accident occurring while handling any hazardous substance, the Indian Parliament, twenty-six 

years after the world's worst industrial disaster in Bhopal, enacted the National Green 

Tribunal Act, 2010 [hereinafter “NGT Act, 2010”].  The Act came into force on October 

18th 2010.69 

The Act seeks to replace the National Environment Tribunal Act, 1957 and the National 

Environment Appellate Authority Act, 1997 which have been in operation for sometime in 

the country. The Act has been enacted in response to the recommendations of the Law 

Commission of India and the Indian Supreme Court which highlighted the large number of 

environment – related cases pending in the courts.70The Act is a critical step towards capacity 

development because it strengthens the framework of global environmental governance. 

It has been almost 5 years since the NGT Act was passed, still there are certain lacunae 

involved in the Act and the concept itself which are quite necessary to be discussed at this 

                                                           

67 Geetanjoy Sahu, ‘Implications of Indian Supreme Court’s Innovations for Environmental Jurisprudence’, 4/1 
Law, Environment and Development Journal (2008), p. 375, available at http://www.lead-
journal.org/content/08001.pdf (last visited May 6, 2015). 

68 June 13, 1992, UN Doc. A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I) (1992), 31 ILM 874 (1992). See also Hoelting, A. Rebecca. 
(1994). After Rio: The Sustainable Development Concept Following The United Nations Conference on 
Environment And Development. 24 GA. J. INT’L & COMP. L. 

69 The immediate reasons that prompted the Indian Parliament to enact the Tribunals Act had been (i) the 
inordinate delay involved in the redressal of environment related grievances like the one involving the Bhopal 
Gas Leak case (Charan Lal v Union of India AIR 1990 SC 1480) and (ii) the inadequacy of the existing 
judicial system to provide adequate relief as evidenced in the Oleum Gas Leak Case (MC Mehta v Union of 
India AIR 1987 SC 965). 

70 See 186th Report, 2003 of the Law Commission of India. See also the decision of the Supreme Court in M.C. 
Mehta v. Union of India, (1997) 2 SCC 653, See also M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1987 SC 965 and 
Charanlal Sahu v. Union of India, AIR 1990 SC 1480. 
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juncture. The authors have also discussed how this flawed piece of legislation could be made 

effective in the current scenario. 

Firstly, attention should be drawn towards the significant observations made by the Law 

Commission of India in its 186th Report, which evidently recommended establishing 

Environment Courts.71 But the NGT Act, 2010 established “Tribunal” and not “Courts” for 

adjudicating matters pertaining to environmental protection in India. The basic distinction 

between a Tribunal and a Court, according to the legal jurisprudence, is that a tribunal has 

comparatively lesser powers as compared to a court. The courts follow a set of formal 

procedure whereas the tribunals don’t. Such a shift from ‘court’ to ‘tribunal’ has eroded the 

whole efficacy of the exercise. What is the purpose of creating a toothless institution? Thus, it 

has been proposed that, with respect to the recommendations made by the LCI in the 186th 

Report, the Parliament should establish full-fledged Environment Courts and not tribunals 

having narrower judicial powers. 

Secondly, we have observed that, in each and every clause of the NGT Act, 2010 with 

regards to the establishment of the Tribunal, the word ‘Central Government’ reflects that the 

Tribunal is very much related to the Government.72 In India, it is quite evident that the 

Judiciary is separate from the Executive.73 But when we look at the National Green Tribunal 

Act, 2010, the Central Government directly as well as indirectly interferes in the working of 

the tribunal, which is a wing of the judicial system of our country meant for speedy, fair trial 

for environment cases. The NGT Act, 2010 has failed to envisage a scheme for total 

independence of the Tribunal from executive control. Thus it is proposed that the intervention 

of the executive should be curtailed so as to allow the institution to work freely and 

impartially.  

Another important concern is with regard to the issue of the Limitation Period of the NGT 

Act, which has emerged as a point of debate because the substances or matters which degrade 

the environment take time in actually affecting  the people. Under section 15 (3) of the Act, 

                                                           

71 Law Commission of India, ‘186th Report on Proposal to Constitute Environment Courts’, September 2003, 
available at http://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/reports/ 186th%20report.pdf, at p. 7. (last visited May 6, 
2015) (hereinafter “LCI”). 

72 Section 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 13 of the National Green Tribunal Act, No. 19 of 2010, INDIA CODE 

(2010), vol. 19 (2010). 

73 INDIA CONST. Art. 50: The State shall take steps to separate the judiciary from the executive in the public 
services of the State; M. P. Singh, ‘Securing the Independence of The Judiciary-The Indian Experience’, 10 
IND. INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 245 (2000). 
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applications for compensation, relief or restitution of property or environment have to be 

made within a period of five years from the date on which the cause for such compensation or 

relief first arose.74It has been seen that the problems related to environment can be identified 

by the public at a later stage and if they approach the tribunal at such stage, their application 

may be dismissed on the technical ground of limitation period. Thus, it is suggested that the 

rigid approach of limitation period needs to be discarded and a more proactive and judicious 

approach of case based flexibility should be adopted for the NGT, thereby making suitable 

and needful legal amendment in the said Act. 

Next, we would also like to draw attention to the text of the provision of Section 14(1) of the 

said Act, which states that the tribunal shall have the jurisdiction over all civil cases where a 

substantial question relating to environment (including enforcement of any legal right relating 

to environment) is involved.75 The Act specifically applies only to civil cases, excluding 

criminal offences. Thus it has been proposed that the NGT should be empowered with 

jurisdiction over criminal matters also. 

The Act also allows an appeal before the Tribunal in scenarios where an industry fails to get 

environmental clearance. . Now whenever the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MOEF) 

rejects environmental clearance, it can be challenged under Section 16(i) of the Act76, thereby 

defeating the whole purpose of positive discrimination. 

Another sticky point is the location of the Tribunal. The NGT established by the NGT Act, 

2010 has its principle bench at New Delhi and four other zonal benches in India.77If an 

indigent is facing any environment related problem in his village, he would have to approach 

                                                           

74 NGT Act, 2010 Section 15(3): No application for the grant of any compensation or relief or restitution of 
property or environment under this section shall be entertained by the tribunal unless it is made within a period 
of 5 years from the date on which the cause of such compensation or relief first arose; 

Available at http://www.thehindu.com/todays-paper/tp-opinion/how-green-is-my-tribunal/article503574.ece 
(last visited May 6, 2015). 

75 NGT Act, 2010 Section 14(1): The Tribunal shall have the jurisdiction over all civil cases where a substantial 
question relating to environment (including enforcement of legal right relating to environment), is involved 
and such question arises out of the implementation of the enactments specified in Schedule I. 

76 NGT Act, 2010 Section 16(i): An order made on or after the commencement of National Green Tribunal Act, 
2010, refusing to grant environmental clearance for carrying out any activity or operation or process under 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. 

77 NGT Act, 2010 Section 4 (3) of NGT Act enables the Central Government to specify the ordinary places or 
places of sitting of the Tribunal and territorial jurisdiction falling under such places of sitting. (New Delhi was 
declared as the principal place of sitting, benches were established in Bhopal (Central Zone), Kolkata (Eastern 
Zone), Pune (Western Zone) and Chennai (Southern Zone)). 
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the nearest civil court because the NGT cannot be accessed by him. They cannot ‘afford’ to 

go to New Delhi or other selected places time and again to attend the proceedings. Thus, the 

poor and the tribal people living in remote areas will be deprived of the opportunity to 

approach NGT for redressal of their grievances. The lack of accessibility will defeat the very 

purpose of the Act.78 Hence, it is proposed to establish Environmental Courts in each and 

every district for proper implementation of the Act.  

The Act does not fix the responsibility of who is liable to pay compensation in case of an 

accident and has a number of other ambiguities. Such issues need to be clarified in the Act 

itself. 

Also seeking justice in NGT is very expensive, only people who have power of paying higher 

fees to lawyers can afford to approach it. The rural people are still finding it difficult to get 

effective redressal of their problems. Thus it has been proposed to make NGT more cost 

effective for the common people. 

Based on these concerns,, there is much that needs to be modified in the legislation for its 

effective implementation. There is no doubting the necessity of a green tribunal which 

functions smoothly in 134 countries. The government has to treat a grievance redressal body 

with more respect. However, there is also the risk of “tribunalising” this country with a 

plethora of tribunals to decide each controversial sector that affects the environment.79 

VI. PROPOSED MODEL FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF ENVIRONMENT COURTS IN INDIA 

As discussed by the authors in the previous sections of the paper, in the past few years there 

is an increasing trend to the number of cases based on environmental pollution, ecological 

destruction and conflicts over natural resources coming up before the Courts and thus it is 

absolutely essential to set up a separate machinery to cut down the delays which are 

hindering the implementation of environmental laws. We hereby recommend a model for the 

establishment of environment courts at the district and state level, so as to settle the disputes 

related to environment at the grass-root level more effectively and efficiently. As of now we 

only have the National Green Tribunal at the central level to adjudicate upon matters 

pertaining to environment. 

                                                           

78 Savio J F Correia, ‘NGT Act: An Appraisal’, HERALD, Oct. 17, 2014. 

79 Meena Menon, Open-Ed, ‘How Green is my Tribunal’, THE HINDU, July 7, 2010. 
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 Aims and Objective: Similar to the objective of NGT Act, 2010, the Environmental 

Courts also aim for the effective and expeditious disposal of cases relating to 

environment protection and conservation of forests and other natural resources 

including enforcement of any legal right relating to environment and providing relief 

and compensation for damages to persons and property and for matters connected 

therewith or incidental thereto.80 

 Establishment of Environmental Courts: It is proposed that there shall be an 

Environment Court (a specialised court) established in every district and a State 

Green Tribunal to be established at State level. 

 Composition and Qualification: As it would be difficult for the judicial officers to 

deal with the scientific and technical aspects, a team of two experts in ecology and 

others sciences will be present to aid the officer.  

[1]. In case of District courts, there shall be a judge, who will act as the Chairman and 

two other members. The judge shall be a serving or retired officer of District Judge 

cadre. The two other members are persons having specialised knowledge and 

experience in the field of environment and other sciences. [2] In case of State Green 

Tribunal, there shall be a judge and 8 other members, out of which 4 will be judicial 

officers and other 4 will be Expert officers. The judges shall be serving or retired 

High Court judges. The rest will be subjected to the same qualification as discussed 

above.    

 Procedure of Appointment: [1] In case of Environmental Courts, the judge and the 

other Expert members shall be appointed by the State government in consultation with 

the Chief Justice of the concerned High Court. [2] In case of State Green Tribunal, the 

judges and other Expert members shall be appointed by the Central government in 

consultation with the Chief Justice of India. The term “consultation” here means that 

the recommendation made by the Chief Justice shall be binding on the appropriate 

government. 

 Jurisdiction of the Courts:  The Courts shall be vested with the jurisdiction to decide 

both criminal prosecution cases under the various environmental laws and civil cases 

for compensation to victims of any activity leading to environmental damage or 

pollution and can grant all reliefs which a civil court can grant. Very specifically, it is 

being proposed that we are ousting the jurisdiction of the ordinary Civil and Criminal 

                                                           

80 Preamble to the National Green Tribunal Act, No. 19 of 2010, INDIA CODE (2010), vol. 19 (2010). 
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Courts to entertain environment related disputes. This means, for example, if a 

chimney in a neighbour’s house is releasing polluted air or a small sewage channel 

from one house or land is causing pollution to a neighbour’s house or land, parties in 

villages are able to approach the nearest Environment Courts instead of Munsif courts 

as they will now be quite accessible to these villages. The villagers are expected to go 

all the way to the Environment Court setup in each district for each adjournment and 

contest the same. This will definitely mitigate the burden of litigation on the trial 

courts.81 

 Procedure of Environment Courts: The Courts shall not be bound by the procedure 

laid down under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 and Indian Evidence Act, 1872, 

but shall be guided by principles of natural justice and can lay down their own 

procedure. The Environment Court must also keep in mind the other environmental 

principles82 including Precautionary Principle83, Polluter Pays Principle84, New 

Burden of Proof Principle85, Prevention Principle86, Strict Liability so far as 

hazardous substances are concerned87, Public Trust doctrine88, Concept of inter-

generational equity89 and the Concept of Sustainable Development90. These Courts 

shall also be allowed to adopt summary proceedings for speedy disposal of the cases. 

                                                           

81 LCI, supra note 71 at page 148. 

82 LCI, supra note 71 at p. 148. 

83 Precautionary Principle aims to provide guidance for protecting public health and the environment in the face 
of uncertain risks, stating that the absence of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason to postpone 
measures where there is a risk of serious or irreversible harm to public health or the environment. 

84 The Polluter Pays Principle is a principle in international environmental law where the polluting party pays 
for the damage done to the natural environment. 

85 New Burden of Proof Principle is a new concept which places the Burden of Proof on the Developer or 
Industrialist who is proposing to alter the status quo. 

86 The Prevention Principle takes care of reckless polluters who would continue polluting the environment in as 
much as paying for pollution is a small fraction of the benefits they earn from their harmful acts or omissions. 

87 Absolute or Strict Liability is one where fault need not be established. It is no-fault liability. 

88 The Public Trust Doctrine is the principle that certain resources are preserved for public use, and that the 
government is required to maintain it for the public’s reasonable use. 

89 Concept of Inter-generational Equity states that the right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably 
meet developmental and environmental needs of the present and future generations. 

90 The Concept of Sustainable Development means development of the countries and eradication of poverty 
must be balanced against conservation of environment. 
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 Powers of the Environment Courts: The proposed courts, in case of civil disputes, 

can pass all kinds of orders, final or interlocutory. It can also award damages, 

compensation and can also grant injunctions.91 In criminal cases, the courts are 

empowered to impose punishment in the form of fine or imprisonment.  

 Mode of Execution: The decision given by the court shall be deemed to be a decree 

of a civil court and shall be binding on both the parties. So far as execution of its 

orders is concerned, the proposed Courts must have all powers which a Civil/Criminal 

Court has for execution and should also be able to exercise contempt jurisdiction.92 

 Locus Standi: So far as locus standi before the proposed Court in original petitions is 

concerned, it must be as wide as it is today before High Courts/Supreme Court in the 

writ jurisdiction in environment matters. Any person or organization who or which is 

interested in the subject matter or in public interest must be able to approach the 

Court. The Court, however, must be permitted to impose exemplary costs in case of 

frivolous or vexatious litigation.93 

 Cost: This includes both the court fee and the amount to be paid as compensation. 

It has been proposed that, in an effort to make access to environmental justice more 

affordable for low-income litigants, local communities, and NGOs, the courts shall 

reduce filing fees substantially and even make filing possible online and adopt rules 

against cost shifting to the losing party.94 

As far as amount of compensation is concerned, the defaulter is liable to pay the cost 

to the individual sufferers as well as the cost of restoring environmental degradation.95 

 Appellate Jurisdiction: All appeals from the Environmental Court shall be preferred 

to the State Green Tribunal and an appeal from the decision of the State Green 

Tribunal lies before the National Green Tribunal. The provisions should be confined 

to single appeal. However, all decisions of any such court shall be subject to Judicial 

Review. The powers of High Courts under Arts. 226, 227 and of the Supreme Court 

under Art. 32 of the Constitution of India shall not be ousted. 

                                                           

91 LCI, supra note 71 at p. 167. 

92 Id. at p. 151. 

93 Id. at p. 152. 

94 Pring and Pring, supra note 34 at p. 15. 

95 Vellore Citizens’ Welfare Forum v Union of India, (1996) 5 SCC 647 (Ind.) 647. 
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 Power to Frame Schemes and Monitor them: The Environment Court, in our view, 

must have power to frame schemes and monitor them and also have power to modify 

these schemes from time to time.96 

 Conciliation and Mediation: The proposed Environment Court should encourage 

alternative dispute mechanisms such as Conciliation and Mediation, at any stage of 

the proceeding.97 

 Training and Awareness Campaigns: The appropriate government shall, from time 

to time, organize training sessions for prosecutors, judges, experts, and lawyers, so as 

to provide them with specialised knowledge and skills which would help them to deal 

effectively with environmental litigations. The legal aid campaigns should involve 

information related to legal rights for protection of environment in order to create 

awareness among the common masses. 

 Mobile Courts: In order to make the environment courts easily accessible for 

litigants and the public and to allow judges to see the physical sites in issue, the courts 

shall travel out of the court seat for investigations and hearings.98 

VII. CONCLUDING APPRAISAL 

Environmental problems are polycentric and multidisciplinary.99 There is no dearth of 

legislations on environmental protection in India but their enforcement has been far from 

satisfactory. There is a need for the effective and efficient enforcement of the Constitutional 

mandate and other environmental legislations. The role of the judiciary is thus of the greatest 

importance. The judiciary is a crucial partner in promoting environmental governance, 

upholding the rule of law and in ensuring a fair balance among environmental, social and 

developmental considerations through its judgements. In the proposed form, the 

‘Environment Courts’ can prove to be a welcome change in the current scenario. 

The proposed model will bring greater advantages and efficiencies. Firstly, the Environment 

Courts, being effective instruments of environmental governance, will reduce the burden on 

the ordinary courts. Secondly, the proposed Courts at the local level will, in the authors’ 

view, be accessible to citizens in each State. Thirdly, it will remove the present inadequacy of 

                                                           

96 LCI, supra note 71 at p. 150. 

97 Id. at p. 148.  

98 Pring and Pring, supra note 34 at p. 15. 

99 Barry Commoner, THE CLOSING CIRCLE: CONFRONTING THE ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS 33 (1972). 
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the knowledge of Judges on the scientific and technical aspects of environmental issues 

which will make the justice delivery system more effective and efficient. Lastly, it will 

address the basic problems of the common people at the ground root level which is the need 

of the hour. 

Access to justice, particularly, in matters relating to environment, is an essential facet of 

Article 21 of the Constitution of India. Hence it is concluded that there has been a paradigm 

shift in the present scenario where there is a grown concern for sustainable development and 

environmental protection and needs establishment of specialised Environment Courts for 

improving the access to environmental justice for all.  

 

“I don’t want to protect the environment. I want to create a world where 

environment doesn’t need protection.”                           

- Anonymous 

  



PROMOTING TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

THROUGH PUBLIC PARTICIPATION IN VIETNAM’S EIA 

PROCESS  
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Abstract: 

Harmonizing the benefits among proponents and all members of the public in the 

economic growth and the environmental protection activities challenges the legislation in 

Vietnam. The fast growing economy is placing pressure on environmental components. In 

recent years, in Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) literature, some authors focus on 

analyzing public participation as one of the fundamental concepts establishing the principles 

and practice of sustainable development and good governance as well as reducing the 

proponent’s discretion in deciding the contents of EIA report.  However, the current situation 

in Vietnam shows that proponents still intervene and distort the EIA report for their benefits. 

This paper reviews the origin and current situation of public participation in Vietnam’s EIA 

system. Based on this analysis, it argues that the legislative provisions for public 

participation are still limited and the role of public participation in Vietnam’s EIA process is 

not valued appropriately. It goes on to argue that its weak enforcement in Vietnam lies not 

only in the undefined definition of public participation according to the regulations, but also 

in the degree of information disclosure and a lack of transparency and accountability. Based 

on these, some recommendations to improve the weaknesses are proposed. 

Key words: Public participation, EIA, Vietnam, Transparency and Accountability 
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1. Introduction 

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment at Stockholm from 5th to 

16th June 1972 proclaims that “to achieve this environmental goal will demand the 

acceptance of responsibility by citizens and communities and by enterprises and institutions 

at every level, all sharing equitably in common efforts. Individuals in all walks of life as well 

as organizations in many fields, by their values and the sum of their actions, will shape the 

world environment of the future”.2 With the urgent aim of promoting public participation in 

environmental as well as implementing the Stockholm Conference in 1972, the United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development at Rio de Janeiro from 3 to 14 June 

1992 proclaims again that “human beings are at the center of concerns for sustainable 

development”.3 Particularly, the 10th principle of this Rio Declaration 19924 is the cornerstone 

of public participation for sustainable development and promoting transparency and 

accountability of the proponents in EIA process. 

“Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned 

citizens, at the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have 

appropriate access to information concerning the environment that is held by public 

authorities, including information on hazardous materials and activities in their 

communities, and the opportunity to participate in decision-making processes. States 

shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and participation by making 

information widely available. Effective access to judicial and administrative 

proceedings, including redress and remedy, shall be provided.” 

                                                           

2 See Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, June 16, 1972, U.N. Doc. 
A/Conf.48/14/Rev. 1(1973),   

http://www.unep.org/documents.multilingual/default.asp?documentid=97&articleid=1503 (last visited Mar. 21, 
2016). 

3 See Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, United Nations, June 13, 1992, UN Doc. 
A/CONF.151/26 (vol. I); 31 ILM 874 (1992), available at 
http://www.unep.org/documents.multilingual/default.asp?documentid=78&articleid=1163 (last visited Mar. 21, 
2016). 

4 The 22nd principle of the Rio Declaration 1992: “Indigenous people and their communities and other local 
communities have a vital role on environmental management and development because of their knowledge and 
traditional practices. States should recognize and duty support their identity, culture and interests and enable 
their effective participation on the achievement of sustainable development.” Available at 
http://www.unep.org/documents.multilingual/default.asp?documentid=78&articleid=1163 (last visited Mar. 21, 
2016).  
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Numerous scholars often discuss the concept and the role of public participation in the 

context of EIA5. Some authors do consider the deficiency of public participation in EIA and 

analysis the characteristics of the effectiveness of public participation in EIA6. Particularly, 

Juan R. Palerm7 develops the theoretical model for public participation and considers some 

factors of best-practice public participation in EIA.  

The EIA literature often gives the rationales for public participation: (i) democratic 

theory8; (ii) harmonizing interest between stakeholders9; (iii) the legitimate and effective of 

final decision and without litigation10. Also, Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development also introduced the handbooks offering a practical “road map” for building 

robust frameworks for informing, consulting and engaging citizens during policy-making11. 

                                                           

5 See Anne N. Glucker, et al., Public participation in environmental impact assessment: why, who and how?, 43 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REVIEW (2013). See also, Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh, Public participation 
and environmental impact assessment: Purposes, implications, and lessons for public policy making, 30 
Environmental Impact Assessment Review (2010); Ross Hughes,  Environmental Impact assessment and 
Stakeholder Involvement   (IIED London, UK. 1998); Jonas Ebbesson, Participatory and Procedural Rights in 
Environmental Matters: State of Play  § 30 (2009); Meinhard Doelle & A John Sinclair, Time for a new 
approach to public participation in EA: Promoting cooperation and consensus for sustainability, 26 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT REVIEW (2006); Lal Kurukulasuriya & Nicholas A Robinson, Training 
manual on international environmental law   (UNEP/Earthprint. 2006); J.L. Creighton, The Public Participation 
Handbook: Making Better Decisions Through Citizen Involvement   (Wiley. 2005); P.C. Stern, et al., Public 
Participation in Environmental Assessment and Decision Making   (National Academies Press. 2008). S. R. 
Arnstein, Ladder of Citizen Participation, 35 JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS (1969). 

6 See Alan Diduck & A. John Sinclair, Public Involvement in Environmental Assessment: The Case of the 
Nonparticipant, 29 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (2002). See also, Anne Shepherd & Christi Bowler, 
Beyond the requirements: improving public participation in EIA, 40 JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING 

AND MANAGEMENT (1997); Richard K Morgan, Environmental impact assessment: the state of the art, 30 
Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal (2012); Luca Del Furia & Jane Wallace-Jones, The effectiveness of 
provisions and quality of practices concerning public participation in EIA in Italy, 20 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT REVIEW (2000). 

7 See Palerm, J. R, An Empirical‐Theoretical Analysis Framework for Public Participation in Environmental 
Impact Assessment, JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT, 43(5), 581-600 (2000).  

8See C. Pateman, Participation and Democratic Theory (Cambridge University Press 1976). See also, Alan 
Gilpin, Environmental impact assessment (EIA): cutting edge for the twenty-first century   (Cambridge 
University Press. 1995); Jonas Ebbesson, supra note 5; J.L. Creighton, supra note 5. 

9 See Meinhard Doelle & A. John Sinclair, supra note 5. 

10 See Anne N. Glucker, et al., supra note 5; and see also, Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh, supra note 5. 

11 See OECD, Citizens as Partners: Citizens as Partners: OECD Handbook on Information, Consultation and 
Public Participation in Policy-Making   (OECD Publishing. 2001). 
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To focus on the information transparency and accountability, some studies give the forms of 

public participation12.  

As EIA literature focuses on analysis of public participation, it is logical to consider the 

information transparency which plays a key role for the effectiveness of public participation. 

However, the implementation of public participation in EIA process depends on the country-

specific context, as a result, the information transparency in EIA process will be diverse 

remarkably. In addition, to transform public participation in EIA process in Vietnam from 

theory into practice is challenging to all stakeholders involved in EIA process. Analyzing the 

current provisions and its implementation in practice is necessary to draw some 

recommendations for information transparency. 

2. History of public participation in EIA process in Vietnam’s legal system 

After the Economic Renovation Policy (the Doi Moi policy)13 established in December 

1986, although the evolution of industrialization and modernization of the economy has 

achieved significant development, Vietnam experiences its economic growth with significant 

environmental pollution and degradation seriously14. Consequently, EIA, a key tool for 

improving the quality of environment and human life, was officially adopted in 1993 in Law 

on Environment Protection (hereinafter referred to as LEP). In this first law on EIA15, there 

                                                           

12 See Patrick Bishop & Glyn Davis, Mapping Public Participation in Policy Choices, 61 AUSTRALIAN JOURNAL 

OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (2002). See also, Desmond M. Connor, A new ladder of citizen participation, 77 
NATIONAL CIVIC REVIEW (1988); S. R. Arnstein, supra note 5.  

13 In 1986, a policy - “Doi moi policy” or “Revolution Policy” - was officially adopted by the sixth Congress of 
the Communist Party of Vietnam. This policy changed from a centrally-planned economy to market oriented 
one, leading to the reform of the land market, permission of private businesses and intensification of global 
trade. 

See (Vietnamese version only) Resolution of the sixth Congress of the Communist Party of Vietnam. December 
18, 1986, available at 

http://www2.uet.vnu.edu.vn/coltech/?q=taxonomy/term/154/405 (last visited Mar. 23, 2016). 

See more, http://www.socialwatch.org/node/10854 (last visited Mar. 23, 2016). 

14 See Nguyen Minh Trang, The relationship between economic development and environmental degradation in 
Vietnam (2015) available at http://www.cese-m.eu/cesem/2015/04/the-relationship-between-economic-
development-and-environmental-degradation-in-vietnam/ (last visited Mar. 23, 2016).  

15 See Law on Environmental Protection  of Vietnam (1993), available at 

http://www.moj.gov.vn/vbpq/Lists/Vn%20bn%20php%20lut/View_Detail.aspx?ItemID=10443 (last visited 
Mar. 23, 2016). 
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were some significant drawbacks, notably lack of transparency and public participation16. 

Thus, Decree No.175-CP dated 18/10/1994 of Government on guiding implementation of the 

law on environmental protection mentioned two kinds of EIA report: (i) one is report of the 

operating organizations; (ii) the other is report of the proposed projects. Regarding the latter, 

there are two steps of elaboration of EIA report: preliminary EIA report and detailed EIA 

report17. The contents of the EIA report were detailed at the Annexes (I.1, I.2, I.3) of this 

Decree No.175-CP but without existence of public participation. However, the 

representatives of social organizations and the public might become the appraisal council 

members in the appraisal stage of EIA process. This ushered in a new period of public 

participation in EIA process.  

Despite the lack of provisions of public participation in EIA, the LEP 1993 represented a 

major step in the development of a robust legislative framework for public participation in 

EIA in Vietnam. Until 2005, the recognition of the environmental impacts of projects and the 

role of public participation in decision-making process, Vietnam’s National Assembly 

adopted the LEP 2005 replacing the LEP 1993 and containing the new approach on public 

participation in EIA process. According to LEP 2005, the public has firstly experienced the 

unprecedented change of the right to participate in decision-making process affecting the 

environment and human. Notwithstanding, the LEP 2005 and the Decree No.29/2011/ND-CP 

dated 18/4/2011 of Government providing strategic environmental assessment, environmental 

impact assessment and environmental protection commitment just provided the consultation 

process and participants without definition of public participation. This continuously existed 

in the LEP 2014 and the legal documents. Unlike the LEP 1993, the LEP 2005 and 2014 

provide the only one kind of EIA report with the mandatory contents of public participation. 

The major adjustments of the LEP 2005 and 2014 were to mitigate the shortcomings of 

LEP 1993, such as providing the public participation in EIA process. The consultation to be 

required in the EIA process would help to minimize the adverse impacts on the environment 

and human beings, socio-economic, cultural and ensure the sustainable development. The 

LEP 2014 gave the only one general article providing public participation in EIA process. 

                                                           

16 See Alison Clausen, et al., An evaluation of the environmental impact assessment system in Vietnam: The gap 
between theory and practice, 31 Environmental Impact Assessment Review (2011).  

17 See Chapter 3 of Decree No.175-CP dated 18/10/1994 of Government on guiding implementation of the law 
on environmental protection available at http://www.kenfoxlaw.com/resources/legal-documents/governmental-
decrees/2199-vbpl-sp-29100.html (last visited Mar. 23, 2016). 
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Consequently, Decree No.18/2015/ND-CP adopted on February 14, 2015 by Vietnamese 

Government presented the environmental protection planning, strategic environmental 

assessment, environmental impact assessment and environmental protection plan provided 

more details on how to consult with the stakeholders and who will participate in EIA process. 

The EIA process with the public participation is illustrated in  Figure 1 as follows:18 

  

                                                           

18  See LEP 2014 Articles: 14, 19, 22, 23, 24. See also, Decree No.18/2015/ND-CP adopted on February 14, 
2015 by Vietnamese Government presented the environmental protection planning, strategic environmental 
assessment, environmental impact assessment and environmental protection plan.   
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Figure 1: EIA process in Vietnam (LEP 2014) 

 

 

Proponent notifies local authorities of approval of EIA report

Verification authority notifies proponent of decision (approval or rejection 
of the EIA report) within 20 days

Verification authority reviews EIA report and convenes EIA verification 
Committee to determine (from 30 days to 45 days depending on kind of 

projects)

EIA report is submitted to appropriate verification authority 

Articles 23, 24 LEP 2014 and Article 14 Decree 18/2015/ND-CP

EIA report with reference to requirements of Article 22 LEP 2014 

Consultation with People’s Committee of communes and organizations, 
communities by writing request or public meeting

The project owner shall conduct EIA himself or hire an advisory 
organization to conduct EIA

Article 19 LEP 2014 and Decree 18/2015/ND-CP

Screening

Article 14 LEP 2014 and Annex 2 Decree 18/2015/ND-CP
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3. Analysis of the transparency and accountability in Vietnam’s EIA process  

Implementation of EIA provisions depends on socio-economic development, political 

system and the public awareness across countries. Public participation in Vietnam’s EIA 

system was also conducted with the assistance and under the compulsory requirements of 

Asian Development Bank (ADB), World Bank (WB), Japan International Cooperation 

Agency (JICA).19 EIA for all funded projects must comply with not only the Vietnamese 

legislations but also with the requirements of those international organizations20. This 

experience with public participation in the EIA of projects funded by international bodies 

displayed the value of public input in making decisions that have to balance the needs of the 

environment and development21. In practice, analyzing the effectiveness of public 

participation plays a key role in EIA literature22. However, when examining the transparency 

and accountability through public participation in Vietnamese EIA process, there are some 

matters  requiring more detailed analysis as follows: 

3.1 Public Participation: An Ill-defined Concept 

Understanding of how important public participation in EIA process is, will change the 

awareness of policy-makers leading to better decisions. In theory, public participation reflects 

an expansive notion of democracy where the involvement of citizens is considered not only 

as furthering selfish interests, but also as contributing to the promotion of public 

environmental interests23. In addition, public participation in EIA shall not only help 

                                                           

19 See ADB, Environmental Assessment Guidelines, (2003), available at  

www.adb.org/sites/default/.../environmental-assessment-guidelines.pdf (last visited Mar. 23, 2016); 

See also, World Bank, OP 4.01 - Environmental Assessment, (1999), available at 

http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/PROJECTS/EXTPOLICIES/EXTOPMANUAL/0,,contentMD
K:20064724~menuPK:64701637~pagePK:64709096~piPK:64709108~theSitePK:502184,00.html (last visited 
Mar. 23, 2016); 

See also, JICA, Guidelines for environmental and social considerations, (2010) available at  

http://www.jica.go.jp/english/our_work/social_environmental/guideline/ (last visited Mar. 23, 2016). 

20 See ADB, supra note 19. 

21 See Yuhuan Zhang, et al., Challenge of Public Participation in China’s EIA Practice, 32nd annual meeting of 
the International Association for Impact Assessment, Porto, Portugal, (2012). 

22 See Luca Del Furia & Jane Wallace-Jones, supra note 6. 

23 See Jonas Ebbesson, supra note 5.  
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participants develop their citizenship skills but also grant participants with an opportunity to 

exercise citizenship actively24. Hence, participation is “of value in its own right.”25  Because 

of their in-depth knowledge of the natural resources, climate, biodiversity, indigenous people 

have a particularly important role to play in environmental monitoring and distinguishing 

project-related changes from natural changes in the environment26. Thus, public participation 

is both rights and duties inseparably. People can develop a fuller knowledge of environment 

and society. 

In Vietnam, although legal system on public participation in EIA process has been 

gradually improved by the time, the role of public opinion in Vietnam’s EIA process is not 

valued appropriately and there is no definition of public participation in EIA process in any 

current legal documents. Various stakeholders have expressed interests in interpreting the 

definition differently. The proponents also explain the meaning of this definition  which 

brings the benefits for them. The proponents just carry out the provisions of public 

participation on who will participate in EIA process and how to consult the public. Whilst the 

public participates in the consultation without understanding of the meaning of this action 

and its requirements; as a result, the public often neglects to participate and  give opinions.  

Thus, to prevent the potential conflicts among proponents, the responsible authorities and 

the public, it is necessary to provide a united definition of public participation in Vietnam’s 

EIA process.  

3.2 One-way flow of environmental information in EIA process 

It is very important to note that environmental information is the key element to help 

stakeholders participate in the EIA process.  Some authors already discuss the definition of 

“environmental information”27 and other issues relating to environmental information28. In 

                                                           

24 See Anne N. Glucker, et al., supra note 5. 

25 See Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh, supra note 5, at 22. 

26 See Marc G. Stevenson, Indigenous Knowledge in Environmental Assessment, 49 Arctic (1996). 

27 See Wu Changhua, Improving the Legal and Policy Foundation for Public Access to Environmental 
Information in China, 24 Temp. J. Sci. Tech. & Envtl. L. (2005). See also, Amin Yousefi-Sahzabi, et al., Some 
Thoughts on the Notion of Environmental Information Science, 1 ELECTRONIC GREEN JOURNAL (2014). 

28 See Mordechai E. Haklay, Public access to environmental information: past, present and future, 27 
COMPUTERS, ENVIRONMENT AND URBAN SYSTEMS (2003). See also, Mark Stephan, Environmental Information 
Disclosure Programs: They Work, but Why?, 83 SOCIAL SCIENCE QUARTERLY (2002); and Amin Yousefi-
Sahzabi, et al., supra note 27. 
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addition, in both the international and national spheres, the notion of environmental 

information is provided in the legal documents. Information can be stored and transmitted in 

a variety of forms29. Therefore, according to the Aarhus Convention, environmental 

information means any information in written, visual, aural, electronic or any other material 

form30. This is a simple, clear and comprehensive definition of environmental information. 

This definition just lists out the categories within the illustrations. Environmental information 

includes information relevant to public authorities’ functions, information about proposed 

and existing activities that may significantly affect the environment, information in times of 

emergencies, information on the state of the environment, product information, pollutant 

release and transfer information, information about laws, programs, policies, agreements and 

other documents relating to the environment and information about how to get information. 

In Vietnam, LEP 2014 gave the definition of environmental information as “Environmental 

information refers to environmental figures and data represented in the form of signs, letters, 

numbers, images, sounds or the like and includes figures, data about environmental 

components, environmental impacts, policies and law on environment and environmental 

protection”. This definition is general, vague and difficult to implement in practice. However, 

almost all environmental documents have just defined the term “environmental information” 

without defining the term “information”. Through the introduction some intuitive principles 

of information of Israel and Perry31, the informational content is made clear. Understanding 

of “information” and “environmental information” helps to distinguish the responsibilities of 

disclosure of information between the proponents and the responsible authorities.  

In Vietnam, representatives of local communities have the right to ask the owners of 

companies to provide information on environmental protection through direct dialogs or in 

writing and have the right to ask the responsible authorities to supply results of investigation, 

inspection and handling of the entities32. Environmental information is released at least once 

a year periodically. Environmental information is provided through diverse forms, such as the 

meeting held for information dissemination to the community. Responsibility for supply of 

environmental information to the community is on the environmental state management 
                                                           

29 See David J Israel & John Perry, What is information?   (CSLI. 1991).  

30 See UNECE, The Aarhus Convention - An Implementation Guide (2014). 

31 See Israel and Perry, supra note 29. 

32 See more details in Article 146 LEP 2014 and the Decree No.19/2015/ND-CP dated 14 February 2015 of 
Government on detailing the implementation of a number of articles of the law on environmental protection. 
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authorities if environmental information refers to legal documents, environmental reports, 

information about proposed and existing activities that may significantly affect the 

environment, harmful waste sources, result of inspection, examination and handling of 

violation and specialized environmental publications. On the other hand, if environmental 

information refers to their environmental protection activities and license related to the 

extraction, use and protection of natural resources and environment, it will be on the 

companies.33  

However, in Vietnam’s EIA process, the proponent shall send the EIA reports to the 

People’s Committee of commune where the project is carried out and organizations under the 

direct impacts of the project together with the written requests for opinions. The consultation 

with the community under the direct impacts of the project shall be carried out in the form of 

public meetings. In this meeting, the proponent will explain the contents of EIA report for the 

proposed project. It means that the proponent already evaluated environmental information 

and found the alternatives to the application of measures for the environment protection. 

They often keep their own ideas in EIA report and do not want to change because of the cost 

and time involved. In addition, the public lacks the knowledge of environment and is not 

supplied environmental information adequately, accurately and in time, the public just hears 

the proponent’s interpretation on EIA report without comments. It means that the negotiation 

among the proponent and the public has rarely taken place in reality. It looks like a “window-

dressing ritual”.34 The flow of information in the EIA process is one way from the proponent 

to the public. In theory, the public participation can enable the proponent to get local 

information for producing a good EIA report and makes the EIA process more transparent. 

Therefore, supplying environmental information plays a key role to improve the transparency 

of EIA process. The responsible authorities and the proponent have to facilitate the public’s 

access to environmental information. Moreover, the public actively search and update 

environmental information through the given forms provided by responsible authorities and 

the companies. However, most environmental information is stored in computerized 

information systems35. In Vietnam, some large proposed projects have been often located in 

                                                           

33 See more details in LEP Articles: 128, 129, 130, 131 and Article 51 of Decree No.19/2015/ND-CP dated 14 
February 2015 of Government on detailing the implementation of a number of articles of the law on 
environmental protection.  

34 See Arnstein, supra note 5, at 219. 

35 See Haklay, supra note 28. 
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remote areas with poor infrastructure. The distance from the People’s Committee to the 

community is very far and inconvenient for the public to transport. The computer system has 

been equipped yet inadequately. Additional, the low public awareness level is challenging the 

environmental information transfer. As a result, the public capability of accessing 

environmental information fully from storage unit would be limited. The public often knows 

the proposed project’s information when the consultants come home to disseminate 

environmental information. It is therefore not surprising to know that the public normally 

agrees with the proposed projects because proponents have already drawn the good future 

prospect.  

In short, to change the one-way flow of environmental information into two-way flow of 

environmental information for transparency and effectiveness of EIA process, it is necessary 

to increase the public environmental awareness and improve the infrastructure system as well 

as environmental information system. After that, the proponent and the public can exchange 

the environmental information for the valuable EIA report with the strong consensus.    

3.3 Proponent intervention in the contents of EIA report  

 “Who should prepare the EIA report?” is a difficult question for legislators and the 

scholars who study in EIA system. Hottlick36 argues that the proponent shall be responsible 

for EIA preparation by using the consultants listed by the environmental protection agency. 

Following this line of thinking, in Vietnam, LEP 2014 also provided that the proponents or 

consultancies hired by the proponents shall carry out the environmental impact assessment. 

However, the proponents shall take statutory responsibility for the conclusive result after 

carrying out environmental assessment. The proponent shall cover expenses incurred from 

the formulation and inspection of the report on EIA. 

 In the first case, the proponent shall prepare the draft EIA report and hold the public 

meeting to receive objective opinions and reasonable requests from the relevant public. The 

proponent has extremely expressed his own ideas in the EIA report. Thus, this shall favor the 

proponent when interpreting the contents of EIA report. As mentioned before (3.2), the 

proponent will try to persuade the public of environmental information and the given 

alternatives in EIA report. It is very difficult for the public to interfere in the EIA process. 

Consequently, the owner of the project shall control the EIA process.  

                                                           

36 See Malcolm Hollick, Who should prepare environmental impact assessments?, 8 Environmental 
Management (1984). 
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 In the second case, the proponent has to pay the money for hiring the consultancies to 

elaborate upon the EIA report. The proponent does not want to squander money and time 

without getting the smooth EIA report. Therefore, when consultancies elaborate the EIA 

report, the proponent still intervenes in the contents of EIA report and sometimes makes 

environmental information distorted. It means that because the consultancies are employed, 

they will speak the voice of the proponent who pays money for hiring them. It is difficult for 

consultants to give the opinions which put proponent at a disadvantage. It is said that 

dependent finance should make the quality of the opinions influenced strongly.  

 It is reasonable for proponents to have a smooth EIA process because they pay money 

for hiring consultants. Hence, proponents have the right to know the EIA process, leading to 

intervention in its contents. As a result, the EIA report shall reflect opinions what are 

subjective rather than what are objective. Limitation of intervention in EIA process is a 

challenge for legislation.  

4. Ways to Improve EIA Process  

4.1 Public participation in EIA context: In Need of Definition 

At a glance, recent literature on EIA and related decision-making process often focus on 

analyzing the issue of public participation and explaining the concept of public participation 

in the context of EIA37. Pateman cited some definitions of participation in some sectors, such 

as enterprise, industry and politics38. In which, participation in decision-making process, in 

Lammers’ opinion, is “the totality of such forms of upward exertions of power by 

subordinates in organizations as are perceived to be legitimate by themselves and their 

superiors” (cited by Pateman, 1976).  According to Pateman, in many cases, participation is 

left undefined or if a definition is offered, it is somewhat vague39. Each scholar gives the 

notion of public participation, depending on the research objectives of ones or even, in many 

cases, authors talk about public participation without defining it40.  

                                                           
37 See Jonas Ebbesson, supra note 5. See also, J.L. Creighton, supra note 5, Meinhard Doelle & A John Sinclair, 
supra note 5; Anne N. Glucker, et al., supra note 5; Lal Kurukulasuriya & Nicholas A Robinson, supra note 5, 
P.C. Stern, et al., supra note 5; Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh, supra note 5, Ross Hughes, supra note 5.   

38 See C. Pateman, supra note 8. 

39 Id. 

40 See Anne N. Glucker, et al., supra note 5. 
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However, few researchers still want to answer the question of what is public participation 

in the context of EIA. For example, to focus on the redistribution of power as a key element, 

Arnstein perceives that “citizen participation is a categorical term for citizen power” and 

“the have-nots can be shared on the benefits of the affluent society”.41 Following this line of 

thinking, Bishop and Davis42 also emphasize that “participation is only meaningful when it 

involves a real transfer of power from government to citizens”. The International Association 

for Public Participation43 (IAP2) considers that public participation shall be any process that 

involves the public in problem-solving or decision-making and that uses public input to make 

better decisions. However, this definition lacks the legitimacy components of democracy 

society44. According to European Commission45, effective public participation in the taking 

of decisions enables the public to express, and the decision-maker to take account of, 

opinions and concerns which may be relevant to those decisions, thereby increasing the 

accountability and transparency of the decision-making process and contributing to public 

awareness of environmental issues and support for the decisions taken. Participation in 

development can be defined as the process through which people with an interest 

(stakeholders) influence and share control over development initiatives and the decisions and 

resources that affect them46. Like this idea, World Bank asserts explicitly that participation is 

a process through which stakeholders influence and share control over development 

initiatives and the decisions and resources which affect them47.  However, O’Faircheallaigh48 

directly concluded that a key goal is to identify and explore the role of public relation to EIA 

                                                           

41 See S. R. Arnstein, supra note 5. 

42 See Patrick Bishop & Glyn Davis, supra note 12.  

43 See IAP2, Foundations of public participation.Last visited Mar. 21, 2016 from 

 https://www.iap2.org.au/resources/iap2s-foundations-of-public-participation .  

44 See J.L. Creighton, supra note 5.  

45 See EC, Directive 2003/35/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 May 2003 providing for 
public participation in respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the environment 
and amending with regard to public participation and access to justice Council Directives 85/337/EEC and 
96/61/EC-Statement by the Commission, 156 Official Journal of the European Communities L (2003).  

46 See Banco Africano de Desarrollo, Handbook on Stakeholder Consultation and Participation in ADB 
Operations  (Banco Africano de Desarrollo, Abidjan, Côte d'Ivoire  2001). 

47 See World Bank, The World Bank participation sourcebook. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank, (1996). 

48 See Ciaran O'Faircheallaigh, supra note 5.  
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process, “public participation is any form of interaction between government and corporate 

actors and the public that occurs as part of EIA process”. This definition implies that public 

participation is an active and/or passive involvement but it hardly mentions the issue of 

participating in decision-making process directly or indirectly. According to Stern et al.49, 

public participation includes any of a variety of mechanisms and processes used to involve 

and draw on members of the public or their representatives in the activities of public or 

private-sector organizations that are engaged in informing or making environmental 

assessments or decisions. Another concept of public participation is that, in 40 CFR 25.3 (b), 

“public participation is that part of the decision-making process through which responsible 

officials become aware of public attitudes by providing ample opportunity for interested and 

affected parties to communicate their views”.50 This view implies that public participation 

means to provide input in the decision-making process.   

The above illustration of notion of public participation clearly displays that public 

participation is an important process in decision-making. In a simple conclusion, in the 

context of EIA process, public participation explains about the democracy, empowerment and 

flow of information as some cores of the definition to get the consensus on the final 

decisions. According to Principle 17 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and 

Development51 (1992), EIA, as a national instrument, shall be undertaken for proposed 

activities that are likely to have a significant adverse impact on the environment and are 

subject to a decision of a competent national authority. In many developing countries, 

focusing on enhancing public concern for the environment should be an urgent attention of 

building EIA process52. The developer needs the public knowledge and experience for the 

input information, and vice versa, the public has the right to access information about the 

project. Hence, there is a mutual interdependence between the developer and the public 

through a two-way flow of information to elaborate the EIA report. When participating in the 

EIA process, the main goals of the public are to completely obtain more detailed and accurate 

information about the proposed project and to give valuable opinions that shall powerfully 

                                                           

49 See P.C. Stern, et al., supra note 5.  

50 See US EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency, Protection of Environment - 40 CFR, (2002).  

51 See United Nations, supra note 3.   

52 See UNEP, Environmental Impact Assessment and Strategic Environmental Assessment: Towards an 
Integrated Approach (2004). 
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affect the final decisions. Information transparency plays a key role in the public 

participation.  

Thus, public participation in EIA process is defined here as the environmental 

information exchange process through which the public actively receives and clearly 

understands the proposed project’s information to give the valuable opinions as well as fully 

share knowledge among the public, proponent and the authorities to completely reach a 

consensus in EIA report. 

4.2 Improve the environmental information system  

The environmental information system is the cornerstone of system designed to support 

decision-makers by creating information on environmental issues with greater ease and 

making it broadly accessible. Diversity of information is necessary for the public to access 

information. Difference of literacy will lead to difference of absorbing information. For 

experts and environmentalists, they can easily understand the environmental information with 

the academic terms and give valuable opinions. However, the rest sometimes feel 

uncomfortable to comprehend the technical terms. Therefore, information disclosed is 

expressed in simple rather than academic terms. 

Supply of environmental information to community depends on the kind of information, 

facts or propositions53. If information is fact, the responsibility of supply of this information 

shall belong to the state agencies, the public shall need to be educated to understand this 

knowledge. The educated people would give more valuable and constructive opinions to the 

proposed project. If information is a proposition relative to connecting facts and the proposed 

project, proponents must be legally obliged to supply this information. Proponents shall 

persuade the public to believe in the given propositions and agree on the alternatives 

proposed in the EIA report.   

Then, to make the information flow smooth, the project proponent is obliged to provide a 

channel which enables the public to have information about the proposed project. In Vietnam, 

this channel is often in the form of a public meeting. However, only way to supply the 

information of proposed project is not enough for public to get information. Thus, the 

channels proposed for this are online/offline displays and public meetings. With the displays, 

the proponent adequately provides information about the proposed project, which will 

                                                           

53 See Israel and Perry, supra note 29. 
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specifically illustrate the objectives, location, time for construction and other activities of the 

project. As a result, the public can access this information to compare with the facts of 

environmental state in specific area and give the most valuable and constructive opinions.  

4.3 Setting up of independent consultancies  

 Hollick54 concludes that the environmental agencies should maintain a register of 

acceptable environmental consultants so that the proponent can select one of them from a 

register of those known to be honest, unbiased, technically competent, and capable of 

working with a design team. However, Hollick55 also proposes that to identify the important 

environmental issues to be addressed, it might be better to form two committees, one having 

expert representatives from the proponent, relevant agencies, and outside organizations, and 

the other having representatives of the decision makers and public interest groups. These 

committees can receive the support from government and both committees will be 

empowered by responsible authorities to make decisions independently. It is logical and 

reasonable for the proponent to pay the direct costs of the EIA. 

In Vietnam, LEP 2014 provided that the project owner shall cover all expenses incurred 

from the elaboration and appraisal EIA report. However, government should subsidize EIA 

preparation through the provision of data56 to support proponent saving costs and time in EIA 

process. It would be possible to mitigate the drawbacks of EIA preparation.  

5. Conclusion 

Public participation plays a key role not only in the policy- making process but also in the 

EIA process in each country. The evaluation of public participation in Vietnam’s EIA process 

shows the current positive and negative provisions existing in Vietnamese legal system. 

Although LEP 2014 was adopted with some advances, a gap between theory and practice of 

public participation in EIA has significantly remained. Overcoming the limitations of public 

participation challenges the stakeholders involved in EIA process for transparency and 

accountability. Apart from an improved legal framework, public participation still needs 

some factors to make it successful, including the definition of public participation, the 

environmental information exchange and independent consultants. If the public is effectively 

                                                           

54 See Malcolm Hollick, supra note 36.  

55 Id. 

56 Id. 
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engaged in the EIA within a good legal framework, the decisions made will reflect public 

concerns and consensus can be completely achieved in practice. 
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ABSTRACT: 

 

The winds of change have altered the global dynamics of decision-making process in relation to 

climate change. World politics has undergone a transformation to incorporate key and necessary 

developing nations in reaching a consensus on climate change policy. With the new Indian Prime 

Minister- Narendra Modi, India has set its path on the journey to expand its economy and cater to its 

billion plus population’s needs. However, at what cost? Environmentalists have sounded their alarm 

against Modi’s economic policy, fearing excessive damage to the environment due to aggressive 

industrialization. Is India under Modi’s leadership going to implement mitigation and adaptation 

measures or is it going to simply continue polluting its cities? On the road for the Conference of the 

Parties (COP) in Paris 2015, all eyes were on India to deliver its ideals as that of a protector and not 

a destroyer of nature. Modi under his “Gujarat Model” has proved to be a champion of climate 

change by introducing renewable forms of energy like wind, solar and hydro in order to meet the 

increasing demands for electricity. He was the first to dedicate a full functioning ministry for climate 

change at the state level and constructed the biggest solar power park in Asia. Narendra Modi has 

been a strong proponent of common but differentiated responsibilities and sustainable development, 

but the world leaders desire significant reduction emissions by India for a successful climate policy. 

Irrespective, the western powers have accepted that Modi government’s policy in the COP 21 will 

carry a lot of leverage in framing a successful global climate policy. The aim of this article is to 

highlight the relevance of India in creating a successful global climate policy, Modi’s role in shaping 

a low carbon based economy and the possible challenges it faces in becoming a sustainable 

developing nation.   
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

“India hopes to have a very balanced Climate change agreement in Paris in 2015.”2 These are the 

opening lines of the present Minister of Environment, Forest & Climate Change on the official 

website of the Indian Government. By the end of 2015, the world was preparing for crucial 

negotiations for Conference of the Parties (COP) 21 to be held in Paris in December. The agreements 

signed are said to replace the preceding Kyoto Protocol that many have described as architecturally 

flawed, as it failed to lay down any roadmap for a comprehensive international strategy for climate 

change.3 The winds of change have altered the global dynamics of business and economic 

cooperation. Developing countries play a far more proactive role in shaping world politics. Focus has 

been shifted to countries like India and China who hold 37.5% of the world population and are 

considered to be amongst the top polluting countries of the world.4 Changing economic dynamics of 

India raise multiple questions- can the West, particularly developed nations frame a global strategy for 

mitigating climate change without the cooperation of India? India is the world’s third highest emitter 

of greenhouse gases, and faces international pressure to tackle increasing emissions in light of U.S.-

China Climate Leaders Summit that aims at reducing significant amount of carbon emissions by both 

the countries.5 With the new Prime Minister in power whose political agenda is based on vigorous 

economic expansion to feed the increasing population, is it possible for India to reduce its emissions 

without compromising its ambitious goals of growth and development? This paper provides a 

perspective on India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s strategy and outlook towards climate change, 

his policies, collaborations and expectations for the December, 2015 Paris Convention. India needs to 

formulate low carbon development strategies, mitigate climate change and proceed on the path of 

sustainable development to include aspects of equity, energy security and livelihood for its growing 

population. 

 

WHO IS MODI? DOES HE KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE? 

 

                                                           

2 Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change, Government of India, Jan. 2015, www.moef.nic.in. 

3 David G. Victor, Climate of Doubt, The Sciences- Essay and Comment , Spring 2001.  
4 This country will have more people than China by 2022, CNN Money, (July 30, 2015), 
http://money.cnn.com/2015/07/30/news/economy/india-china-population/ . 

5 FACT SHEET: U.S. – China Climate Leaders Summit, (Sept. 15 - 16, 2015), https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-
press-office/2015/09/15/fact-sheet-us-–-china-climate-leaders-summit . 
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Modi’s Gujarat: A Success Story 

 

In 2014, India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi was elected as the leader of the world’s biggest 

democracy based on a pro-development agenda, making energy security and economic growth as a 

major platform to revamp India’s sluggish growth rate. It is necessary to judge the trajectory of his 

actions based on his efforts in the past years. This will help us in providing a thematic understanding 

of his future actions. Previously, Modi governed the state of Gujarat for 15 years and had maintained 

an impressive report card in implementing initiatives to transfer the state into a low-carbon consuming 

economy, along with harnessing energy with renewable sources, especially wind and solar energy.6 

Modi’s efforts to bring electricity to every corner of his state, Gujarat, are relatively well known and 

internationally appreciated.  

 

The bureaucracy under Modi’s rule showed impressive collaboration between science, technology and 

private-public partnership that went a long way in making Gujarat the most environment friendly state 

in the country.7 Modi’s focus on renewable forms of energy led to the creation of the largest solar 

park in Asia-Charanka Solar Park with potential for initial capacity of 590 MW of clean energy.8 The 

project is said to monitor 8 million tonnes of carbon-dioxide emissions, save around 900,000 tonnes 

of natural gas per year and 0.9 million tonnes of non-renewable coal every year. 9 Besides, mitigation 

measures to reduce carbon emissions, Modi even took various adaptive measures to handle climate 

change. Various agro-meteorological field units were installed in the agro-climatic zones of Gujarat 

that provided relevant information to farmers in relation to weather patterns and soil moisture level 

that let farmers adapt and manage their agricultural practices.10 In order to reduce vehicular emissions, 

Modi administration decided to introduce Bus Rapid Transit System in Ahmedabad City to tackle 

problems of congestion and vehicular pollution.11 The massive project has accounted for net 

                                                           
6 See Shri Narendra Modi, 'Convenient Action: Gujarat's Response to Challenges of Climate Change', 
http://www.narendramodi.in/ebooks/convenient-action-2 (last visited Mar. 23, 2016). It provides a perspective 
on Gujarat’s model to climate change.  

7 Narendra Modi, Gujarat takes front seat in the global fight against Climate Change, (December 11, 2009),  
http://www.narendramodi.in/gujarat-takes-front-seat-in-the-global-fight-against-climate-change-3439. 
8 Indian Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Presentation on Charanka Solar Park, 
 http://mnre.gov.in/file-manager/UserFiles/presentation21102014/MNRE_RE_Integration_GETCO.pdf (last 
visited Mar. 23, 2016). 
9 Narendra Modi, Gujarat Solar Park to be developed as Swarnim Surya Teerth, (December 30, 2010),   

 http://www.narendramodi.in/ujarat-solar-park-to-be-developed-as-swarnim-surya-teerth-3778 . 
10 Supra at note 8 

11 Vishal Dutta, BRTS: Lessons Delhi can learn from Ahmedabad's transport system, ET Bureau, (May 19, 
2013), 
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reductions of 37,000 tonnes of Green House Gases per annum (mostly Carbon dioxide CO2 and 

Nitrogen dioxide NO2).12 The Gujarat government’s continued focus on harnessing renewable forms 

of energy led to increased capacity in using wind energy. With over 1600 km of coastline, the state 

currently has windmills manufacturing 3114.250 MW of energy and has the maximum potential of 

around 9,675 MW per annum. Other small energy conservation measures included using halogen 

streetlights and replacing conventional tube-lights with more energy efficient ones in all 

administrative buildings, resulting in conserving 2.35 million kWh of electricity.13  

 

In the closing lines of his book, Modi sums up his strategy and outlook towards climate change. While 

focusing on capacity building he says, “Developing adequate and appropriate skills amongst crucial 

constituencies of stakeholders, both in public and private sectors and at various levels- regional to 

local, is as important as developing new technologies and tools for mitigating efforts. Government 

(the public sector, administrators from civil service, policy planners, regulators), Private sector 

(industry, users of goods and services); and academia, NGO’s and media are all being targeted by us 

for capacity building exercise”.14 It turns out that Modi had been studying global concerns for clean-

based energy for a long time. His State, Gujarat went out of the way, got educated on climate change 

and adopted early measures to mitigate climate change. His commitment towards adopting renewable 

sources of energy reflects his ambition to reduce emissions and create a sustainable future for India. 

 

MODI AS THE LEADER: FOR INDIA AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

 

Modi’s Stance on Climate Change 

 

Even though, the past work of the current Prime Minister seems promising, concerns over climate 

change on a global level could alter drastically. International pressures, world markets, domestic 

disturbances and relations with neighbours have a direct impact on India’s policy framework for 

climate law. In the past one year, Modi has taken up initiatives to create 2500 “smart villages” by 

2019 that focus on creating villages that run on low-carbon energy and elevate sanitation and health 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2013-05-19/news/39355001_1_ahmedabad-brts-ahmedabad-
municipal-transport-services-delhi-metro . 

12 Id.  
13 Supra at note 8. 
14 See Shri Narendra Modi, 'Convenient Action: Gujarat's Response to Challenges of Climate Change', (Mar. 
23, 2016) http://www.narendramodi.in/ebooks/convenient-action-2 . 
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standards.15 On the economic front the Indian Government has liberalized foreign direct investment, 

allowing major companies to do business in India.16 In September 2014, Modi launched the ‘Make in 

India’ programme to boost foreign investments, create new employment opportunities and transform 

India into a global manufacturing hub. As of May 2015, it was reported that foreign direct investment 

had grown by 61% in relation to the previous year.17 All of these measures provide India with a ray of 

hope to progress on the path of sustainable development, as it will allow easy transfer of non-polluting 

energy manufacturing technologies. On the onset, Modi has been a strong proponent of “common, but 

differentiated responsibilities”. He refuses to succumb to the international pressure on emission 

reduction as the only way to mitigate climate change. “Too often, our discussion is reduced to an 

argument about emission cuts, but we are more likely to succeed if we offer affordable solutions, not 

simply impose choices.” Modi said in a speech at the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization on April 10, 2015 in Paris.18 Apart from above, Modi has been a strong 

supporter of idea of climate justice. Highlighting the plight of the poor people who are worst hit by 

climate change, in a two-day meeting in the run up to the UN Climate Conference in Paris, in the 

latter half of 2015, Modi interacted with the heads of Like-Minded Developing Countries (LMDCs) 

and emphasized, “The world is now well aware of the challenge of climate change, also needs to be 

made aware about the principle of climate justice”.19 His continuous emphasis on equity reflected his 

possible strategy for the Paris Convention. The Prime Minister in many of his speeches focused on the 

need to look inwards and address spoilt lifestyle habits that are excessively resource consumption 

oriented. On September 5th, 2015, while addressing the children of the nation Modi said, “Climate has 

not changed. We have changed…our tolerance and habits have changed. In this context, the present 

generation has the responsibility to act as a trustee of the rich natural wealth for the future 

generation”.20 Individual action can go a long way in not only ensuring a low- carbon based economy, 

                                                           

15Preetam Kaushik, Smart Villages: Lending a Rural Flavour to Modi’s Growth Agenda, Business Insider, 
(Nov. 25, 2014), http://www.businessinsider.in/Smart-Villages-Lending-A-Rural-Flavour-To-Modis-Growth-
Agenda/articleshow/45271399.cms . 

16 ET Bureau, "Cabinet approves raising FDI cap in defence to 49 per cent, opens up railways", The Times of 
India, August 7, 2014.  

17 David Ashworth, Foreign Direct Investment in India Up 61% since Last Year, (May 28, 2015), 
http://marketrealist.com/2015/05/foreign-direct-investment-india-61-since-last-year/ . 
18 Annie Gowen, Prime Minister Modi says India must lead on climate change, Washington Post, (April 14, 
2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/prime-minister-modi-says-india-must-lead-on-climate 
change/2015/04/14/8585d5a8-e299-11e4-ae0f-f8c46aa8c3a4_story.html . 

19  All India | Indo-Asian News Service, World Should Be Made Aware of Climate Justice, Says Prime Minister Modi, 
NDTV, (Sep. 15, 2015), http://www.ndtv.com/india-news/world-should-be-made-aware-of-climate-justice-says-
prime-minister-modi-1218034 . 

20 Malini Mehra, The miseducation of Narendra Modi on climate change, Climate Change News, (Sep. 10, 
2014), http://www.climatechangenews.com/2014/09/08/the-miseducation-of-narendra-modi-on-climate-
change/#sthash.zlstyZTf.dpuf . 
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but also focus on inter and intra-generational equity. In October, 2015 the Indian government filed its 

climate action plan to the U.N. Climate Secretariat for the COP21 talk in Paris at the, summit, stating 

that it would reduce carbon emissions relative to its GDP by 33% to merely 35% of the compared to 

the 2005 levels by 2030.21 This goes a long way in showing that developing nations like India and 

China also need to commit themselves to emission reductions in order to tackle climate change. 

Unlike the Kyoto Protocol, in the new treaty in Paris, there is no differentiation between the 

developed and developing countries and the emission reductions would be based on the individual 

capabilities of the countries. Overall, Modi has been a strong supporter of making the western 

countries finance and aid climate mitigation measures in developing nations. His experience as a 

climate champion for the State of Gujarat reflects his ability to effectively implement mitigation 

policies. 

 

Bureaucratic Reformations  

 

One of the first bureaucratic reformations in the Modi administration involved streamlining 

the energy security ministry and the primary environment decision-making body. The 

previous Ministry of Environment and Forests has been replaced with a more comprehensive 

and coordinated Ministry of Environment and Climate Change.22 In order to ensure that both 

renewable and non-renewable sources of energy contribute to the ever-increasing demand for 

energy, an “Advisory Group for Integrated Development of Power, Coal and Renewable 

Energy” has been created.23 It ensures that an integrated approach to clean energy is adopted. 

On July 10, 2014 the Finance Minister of the Modi government announced allocations of 

INR 100 crore (USD 16.67 million) towards the newly created National Adaptation Fund.24 

The objective of this fund is to cover the costs of adaptation measures at the state and 

national level for areas that are vulnerable to harmful effects of climate change. 

Understanding the need for developing new technologies and promoting clean energy, the 

                                                           
21 Joanna Plucinska, India Pledges to Reduce Carbon Emissions 33%-35% by 2030, TIMES, (Oct. 2, 2015), 
http://time.com/4059051/india-indc-climate-change-carbon-emissions/ . 

22 Aman Sharma, Top bureaucratic changes made during PM Narendra Modi's first year in office, ET Bureau, 
(May 26, 2015), available at http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2015-05-26/news/62672238_1_pm-
narendra-modi-bureaucrats-home-minister . 
23 Press Information Bureau, Advisory Group for Integrated Development of Power, Coal, and Renewable 
Energy Submits its Report, Government of India, Ministry of Power, (Dec. 22, 2014), 
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=113848 . 
24 India’s Progress in Combating Climate Change, Briefing Paper for UNFCCC COP 20 Lima, PERU, 
(December, 2014), Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change, Government of India. 
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allocated amount is going to be used for research and development. In terms of adaptation 

measures, the government through its implementing identity called National Bank for 

Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), sanctioned USD 3.2 million for the first set 

of projects for promoting climate resilient agricultural systems in West Bengal and enabling 

fisheries sector in Andhra Pradesh to effectively respond to the challenge posed by increasing 

sea levels.25 The funding for the project was through the Adaptation Fund created in 2001 

under the Kyoto Protocol, for member countries most sensitive to the effects of climate 

change.26 The Modi administration understands India’s high risk of exposure to climate 

change and therefore, has taken up multiple measures to cope up with the effects of climate 

change. However, the current ecological scenario requires further drastic input of finances, 

technology and adaptive measures. 

Similar to the Gujarat model27, that imposed the cost of using coal as a form of energy on the 

consumers, the Modi Government decided to implement this policy at the national level as well. The 

finance minister while presenting the budget for 2015-16 said, “I propose to increase the clean 

energy cess from Rs.100 to Rs.200 per tonne of coal, etc. to finance clean environment initiatives”.28 

For a developing nation like India that requires immense amount of continuous energy flow, it was a 

daring move to double the cess being levied on coal use. However, the idea was to create a 

mechanism to fund research and development in green technologies and discourage use of pollution 

emitting gasses which cause the green house effect. Imposing the costs of using coal on the consumer 

itself has been proven to work successfully in British Columbia with results showing a significant 

drop in fossil fuel consumption to 17.4% per capita along with increasing rates of economic growth.29 

Modi’s Foreign Policy on Climate Change 

                                                           
25 Press Release: Adaptation Fund Board sanctions two projects in India for the first time, National Bank for 
Agriculture and Rural Development, https://www.nabard.org/pdf/AFB_Press_Release.pdf. (last visited Mar. 23, 
2016). 

26 United Nations Framework Convention of Climate Change, Report of the Conference of the Parties serving as 
the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol on its eighth session, held in Doha from 26 November to 8 
December 2012, FCCC/KP/CMP/2012/13/Add.1   
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2012/cmp8/eng/13a01.pdf#page=2 (last visited Mar. 23, 2016). 
27 See Shri Narendra Modi, 'Convenient Action: Gujarat's Response to Challenges of Climate Change', 
http://www.narendramodi.in/ebooks/convenient-action-2 (last visited Mar. 23, 2016).   

28 Budget 2015-2016 Speech of Arun Jaitley, Minister of Finance, p. 25, (Feb., 2015),  
available at http://indiabudget.nic.in/ub2015-16/bs/bs.pdf . 

29 Proof Positive: The Mechanics and Impacts of British Columbia’s Carbon Tax Clean Energy Canada, Clean 
Energy Canada, http://cleanenergycanada.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Carbon-Tax-Fact-Sheet.pdf (last 
visited Mar. 23, 2016). 
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Modi’s foreign policy has been the key for revamping India’s image as an upcoming global hub for 

business and opportunity. He has already visited 25 countries since he came into power and has been 

able to seal many business deals with his pet project, the “Make in India” initiative.30 However, he has 

not limited his diplomacy to only business deals, but even laid emphasis on matters relating to climate 

change and improved India’s image as an environment protector and not a destroyer. Recognizing the 

need to reduce GHG’s emissions and ensuring energy security, President Obama and Modi agreed in 

September 2014 to strengthen and expand U.S.- India Partnership to advance Clean Energy (PACE). 

31 Under the agreement, a new track on research of smart grids and energy storage called PACE-R 

was created under the Joint Clean Research Development Center.32  Both the countries decided to 

launch “Greening the Grid”, a $30 million project to integrate renewable forms of energy in the 

existing Indian power grid.33 Under the partnership of PACE, “Off-Grid Clean Energy Access” 

(PEACE) was created to mobilize financial resources for off-grid clean technologies.34 A special joint 

fund was created for $7.9 million in order to facilitate commercialization of renewable forms of 

energy.35 In an effort to financially support green technology investments and entrepreneurs, 

USAID/India launched a public-private partnership that mobilized funds of about 41 million US 

Dollars. In order to step up the massive investment in green technologies USAID/India launched a 

public-private partnership to mobilize funds of about $41 million to financially support green 

technology entrepreneurs.36 In order to ensure easy facilitation of private capital for reaching the 

ambitious clean energy goals, a Clean Energy Finance Task Force and Clean Energy Finance Forum 

(CEFF) was created.37 The primary objective was to create financial institutions that could foster 

international investment in clean energy. Both the countries further enhanced cooperation on climate 

change by prioritizing and reaffirming their commitments to work collectively to achieve successful 

outcomes at the UNFCCC in Paris December, 2015. The successful agreement was backed up with an 

agreement to implement the new Fulbright- India Climate Fellowship to build a strong long-term 

                                                           

30 IANS, PM Modi visits 25 countries in 15 months, IBN Live, (Aug. 17, 2015), available at 
http://www.ibnlive.com/news/india/pm-modi-visits-25-countries-in-15-months-1046750.html . 

31 Fact Sheet, U.S.-India Energy & Climate, Environment, Science & Technology, and Health Cooperation, 
(Sept. 22, 2015), http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2015/09/247173.htm . 

32 Id.  
33 Id.  

34 Press Trust of India, India, US to speed up work to provide low-cost energy to needy during the India- US 
Energy Dialogue, Piyush Goyal stressed on the objective of providing 24x7 power across India by 2019, (Sept. 
22, 2015), http://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/india-us-to-speed-up-work-to-provide-low-
cost-energy-to-needy-115092200479_1.html . 

35 Id.  
36 Supra at note 31. 

37 Working Together to Grow Clean Energy in India Climate Partners, Climate America, (Aug. 24, 2015), 
https://climate.america.gov/working-together-clean-energy-india/. 
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research database in relation to climate change. U.S. seemed to be optimistic and appreciative of 

India’s efforts in tackling climate change when John Kerry said, “India’s commitment to reach 175 

gigawatts of renewable energy by 2022 is the world’s most ambitious target in the area of 

renewables”.38 A successful diplomatic understanding with the world’s most powerful country laid 

down a concrete roadmap for India in relation to climate change. A sense of optimism and moral 

support prevails when you have the helping hand of a powerful country like America.  

In order to attain holistic cooperation on climate change, Modi even visited countries in 

European Union (EU). In a joint statement issued by Modi and French President Hollande, 

both the countries decided to conduct research and development in efficient energy 

solutions39 and an agreement was inked between L&T and Areva for transferring nuclear 

reactor technology and fuel to India for the next 25 years that would enable it to manufacture 

nuclear energy at low costs.40 Modi’s visit to Canada proved significant with a promise to 

supply 3,000 metric tons of nuclear fuel to India in the next 5 years. Both France and Canada 

promised to invest significant amount of contributions towards solar and wind energy in India 

by 2022.41 

Modi as a Voice for Island Nations  

Modi, while addressing the Second Forum for India-Pacific Islands Cooperation (FIPIC) 

summit, appreciated climate change as an existential threat to the Pacific Islands and 

promised for a “comprehensive, balanced and fair outcome” at the COP-21 held in Paris, 

December 2015.42 Appreciating the regional cooperation, Modi ensured support for a better 

representation of the Pacific Islands in the reformed Security Council.43 Modi even decided to 

have bilateral ties with Fiji and advance development measures to further strengthen India’s 

ties with all the Pacific Islands. Understanding the threats and impacts of climate change on 

                                                           
38 Press Trust of India, India, US, ink MoU on energy security and climate change, The Hindu, (Sept. 23, 2015),  
http://www.thehindu.com/news/international/indous-energy-pact/article7680125.ece. 
39 Statement, India and France Vow to Make Paris 2015 a Success, United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change, , (Apr. 14, 2015),   
http://newsroom.unfccc.int/lima/india-and-france-vow-to-make-paris-a-success/.  
40 TNN, India, France move closer to nuclear deal as Modi-Hollande chemistry plays up, Times of India, (Apr. 
11, 2015), http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/India-France-move-closer-to-nuclear-deal-as-Modi-
Hollande-chemistry-plays-up/articleshow/46883974.cms. 
41 Dhanasree Jayaram, Under Modi, India’s Climate Goals Tied to Clean Energy Development, News Security 
Beat, (May 8, 2015), http://www.newsecuritybeat.org/2015/05/modi-indias-climate-goals-tied-clean-energy-
development/. 
42 Mahim Pratap Singh, FIPIC Summit: Fighting climate change a national priority, says PM Narendra Modi, 
Updated: (Aug. 22, 2015), http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/pm-narendra-modi-bats-for-un-
reforms-to-reflect-current-realities/. 

43 Id.  
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AOSIS, Modi decided to establish a ‘special fund of $ 1 million’ for technical assistance, 

training for capacity building, adapting to climate change and promoting use of clean 

energy.44 Modi’s move to appreciate the plight of nations hit worse by climate change 

coincides with his notion of climate justice. In the recent inaugural address on September 

25th, 2015 at the UN General Assembly session to adopt 2030 global development agenda, 

Modi again reiterated the need for emphasis on climate justice over climate action for 

providing a clean environment for the developing nations.45 Citing his concerns for the 

AOSIS islands, he asked the developing nations to meet their obligations to tackle climate 

change and reassured India’s commitment for sustainable growth and development along the 

lines of newly adopted sustainable development goals.46 The concerns of AOSIS islands have 

been given a new voice on the global level because of Modi’s continuous support. 

CHALLENGES: 

However, there are multiple challenges that pose a big threat to both, India’s economic ambitions and 

ability to tackle climate change. Factors like increasing population growth, improvement in quality of 

life and urbanization have a direct impact on climate change.47 Comfortable standard of living is 

increasingly dependent on high levels of energy consumption.48 In 2015, nearly 32.7% of total Indian 

population stayed in urban areas and this figure is rising at a rapid rate.49 Urbanization involves 

establishment of factories, transportation systems and leads to various forms of pollution. Recently, 

the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the capital of India, New Delhi, as the most polluted 

city in the world.50 Apart from that, 13 out of the 20 most polluted cities are in India.51 Nothing has 

                                                           

44 Dipanjan Roy Chaudhury, FIPIC Summit: PM Narendra Modi announces plan to open space research station 
in Fiji, ET Bureau, (Aug. 21, 2015), http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2015-08-
21/news/65706359_1_indian-ocean-region-south-pacific-xi-jinping . 

45 Nirupama Subramanian, At UN General Assembly, PM Modi pitches for climate justice, war on poverty, (Sep. 
26, 2015), http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-others/pm-at-un-general-assembly-narendra-modi-
pitches-for-climate-justice-war-on-poverty/#sthash.xWYh5aHv.dpuf . 
46 Id.  

47 Tariq Banuri and Hans Opschoor, Change and Sustainable Development, DESA Working Paper No. 56 
ST/ESA/2007/DWP/56, October 2007, http://www.un.org/esa/desa/papers/2007/wp56_2007.pdf . 

48 Good Practices for energy-efficient housing in the UNECE region, ECE/HBP/175  
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe United Nations Human Settlements Programme,  
http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/hlm/documents/Publications/good.practices.ee.housing.pdf (last visited 
Mar. 23, 2016). 
49 World Fact Book, Central Intelligence Agency, Rate of Urbanization 
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/fields/2212.html (last visited Mar. 23, 2016). 

50 Anu Anand, Breathing poison in the world's most polluted city, BBC, Delhi, (Apr. 19, 2015), 
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-32352722 . 
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been done to immediately address the alarming rates of increasing pollution by the Modi 

administration. There is a strong wave of skepticism amongst the environmentalists in relation to 

increased risks of environment depletion due to excessive industrial growth and lack of enough 

attention and resources for tackling climate change. Disappointment arose when the Finance Minister- 

Arun Jaitley cut short allocations for the Ministry of Environment Forests and Climate Change from 

Rs. 2,043 crore (US $378 million) in 2014-15 to Rs. 1,681 crore (US $300million).52 More recently 

the World Bank estimated that environmental degradation is restricting India's economic growth, 

costing it US $80 billion per year, or 5.7 percent of its gross domestic product.53 India’s vulnerability 

to climate change has been proved by an increased number of natural disasters, erratic rainfall patterns 

and increase in number of air borne diseases.54 All of the above have a strong link with poverty and 

create multiple obstacles for India’s growing trajectory casting a doubt on Modi’s ability to proceed 

on sustainable development. Despite the endless number of challenges, Modi’s optimism and world 

leaders appreciation for India’s strategy to adopt renewable forms of energy, gives India a never dying 

spirit to mitigate climate change. 

 

CONCLUSION:  

The difference in average emission per person between India and the rest of the countries remains 

a significant factor in determining India’s future strategy on climate change. Modi through his 

international interactions has been a strong voice for “common but differentiated responsibilities” and 

it seems there will be no significant emission reductions till the time the West contributes towards 

technology transfer and financial assistance. India is still tackling with issues of poverty, 

unemployment and increasing population. Comparing India’s mitigation measures with that of China 

will not be appropriate as China has way better Human Development Indices (HDIs) than India.55 

Modi’s focus has always been progressing on the path of sustainable development and the world 

should not expect any emission reductions till the time there is a unanimous agreement to reduce 

emissions from not only the West, but also from other developing countries. India’s pledge will be 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
51 Sugam Pokharel, This Indian city has the world's worst air, CNN Money, (Apr. 14, 2015),  
http://money.cnn.com/2015/04/14/news/economy/india-delhi-air-pollution/ . 

52 Budget 2015-2016 Speech of Arun Jaitley, Minister of Finance, (Feb. 28, 2015),  
http://indiabudget.nic.in/ub2015-16/bs/bs.pdf . 
53 India - Diagnostic assessment of select environmental challenges: An analysis of physical and monetary 
losses of environmental health and natural resources (July, 2013), World Bank, 
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/2013/06/18009327/ . 

54 KATY DAIGLE, Climate Change: India Faces Dire Increase In Floods, Droughts, Disease Due To Global 
Warming, Byline Information, (May 25, 2011). 

55 See: India's and China's Recent Experience with Reform and Growth, Ms. Wanda Tseng, Mr. David Cowen, 
International Monetary Fund, (Mar. 13, 2013).  
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providing stronger commitments to renewable forms of energy by urging Western countries to 

facilitate easy transfer of technology and foreign direct investments. Under the governance of Modi, 

India is going to be a perfect example of how a developing nation can be a global environment leader 

in harnessing renewable forms of energy without sacrificing its economic goals. Recent deals with 

major economic players are a sign of willingness of countries to partner with India in tackling climate 

change. Modi’s diplomacy has focused on attaining support from other developing nations in 

addressing climate change as a collective action problem. Modi’s government is trying to chart a 

different course in tackling climate change. Hopefully, if all its goals meet the intended deadlines, 

India will become a success story in mitigating climate change. All of this is possible, provided the 

western countries ensure further cooperation, financing funding and permitting easy flow of low cost 

high impact technology to countries that are going to be the worst hit by climate change. 
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ABSTRACT 

"Environmental Courts having civil and criminal jurisdiction must be 

established to deal with the environmental issues in a speedy 

manner.” 

- Supreme Court of India in Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. Union of India (1996). 

Recognising the overburdening of local courts with environment cases and difficulty in 

dealing with these cases due to technical questions involved, the apex court recommended a 

system of specialised courts for environment matters. After years of deliberation and some 

failures, NGT was finally established in 2010 with jurisdiction to resolve disputes related to 

substantial questions of environment clearly defined in Section 14. In 5 years of 

establishment, NGT has given various important judgments and heard matters on pollution, 

Environment Impact Assessments, Forest Clearance, Miscellaneous, etc. Whether these 

courts have successfully replaced civil courts and provided access of justice to everyone, this 

paper will provide answer. This paper will explain the ambiguities in jurisdiction of NGT and 

provide for some suggestions to give it wider access while taking similar courts in other 

jurisdictions and Law Commission’s report into consideration. It will also cover instances 

where Government and HCs came into direct conflict with NGT accusing it of exceeding its 

jurisdiction and also for whether such actions out of its jurisdiction can be justified if they 

ensure natural justice and serve public interest which was the true intention behind the Act. 

Keywords: NGT, Exclusive Jurisdiction, Overriding Jurisdiction, Tribunal v HCs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India has considered the right to clean environment as part of 

the right to life3. Based on the above, Indian Parliament has created many strict and 

compulsive laws for the compliance and enforcement of this right. The efforts of the same 

have resulted in the enactment of the National Green tribunal Act of 2010, which intends to 

dispose of the cases related to environment more effectively and expeditiously providing 

proper relief and compensation for the damages caused to a person or property. It has 

superseded the National Environment Appellate Authority (NEAA)4, established by the 

Parliament in 1997 which proved to be an absolute failure in dealing with environment cases 

and remained majorly non- functional and the National Environment Tribunal Act5 which 

was never implemented.6 To dispose of the environment cases and to deal with various issues 

in environment laws, the Green Courts were established christened as ‘National Green 

Tribunal’. It intends to dispose of matters related to environment as quickly as possible for 

which its jurisdiction and powers have been clearly defined in the Act.  

While it has been given wider powers as compared to its predecessors, still there are some 

lacunae in the Act which need to be resolved by the legislature in its commitments towards 

India’s march as ‘Green Economy’ to forward its green jurisprudence while ensuring 

sustainable development.  

II. JURISDICTION OF NGT 

(i) Territorial Jurisdiction 

The principal bench of NGT was set up in New Delhi and other four places chosen were 

Bhopal, Kolkata, Pune and Chennai. These benches of the NGT were given jurisdiction of 

different states covering entire India under its ambit.7 

                                                           

3 Virender Gaur v. State of Haryana (1995) 2 SCC 577 (Ind.). 

4 National Environment Appellate Authority Act, 1997 (Act 22 of 1997). 

5 National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995. 

6 Namita Wahi, Environment Tribunals in India: From the NEAA to the National Green Tribunal, Law and 
other things (Jan. 13, 2010), http://lawandotherthings.blogspot.in/2010/01~/environment-tribunals-in-india-
from.html (last visited Nov. 11, 2015). 

7 The Gazette of India, Ministry of Environment and Forests Notification, (Aug. 17, 2011), 
http://www.moef.nic.in/downloads/rules-and-regulations/1908.pdf (last visited Nov. 11, 2015). 
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S.No. Zone Place of Sitting Territorial Jurisdiction 

1. Northern Delhi (Principal 

Bench) 

Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Punjab, 

Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and 

Kashmir, National Capital Territory of 

Delhi and Union Territory of Chandigarh. 

2. Western Pune Maharashtra, Gujarat, Goa with Union 

Territories of Daman and Diu and Dadra 

and Nagar Haveli. 

3. Central Bhopal Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and 

Chhattisgarh. 

4. Eastern Kolkata West Bengal, Orissa, Bihar, Jharkhand, 

seven sister States of North- Eastern region, 

Sikkim, Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 

5. Southern Chennai Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, 

Karnataka, Union Territories of 

Pondicherry 

And Lakshadweep. 

Initially, established with its Principal Bench at New Delhi, the other benches were 

established in different parts of the country to provide access to environmental justice to a 

larger population. All the benches have been provided with the jurisdiction to hear and decide 

all the environment related cases arising in their respectively allotted areas.   

(ii) Subject Matter Jurisdiction 

Section 14 defines the subject matter jurisdiction of the benches of NGT. It says: 

14. Tribunal to settle disputes. – 

1.     The Tribunal shall have the jurisdiction over all civil cases where a substantial 

question relating to environment (including enforcement of any legal right relating to 

environment), is involved and such question arises out of the implementation of the 

enactments specified in Schedule I. 

2.     The Tribunal shall hear the disputes arising from the questions referred to in sub-

section (1) and settle such disputes and pass order thereon. 
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3.     No application for adjudication of dispute under this section shall be entertained 

by the Tribunal unless it is made within a period of six months from the date on which 

the cause of action for such dispute first arose: 

Provided that the Tribunal may, if it is satisfied that the applicant was prevented by 

sufficient cause from filing the application within the said period, allow it to be filed 

within a further period not exceeding sixty days.8 

It provides that the NGT is empowered to hear only those cases which are civil in nature and 

involve ‘substantial question relating to environment’ and that this question must be related 

to specified laws mentioned in Schedule 1 which are: 

1.     The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; 

2.     The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977; 

3.     The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980; 

4.     The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981; 

5.     The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986; 

6.     The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991; 

7.     The Biological Diversity Act, 2002.9 

Section 2(1) (m)10 defines substantial question relating to environment as an instance which 

causes violation of obligations under specified environment statutes and that such violation 

shall be substantial affecting the community at large and that damage to the public health is 

                                                           

8 Section 14, National Green Tribunal Act, 2010 (19 of 2010). 

9 Id. at Schedule 1. 

10 Id. at Section 2(1) (m)-  

i. there is a direct violation of a specific statutory environmental obligation by a person by which- 

A.    the community at large other than an individual or group of individuals is affected or likely to be affected 
by the environmental consequences; or 

B.    the gravity of damage to the environment or property is substantial; or 

C.    the damage to public health is broadly measurable; 

ii.    the environmental consequences relate to a specific activity or a point source of pollution. 
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broadly measurable; also such consequences shall relate to specific activity or a point source 

of pollution. In order to establish a case before the NGT, the applicant must prove that 

Section 14 has been violated by any activity of a public or private body.  

These terms have been very liberally interpreted by the NGT at various instances. It held that 

where matter is civil in nature and has affected or is likely to affect or damage environment 

falls under substantial question of environment11 and that to approach this Tribunal, it is not 

required that person should be directly or personally affected by such damage but just be able 

to prove that such matter affects environment can be ‘aggrieved person’ under Section 14.12 

(iii) Appellate Jurisdiction  

Section 1613 of the NGT Act vests the appellate powers with the NGT, it empowers it to hear 

appeals against the decisions or orders of the authorities established or for any act directly in 

                                                           

11 Goa Foundation v. Union of India, Application No. 26 of 2012, Decision: 18 July 2013. 

12 Vimal Bhai v. Ministry of Environment and Forests, Appeal No. 5 of 2011. 

13 Supra at note 6, Section 16- Any person aggrieved by- 

a.     an order or decision, made, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, by the 
appellate authority under section 28 of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; 

b.    an order passed, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, by the State 
Government under section 29 of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; 

c.     directions issued, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, by a Board, 
under section 33A of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; 

d.    an order or decision made, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, by the 
appellate authority under section 13 of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977; 

e.     an order or decision made, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, by the 
State Government or other authority under section 2 of the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980; 

f.     an order or decision, made, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, by the 
Appellate Authority under section 31 of the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981; 

g.    any direction issued, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, under 
section 5 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986; 

h.     an order made, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, granting 
environmental clearance in the area in which any industries, operations or processes or class of industries, 
operations and processes shall not be carried out or shall be carried out subject to certain safeguards under the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986; 

i.      an order made, on or after the commencement of the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010, refusing to grant 
environmental clearance for carrying out any activity or operation or process under the Environment 
(Protection) Act, 1986; 
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violation of the provisions of the Air Pollution Control, Water (Pollution Control and Cess), 

Environment Protection, and Biodiversity Acts by any person aggrieved by such decision. 

III. PROPOSALS OF LAW COMMISSION 

After the Supreme Court of India had already made its recommendation to the government 

for setting up specialised environmental courts in the country in marathon litigations14, the 

Law Commission15 also proposed for a structure of specialised environment courts in all 

states with original jurisdiction over all the environmental issues (only civil and no criminal 

matter)16.  

(i) Original Jurisdiction-  

The Law Commission recommended that, inter alia original jurisdiction, these shall be vested 

with powers that a civil court has under CPC or Specific Relief Act, viz, to pass permanent or 

interim orders, etc.17 

It recommended that these proposed courts shall deal with matters concerning: 

(i) protection of the right to safe drinking water and the right to an environment that is 

not harmful to one's health or wellbeing; and  

(ii) Power to have the environment protected for the benefit of present and future 

generations so as to:  

(a) Prevent environmental pollution and ecological degradation;  

(b) Promote conservation; 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

j.      any determination of benefit sharing or order made, on or after the commencement of the National Green 
Tribunal Act, 2010, by the National Biodiversity Authority or a State Biodiversity Board under the provisions of 
the Biological Diversity Act, 2002, may, within a period of thirty days from the date on which the order or 
decision or direction or determination is communicated to him, prefer an appeal to the Tribunal. 

14 M.C. Mehta v. Union of India (Oleum Gas Leak case), A.I.R. 1987 S.C. 965 (Ind.); A.I.R. 1987 S.C. 982 
(Ind.); A.I.R. 1987 S.C. 1086 (Ind.) (three main orders in this case); Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. 
Union of India, (1996) 3 S.CC. 212 (Ind.); Andhra Pradesh Pollution Control Bd. v. MV. Nayudu (1999) 2 
S.CC. 718 (Ind.);  

15 186th Report of the Law Commission of India, Proposal to Constitute Environmental Courts, (2003). 

16 Id. at p. 155. 

17 Id. at p. 145. 
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(c) Secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources 

while promoting justifiable economic and social development.18 

Along with an explanation-  

(a) The protection of natural environment, forests, wild life, sea, lakes, rivers, streams, 

fauna and flora; 

(b) Preservation of natural resources of the earth; 

(c) Prevention, abatement and control of environmental pollution including water, air 

and noise pollution; 

(d) Enforcement of any legal or constitutional rights relating to environment and 

pollution under the Constitution of India or under any other law for the time being in 

force; 

(e) Protection of monuments and places, objects of artistic or historical interest of 

national importance as declared by the law made by Parliament.19 

The definition of ‘environment’20 and ‘environmental pollution’21 provided under the 

Environment Protection Act, 198622 was to be included in this act.  

These courts shall also be vested with:  

(ii) Appellate Jurisdiction 

It would be empowered with Appellate Jurisdiction to hear the appeals against the decisions 

of bodies under the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; Air (Prevention 

and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 and The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and other 

environmental laws of the country.23 The appeals against the government bodies established 

                                                           

18 Id. at p. 146. 

19 Id. p. 146. 

20 Section 2(a), Environment Protection Act, 1986 - environment includes water, air and land and the inter-
relationship which exists among and between water, air and land, and human beings; other living creatures, 
plaints, micro-organism and property. 

21 Id. Section 2(c) - the presence in the environment of any environmental pollutant. 

22 Environment Protection, supra, note 18, at 6. 

23 Law Commission, supra, note 13 at 5, p. 142. 
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under different environmental laws (e.g. Appeals against awards announced by Collector 

under the Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 dealing with compensation for injury)24 would 

also be heard by these courts. 

(iii) No Exclusive Jurisdiction 

It was proposed that the these courts may not take away the jurisdiction of the ordinary civil 

courts to hear the matters related to environment as these special courts may not be accessible 

to everyone. The choice would remain with the claimant and the court once chosen would not 

be allowed to be changed later25 similar to the Consumer Protection Act, 1986. 

It also provided that appeals against decisions of such courts would lie before the Supreme 

Court26 and that the High Courts may refuse to hear the matter under the doctrine of 

‘efficacious alternate remedy’ for there exists an alternate remedy by way of an appeal on 

fact and law direct to the SC . However, these would always be amenable to judicial review 

under Article 226.27 

IV. AN OVERVIEW OF JURISDICTION OF ENVIRONMENT COURTS IN OTHER 

COUNTRIES 

(i) AUSTRALIAN ENVIRONMENT COURTS   

Land and Environment Courts Act, 1979 (New South Wales) 

New South Wales, in a bid to spearhead the movement for the protection of environment, 

enacted the Land and Environment Court Act, 1979 after the Stockholm Declaration was 

signed in 1972. This Act established specialised courts to deal with the issues related to 

environment. This is the first model for these environmental courts and has been followed by 

many countries since then. This ‘ideal’ system has created such courts which have a wide 

jurisdiction (under Section 1628) covering following issues: 

1) Environmental Planning and Protections Appeals; 

                                                           

24 Id. p. 144. 

25 Id. p. 147. 

26 Id. p. 157. 

27 Id. p. 156. 

28  Land and Environment Court Act, Section 16, 1979 (New South Wales, Australia). 
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2) Local Government miscellaneous appeals and applications; and tree dispute 

applications; 

3) Land tenure, valuation, rating and compensation matters; 

4) Environmental planning and protection; 

5) Environmental planning and protection-criminal enforcement; 

6) Appeals with respect to environmental offences; 

7) Applications for leave to appeal with respect to environmental offences; and 

8) Mining Jurisdiction.29 

The statute has empowered the Courts to hear the matters not within its jurisdiction but which 

are ancillary to the matters falling within its jurisdiction30 and has been given the status of a 

superior court of record having the same jurisdiction as the Supreme Court of New South 

Wales31. It also provides that the appeal against the decisions of these courts shall lie before 

the Supreme Court of Australia, not to any other subordinate courts32 making it a 

combination of judicial review, appeal and enforcement functions. This Act covers almost 

every issue which may arise related to environment and if the issue is not directly related, but 

affects it incidentally, it can also hear such matters also for which anyone getting affected by 

them can approach them.33 

(ii) THE NEW ZEALAND ENVIRONMENT COURTS 

The Environment Courts of New Zealand came into being with the Resources Management 

Amendment Act, 1996 which amended the Act of 1991.34 These Courts, established at 

                                                           

29 Amy Mehta, Commentary on the Land and Environment Court of New South Wales, 
https://law.pace.edu/sites/default/files/IJIEA/Commentary~Land_Environment_Court_of_New_South_Wales_
May_18_2011.pdf, (last visited Nov. 13, 2015).  

30 Supra at note 28, Section 7. 

31 Id. at Section 20(2). 

32 Id. at Section 57- 58. 

33 Part 7 Rule 2, New South Wales Consolidated Regulations, 
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nsw/consol_reg/ucpr2005305/ (last visited Nov. 12, 2015). 

34 Resources Management Act, 1991, http://www.justice.govt.nz/courts/environment-court/about-the-
environment-court (last visited Nov. 13, 2015). 
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District level, have jurisdiction and powers similar to District courts for matters related to 

sustainable management of resources.35  

While ensuring sustainable management, it shall ensure to: 

a) Sustain the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding minerals) to meet 

the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations;  

b) Safeguard the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil and ecosystems;  

c) Avoid, remedy, or mitigate any adverse effects of activities on the environment.36 

These Courts have also been entrusted to adjudicate the matters of national importance.37 

It has been established as an original as well as an appellate court of Judicature with powers 

to make declarations on any law (to authorize any public or private projects; land sub- 

division approvals; environmental effects of mining);38 to review the decision of any local 

authority under its appellate jurisdiction39 and to issue enforcement orders through civil and 

criminal proceedings.40 

(iii) SWEDISH ENVIRONMENT COURTS 

The Land and Environment Courts of Sweden are governed by the Environmental Code. The 

system has been made as a two tier structure with the Land and Environment Courts as 

Regional Environment Courts and the Environment Appeals Courts as the Court of Appeals 

                                                           

35 Id. at Section 5(2) - managing the use, development and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, 
or at a rate, which enables people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural well-being, 
and for their health and safety. 

36 Id. 

37 Id. at Section 6 - (a) the preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment (including the coastal 
marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and the protection of them from inappropriate 
subdivision, use, and development; (b) the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from 
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development;  (c) the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation 
and significant habitats of indigenous fauna; (d) the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along 
the coastal marine area, lakes, and rivers; (e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their 
ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga; (f) the protection of historic heritage from 
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development; (g) the protection of protected customary rights. 

38 Id. at Sections 310- 313; Also see, Law Commission, supra at 15, p. 76-77. 

39 Id. at Section 290. 

40 Id. at Sections 314- 321. 
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for environmental issues.41 Regional Environment Courts have been made a part of the 

District Courts of Sweden. There are 5 such courts in the country. Their jurisdiction covers 

both land and environment issues covered under civil and administrative laws but not 

criminal laws. The issues dealt with by these courts include: 

• Permits for environmentally hazardous activities with a severe impact on the 

environment; 

• Permits for water undertakings, including buildings in water such as hydro-

electricity operations and reservoir construction; 

• Claims for damages or compensation which may be made by individuals, groups, 

NGO’s or government; 

• Issues of health protection, environmental protection, sanitation, contaminated areas 

and toxic waste; 

• Appeal of planning matters; 

• Cases in accordance with laws pertaining to property registration, construction and 

utility easement.42 

These courts are both courts of First Instance as well as Appellate Courts. They can hear 

appeals against the orders of the regional or local authorities giving land or water permits.  

The Environmental Court of Appeals is a part of the Court of the Appeals and it hears appeals 

from the regional environment courts.43 

Further, the appeal against the Court of Appeals may also lie before the Supreme Court of 

Sweden.  

Apart from the above- mentioned countries, the system of specialised environment courts is 

also operative in other countries, viz, The United States44, Canada45, and Denmark46. 

                                                           

41 Miljöbalk [MB] [Environmental Code] 20:4 (Swed.). 

42 Ulf Bjällås, EXPERIENCES OF SWEDEN’S ENVIRONMENTAL COURTS, p. 180-181, 
http://www.domstol.se/funktioner/english/the-swedish-courts/district-court/land-and-environment-courts/, (last 
visited Nov 13, 2015). 

43 Id. 

44 Vermont Environment Courts, Uniform Environmental Enforcement Act, 1989.  
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V. JURISDICTIONAL ISSUES 

(i) Tribunal versus High Courts 

Section 2947 states that the matters falling under the Jurisdiction shall not be heard by any 

other civil court in the country. Accordingly, all the issues related to substantial question of 

law and falling under any of the seven laws given in Schedule 1 of the NGT Act shall not be 

heard by any other civil court. The statute made the bar on jurisdiction very clear for the civil 

courts but no provision explains the position and power of high courts regarding these issues. 

This has left the door open for different interpretations by the high courts on whether to 

accept any case which falls under NGT’s jurisdiction. The Supreme Court ruled that all the 

cases falling under NGT’s jurisdiction shall be heard only by the NGT as it would reduce the 

work load of the HCs48 and also due to the choice of efficient alternate remedy available with 

claimants49. The Tripura High Court transferred a PIL related to environmental issues to the 

NGT on basis that it was an expert body constituted for this purpose and Art. 226 could not 

be invoked if an alternate remedy was available50, also followed by the Rajasthan High 

Court.51  

                                                                                                                                                                                     

45 a) Alberta: Environmental Appeals Board, Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act, 1993; 

(b) Ontario: Environmental Assessment and Appeals Boards, Environment and Land Tribunals under 
Adjudicative Tribunals Accountability, Governance, and Appointments Act, 2009. 

46 Nature and Environmental Appeals Board, Denmark. 

47 Supra at note 5,  Section 29-  

1. With effect from the date of establishment of the Tribunal under this Act, no civil court shall have jurisdiction 
to entertain any appeal in respect of any matter, which the Tribunal is empowered to determine under its 
appellate jurisdiction. 

2.No civil court shall have jurisdiction to settle dispute or entertain any question relating to any claim for 
granting any relief or compensation or restitution of property damaged or environment damaged which may be 
adjudicated upon by the Tribunal, and no injunction in respect of any action taken or to be taken by or before the 
Tribunal in respect of the settlement of such dispute or any such claim for granting any relief or compensation or 
restitution of property damaged or environment damaged shall be granted by the civil court. 

48 Bhopal Gas Peedith Mahila Udyog Sangathan & Ors v. Union of India & Ors, (1998) order dated August 9, 
2012, para 40-41. 

49 Prakash Roadlines Ltd. v. Union of India, AIR 1989 SC 1962. 

50 All India Plastic Industries Association v. Government of Tripura & ors. (W.P. (C) 420 of 2013), para 24, 26. 

51 Dinesh Kumar Maheshwari v. UOI & Ors, order dated Oct. 25, 2013. 
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While section 2252 provides that an appeal against any order of NGT shall lie before the SC, 

it leaves an area open for interpretations. The Madras HC has ruled in its order that it can 

hear appeals against the orders of the NGT as Section 2953 ousts the jurisdiction of only civil 

courts and that Articles 226 and 227 provide it power to hear such appeals and that the high 

courts can hear such issues. This brewed a fresh conflict on the issue of jurisdiction regarding 

NGT54 whether the High Courts can intervene in issues related to environment. But in a very 

interesting turn of events, the SC stayed its decision in Bhopal Gas Leak case55 for 

reconsideration on the basis of its ruling that the tribunals are not substitutes to the high 

courts and carry out only a supplemental role, that, despite these tribunals, the High Courts 

shall continue their jurisdiction under Articles 226 and 227.56  

But a fresh row of conflict popped up with the issue of widening of National Highway- 7 by 

NHAI. This again brought up the matter of clash of jurisdiction between NGT and the HCs. 

The Bombay High Court and the NGT gave contradictory orders to the NHAI in this issue 

and it saw a direct confrontation between the bodies.57 In this case, NGT even questioned the 

Bombay HC that it should not interfere with this matter as NGT had special jurisdiction over 

it and the HC also questioned NGT’s authority to go against it.58 Currently, this case is before 

                                                           

52 Supra at note 5, Section 22- Any person aggrieved by any award, decision or order of the Tribunal, may, file 
an appeal to the Supreme Court, within ninety days from the date of communication of the award, decision or 
order of the Tribunal, to him, on any one or more of the grounds specified in section 100 of the Code of Civil 
Procedure, 1908:Provided that the Supreme Court may entertain any appeal after the expiry of ninety days, if it 
is satisfied that the appellant was prevented by sufficient cause from preferring the appeal. 

53 Section 29, supra note 44. 

54 Yukti Choudhary, Tribunal on Trial, DOWN TO EARTH (November 30, 2014), 
http://www.downtoearth.org.in/coverage/tribunal-on-trial-47400, (last visited Nov. 13, 2015); 

A Subramani, High court can hear appeal against National Green Tribunal orders, THE TIMES OF INDIA, (Feb. 
5, 2014). 

55 Swati Deshpande, Supreme Court stays its directions to shift environmental cases to green tribunals, THE 

TIMES OF INDIA, (Mar. 26, 2014). 

56 Constitution of India, Article 226- 227, 1950; L Chandrakumar v. Union of India, AIR 1997 SC 1125 (Ind.).  

57 Rajeshwari Ganesan, NGT and Bombay High Court clash over National Highway 7 widening, DOWN TO 

EARTH, (July 31, 2015), http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/ngt-and-bombay-high-court-clash-over-national-
highway-7-widening-50643, (last visited Nov. 13, 2015). 

58 Vijay Pinjarkar, HC, Green Tribunal in conflict over NH7 felling, THE TIMES OF INDIA, (Aug. 6, 2015). 
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SC for clarification.59 In some cases, SC has also justified the intervention of HCs in these 

cases even after NGT came into existence.60 

The NGT Act has deprived the civil courts of their power to deal with environmental cases 

but the ambiguity regarding the jurisdiction of the High Courts has resulted in conflicts 

between HCs and NGT.  

(ii) Overstepping the Jurisdiction 

NGT has repeatedly been accused by the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate 

Change (MoEFCC) and the Central Government for overstepping its jurisdiction. NGT, in 

many cases, exercised suo motu powers. The Act does not provide for these powers. The 

issue concerning Manali- Rohtang Pass was taken up by NGT suo motu despite persistent 

insistence by the government that it was not within its jurisdiction.61 Recently, the Madras 

High Court ordered NGT to not take up matters on suo motu cognizance as it is not within its 

jurisdiction.62 Recently, it has taken up many cases related to environment suo motu 

including self-cognizance of supply of dirty and stinky water to people through pipelines of 

Delhi Jal Board.63 It also took suo motu cognizance on basis of news reports and issued 

notices to concerned ministries and departments of the government for their stand on impact 

of mining in National Parks but was consistently reminded by governments of overriding its 

jurisdiction.64  

The NGT is also being criticised for hijacking the powers not vested in it. The act provides it 

with the power of merit review but not of judicial review. Section 2065 empowers it to ensure 

                                                           

59 Conservation Action Trust v. Union of India & Ors., Application No.27/2013 (WZ), Oct., 2015. 

60 M/s Vaamika Island (Green Lagoon Resort) v. Union of India & others. 2013(8) SCC 760 (Ind.). 

61 Supra note 51, at 10. 

62 Srestha Banerjee, Madras High Court restrains green tribunal from initiating suo motu proceedings, DOWN 

TO EARTH, (January 8, 2014), at http://www.downtoearth.org.in/news/madras-high-court-restr~ains-green-
tribunal-from-initiating-suo-motu-proceedings-43208, (last visited Nov. 15, 2015). 

63 NGT seeks response from govt on dirty water, HINDUSTAN TIMES, (June 22, 2015). 

64 Tribunal at its own motion v. Ministry of Environment and Others OA No. 16/2013(CZ) (suo motu) Decision: 
(4 Apr. 2014). 

65 NGT Act, Supra, note 5, Section 20-  

The Tribunal shall, while passing any order or decision or award, apply the principles of sustainable 
development, the precautionary principle and the polluter pays principle. 
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compliance of orders given by Central or State governments or government authorities along 

lines of polluter pays principle, sustainable development and precautionary principle. But it 

does not have power to review or to decide correctness of environmental rules and 

regulations or to suggest changes in or strike down any law of government which violates 

such principles as it is not within its powers specified under Section 15 (1)66, but in 

Kalpavriksh & Others v. Union of India & Others67, it directed the MoEF to revise 

qualifications for members of the committee for project clearances under EIA notifications, 

2006.68 NGT is a tribunal which has been established by a special statute of the Parliament. It 

is not equivalent to the superior courts of the country. It has to function within its statutory 

limitations and cannot act beyond its scope. 

The conflict between NGT and the Government authorities (both Central and State) had 

reached such a level that the Central Government (Deputy Secretary, Ministry of 

Environment & Forests) submitted an affidavit with the SC that its functioning outside the 

defined jurisdiction has caused ‘embarrassment’ to the government in Parliament.69 SC 

labelled this act as a ‘nonsense’ after the government asked to withdraw that affidavit due to 

widespread criticism faced by it. SC fumed at the Government for this as it was the first time 

that the govt. had openly come out against a quasi- judicial body and that whether a Deputy 

Secretary rank official was ‘justified’ in filing such affidavit.70 Again, in a direct 

confrontation between NGT and Govt., the Chief Minister of Goa Manohar Parrikar spoke up 

against the NGT by criticising it for exceeding its jurisdiction when it imposed a nationwide 

                                                           

66 Id. at Section 15(1) - 1.     The Tribunal may, by an order, provide,- 

a. relief and compensation to the victims of pollution and other environmental damage arising under the 
enactments specified in the Schedule I (including accident occurring while handling any hazardous substance); 

b. for restitution of property damaged; 

c. for restitution of the environment for such area or areas, as the Tribunal may think fit. 

67 Kalpavriksh & Ors. v. Union of India & Ors., Application No. 116 (THC) of 2013. 

68 Gazette of India, Ministry of Environment & Forests, Environment Impact Assessment Notification, 2006, 
(Sept. 14, 2006), http://envfor.nic.in/legis/eia/so1533.pdf; Pushp Jain, NGT directs MoEF to appoint 
members/chairperson of EAC/SEAC persons who are related to the field, (17 July, 2014), 
http://www.ercindia.org/index.php/latest-updates/latest-ngt?start=10, (last accessed Nov. 13, 2015). 

69 Utkarsh Anand, SC fumes as MoEF says NGT causing Govt embarrassment, THE INDIAN EXPRESS, (Sept. 13, 
2013). 

70 Ritwick Dutta, Law of the Jungle, THE HINDU, (Oct. 18, 2013). 
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ban on mining of sand in the country (that mining is outside its jurisdiction)71 and accused it 

for acting like a High Court and not like a tribunal. This blanket ban was also opposed by the 

Movement for Indigenous People’s Rights and Livelihood-Meghalaya (MIPRL-M)72 and 

which sought exclusion of NGT’s Jurisdiction from Shillong. 

NGT also cautioned public leaders while criticising pillars of democracy, no charges were 

framed but only word of caution was issued to leaders while speaking in public.73 

The Central Government issued a statement that the issue of Climate Change is not within 

NGT’s jurisdiction after it sought response74 from MoEF regarding implementation of 

National Action Plan on Climate Change75, stating that Climate Change was a subject of 

International Conventions not a part of Schedule 1 of NGT Act, thus out of its jurisdiction.76 

The Central Government is even considering to set up a committee to review the NGT Act so 

as to clip the wings of tribunal which has often troubled the ministry because of its 

decisions.77  

For that purpose, the National Green Tribunal (Amendment) Bill, 2014 has been introduced 

in the Parliament which seeks to add Section 14A in the NGT Act which provides for 

exclusion of NGT’s jurisdiction over economic welfare or security of citizens and matters 

affecting the livelihood of common man but still pending before Parliament.78 

VI. COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

(i) Territorial Jurisdiction 

                                                           

71 Parrikar slams NGT, to ask for exemption from sand ban, THE TIMES OF INDIA, (Oct. 16, 2013). 

72 Movement seeks exclusion of NGT jurisdiction in State, THE SHILLONG TIMES, (Aug. 2, 2014). 

73 NGT cautions Parrikar for criticising pillars of democracy, BUSINESS STANDARD, (Dec. 23, 2014). 

74 Plea on climate change: National Green Tribunal seeks Centre's response, THE ECONOMIC TIMES, (Dec. 1, 
2014). 

75 National Action Plan on Climate Change, 2008. 

76 NGT can’t settle issues on climate change, says MoEF, THE HINDU, (Mar. 31, 2015). 

77 Nitin Sethi, Government planning to clip National Green Tribunal's wings, BUSINESS STANDARD, (Aug. 6, 
2014). 

78 Amartya Bag, 31 new Bills introduced in the Budget session of the Parliament, (July 24, 2014), at 

http://blog.ipleaders.in/31-new-bills-introduced-~in-the-budget-session-of-the-parliament/#ixzz3rVTi2Z1B, 
(last visited Nov. 13, 2015). 
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When the Law Commission79 recommended a system of environment courts in India, it 

suggested that there shall be such courts at the state level (as against Government’s proposal 

to set up a single appellate Court at Delhi to deal with environment related matters80) and that 

these shall not oust the jurisdiction of civil courts from hearing matters related to 

environment with choice of body remaining with the applicants. When Government decided 

to establish such a body in 2010, it ignored not only the point of environment courts in each 

state but also took away jurisdiction of civil courts81 to decide environment issues and now 

even a PIL can’t be filed for these issues. Instead, NGT has been established in 5 benches for 

resolving environment issues for a vast country like India.  

Even other jurisdictions having a successful system of such environment courts like the New 

South Wales, New Zealand, have structured them in such a manner that they are accessible to 

a much larger population. In New Zealand, these courts have been established at the district 

level with all the powers of a district court while in New South Wales, these courts have been 

given the status of the Supreme Court of New South Wales (similar to High Courts in India). 

But the way NGT has been formed completely ignores this aspect. The citizens who could 

earlier approach the civil courts in their districts for such issues now mandatorily have to 

approach these benches which may be too far from their place or where the issue arose. The 

main point of concern is that the environmental jurisprudence which was earlier spread over 

thousands of civil courts and 24 high courts in the country has now been transferred to a 

tribunal which sits at only 5 places in the country.  

Only 5 NGT benches cannot be expected to handle all cases for a country like India. The 

Government has to expand seats of NGT to widen its territorial accessibility. Demand for 

bench in every state is getting stronger day by day especially when Gujarat High Court issued 

notice to Union for taking away original jurisdiction of courts in Gujarat to Pune82 and also 

state chief ministers asking for separate benches in every state.83 NGT has to be created at 

state level because many cases don’t even reach the level of adjudication as benches are 

                                                           

79 Law Commission, supra note 12. 

80 Id. at p. 7. 

81 NGT Act, supra note 5, Section 29. 

82 High Court notice to Union Govt over NGT jurisdiction, BUSINESS STANDARD, (June 29, 2012). 

83 Manohar Parrikar seeks National Green Tribunal bench in Goa, THE TIMES OF INDIA, (June 12, 2014). 
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situated far off from places where the issue originates. At least to start with, circuit benches 

could be arranged in different states for resolving cases of far off places. 

(ii)  Subject Matter Jurisdiction 

There are many flaws with the subject matter of NGT’s jurisdiction. NGT Act provides that 

only the matters of substantial questions related to environment which can be related to point 

sources or specific activities of pollution fall within the jurisdiction of NGT. The ‘substantial 

question’ would depend upon impact on ‘community at large’, ‘broadly measurable damage’ 

which have not been defined anywhere and left upon to the judge’s discretion. It completely 

ignores matters related to individuals or group of individuals which are equally important84to 

be dealt with and also the non-point sources of pollution or different unspecified activities 

accumulating to concerned matter, rather such matters should also be addressed as it is not 

always possible to identify specific sources or activities. Also, all these issues must relate to 

the specified seven laws in the Schedule 1 of the Act. NGT is not empowered to hear all the 

issues related to environment. If the issue is regarding conservation of forests or wildlife, 

NGT can’t entertain such issues as matters pertaining to Indian Forests Act85 and the Wildlife 

(Protection) Act86 are not within its jurisdiction. It doesn’t cover forests, ecology, wildlife, 

lakes, etc. but in one of the cases it decided that it was empowered to hear it.87  

This highlights legislative lacunae in the act. To justify its creation, NGT should be given 

power to take up any matter related to environment or even if it affects any individual instead 

of community at large not just those related to Schedule 1. The Government has completely 

ignored the recommendations of Law Commission which provided for almost all 

environmental issues related to environment within its jurisdiction and also its references to 

foreign environment courts following the same. This has created a lot of confusion among 

common folks as to when they can approach NGT.  

(iii)  No Power to Punish 

                                                           

84 The Access Initiative, How Green will be the Green Tribunal Concerns and Suggestions (2011), p. 7, 
https://law.pace.edu/sites/default/files/IJIEA/How_Green_will_be_the_Green_Tribunal.pdf, (last visited Nov. 
16, 2015); ignores Right to healthy environment for all which is part of Article 21. 

85 Indian Forests Act, 1927. 

86 Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972. 

87 Tribunal at its Own Motion v. Ministry of Environment & Forest, Original Application No. 16 of 2013 (CZ). 
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NGT is empowered to hear only the civil cases related to environment88 and has been given 

powers of awarding compensation or restitution of property89 but no powers of a criminal 

court have been granted to this court. In case of any violation by any person or industry, NGT 

can only ask polluter to compensate the victims of pollution or for restitution of property but 

can’t punish the wrongdoers. This may lead to ineffectiveness of environment laws of 

country as the cost of payment to victims might be far less than the profit earned by polluting 

the environment and thus, motivating such people to not comply with these provisions. 

However, such power is available only in case of non- compliance of its orders by any 

person.90 Powers to arrest or seize property of any polluter should be given to NGT so that in 

case of non- compliance with environment laws, rules, and notifications, it could punish any 

individual.  

(iv) Conflict with High Courts 

The conflict is about whether HCs can hear matters which fall under jurisdiction of NGT 

either under Writ Jurisdiction or through PILs. The Act does not oust their power to do so but 

HCs are expected not to take up these issues on application or appeal under the doctrine of 

‘efficient alternate remedy’. Since an alternate remedy is available on application to NGT or 

appeal to SC against its orders, HCs shall not interfere as was proposed also by the Law 

Commission. But certainly, they do have constitutional mandate under Article 226 and 22791 

to hear any matter which affects rights of individuals or public at large. This issue is still 

before SC for clarification.92 

NGT Act took away civil court’s jurisdiction93 to hear cases falling within NGT’s 

jurisdiction. Whereas High Courts still have this power. The solution in these matters can be 

that before taking up such matters, even if alternate remedy is not exhausted, the HC shall 

record the reasons for accepting such cases as if any constitutional provision is violated (be it 

                                                           

88 NGT Act, supra note 6, at 3, Section 14(1). 

89 Id. at Section 15. 

90 Id. at Section 26. 

91 Supra note 54, at 10. 

92 Supra note 57, at 10.  

93 NGT Act, Supra note 5, Section 29. 
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original jurisdiction or appellate jurisdiction under Art. 226, 22794) or if it requires immediate 

intervention by higher judiciary under power of ‘Judicial Review’. 

(v)  No provision for future activities 

The NGT Act does not provide for NGT’s jurisdiction to deal with activities which may 

cause damage to environment in future. It grants authority only for ongoing activities. It only 

deals with existing cases or retrospective cases. This is inconsistent with Precautionary 

Principle which cannot be followed if NGT has no power to act before hand, i.e. before 

damage is done to environment. Thus, to ensure its compliance with its statutory obligations, 

NGT should be empowered to act in appropriate directions to protect environment before any 

damage is caused to nature as prevention is always better than cure95. 

 (vi) Mismatch between provisions 

Section 1696 deals with appellate powers of NGT. It can hear matters related to environmental 

clearances falling under Environment Protection Act, 198697. While NGT can hear such 

matters, its powers have been restricted to allow compensation or restitution. It has no power 

to decide on validity of clearances under dispute. There is no effective power or remedy with 

NGT to resolve such disputes. It has no power to quash approval granted to any individual or 

company (e.g., of mining lease granted to a company). But often going out of way, it has 

cancelled clearances granted to companies like Jindal Steel & Power Ltd. as it was given 

without conducting a fair public hearing. 98 

Also, under Section 1499, its jurisdiction is limited to matters substantial for environment 

which must affect community at large but powers provided do not match with such 

jurisdiction. If the issue is related to community, it has power for compensation or restitution 

                                                           

94 Supra note 54. 

95 Goa Foundation, Supra, note 8, at 4; Murugandam v. Ministry of Environment and Forest, Judgment dated 23 
May 2012. 

96 NGT Act, supra note 5. 

97 Environment Protection, supra note 17. 

98 Adivasi Majdoor Kisan Ekta Sangthan v. Ministry of Environment and Forests, Appeal Number 3 of 2011 (T) 
(NEAA No. 26 of 2009). 

99 NGT Act, supra note 6. 
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of property for specific victims and not community at large. The act itself does not provide it 

with requisite powers to resolve issues falling under its jurisdiction.  

Necessary amendments need to be made to make NGT’s jurisdiction and power consistent 

with each other.  

(vii)  Power of Suo Motu Cognizance 

Even though it has not been granted in the Act, the NGT has still exercised this power in 

many important matters100. Though the NGT justifies these acts on ground that it can carve 

out its own procedure yet this cannot be justified as Legislators never intended to vest such 

powers to it. But since this power relates to protection of environmental damage, it should be 

provided to the NGT in larger public interest. This power can prove to be really helpful for 

NGT as due to its limited territorial accessibility, some cases might not end up before NGT. 

This power would prove helpful for matters which though significant could not appear before 

any of the benches of NGT either due to inaccessibility or lack of awareness. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

It cannot be denied that even if NGT is not empowered to hear all matters related to 

environment but only with respect to those related to Schedule 1, it is a necessity for India. 

The level of technicality involved in these type of cases can’t be left to civil courts to decide 

which lack level of expertise required. The Supreme Court very rightly recognised the need 

for specialised courts as growing environmental awareness would increase such issues and 

thus, these are better to be decided by courts with requisite level of expertise. It is also true 

that though the Act is full of legislative lacunae, yet the way it has functioned for last 5 years 

is commendable. It enjoys ‘merit review’ where it can dwell in depth of any case which gives 

it special power to decide important matters of environment from scratch. Empowered with 

these powers, it can be called the best environment body ever created in India if requisite 

amendments are made or actions taken by the legislature. The Act says that NGT shall be 

guided by principles of natural justice. Even though the Government has often criticised it for 

exceeding its jurisdiction, NGT can even deal with matters not directly under its jurisdiction 

to follow these principles. For the larger public interest and protection of environment from 

all possible sources or damages, it can surely exceed its jurisdiction (as far as it does not 

                                                           

100 Supra note 51; Court on its own Motion v. State of Himachal Pradesh & Ors., Original Application No. 492 
of 2014. 
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violate Constitutional provisions or demean constitutional authorities) as intended by the 

preamble of the act which talks about environmental protection and conservation. The 

required changes need to be incorporated in the Act by amendments. 

Where Corporates lobby the Government to lease out lands for exploitation of natural 

resources, NGT can always make sure that environment regulations are complied with while 

leasing out such lands. Taking into consideration the speed of its response or effectiveness of 

its decisions and support of the Supreme Court, it can be a leading beacon of India’s 

commitment towards environmental protection and help to restore the public faith in the rule 

of law in the country. 

  



BOOK REVIEW: BALANCING ACT WITH UNEQUAL SCALES 
 

Adithi Koushik1 & Priyadarshini Mishra2 

 

 

Eminent biodiversity activists, Kanchi Kohli and Shalini Bhutani have authored ‘The 

‘Balancing’ Act, Experiences with Access Benefit Sharing under India’s Biodiversity 

Regime.’The duo has featured regularly in the Economic and Political Weekly. They are a 

part of Kalpavriksh Environmental Action Group, which runs campaigns on Conservation 

and Community Control over Biodiversity. This compact, 71-page book was published in 

2013 by SwissAid, India with ISBN 978-81-87945-33-8 and is priced nominally at Rs. 150.  

 Divided into four chapters, major focus of the entire book is on “ensuring benefit 

sharing”. The book starts off with scrutinizing the term “access” from both environmental 

and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) perspectives. After drawing a nexus between growth of 

the economy and importance of biodiversity, the issue of exploitation is analyzed in the 

context of the Convention on Biodiversity (CBD).The authors have stressed upon the intent 

of the CBD and that access to genetic resources must be relevant to the purposes of 

conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. They have highlighted the importance of the 

CBD, which recognizes the sovereign right of States over their natural resources, defining the 

scope and functioning of the convention. Due to the recognition of the sovereign rights, CBD 

vests the authority to determine who gets access to genetic materials also on the State 

Governments. 

 After a brief history of the evolution of biodiversity law in India, the second chapter 

details the authors’ study of the State Biodiversity Board at the grass root level, the problems 

faced by similarly placed researchers doing fieldwork, etc. The authors have taken a clear 

stand about how the access benefits the sharing scheme. While it looks equitable on paper, it 

does not per se do justice to the local farmers and tribal but opens doors for multinational 

hegemony; the state is reduced to a passive spectator. This was elucidated with the example 

of export of red seaweed from Tamil Nadu to Vietnam, a small agent company procured the 
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seaweed from fisher folk who cultivated it and sold it to a larger intermediary company to 

export it to Vietnam. The license was given in a manner where the procuring (agent) 

company was shown as the beneficiary. This in no way gave any additional benefit to the 

cultivators, thus rendering the objective of the Biodiversity Act futile. Issues as to the 

viability of Access Benefit Sharing and determining who is to be the actual and intended 

beneficiary remains ambiguous. 

 

The third chapter contains a comparative analysis of the Nagoya Protocol and 

Convention on Biodiversity. The authors establish, after a detailed eight-point differentiation, 

that the Nagoya Protocol, born out of international concern on bio-piracy and its 

consequences, is more effective than the CBD. Further, the acceptance of Nagoya Protocol by 

states has been deliberated upon, showing both the pros and cons of the same with emphasis 

on Australia, USA and Japan. Also, the consequence of accepting the protocol in India’s 

economic and political scenario has been elucidated in detail. Many valid questions that 

remain unanswered are raised after an analysis of various case studies, giving an informed 

reader food for thought. The authors discussed the case of the Naga Mirchi, a chilli variant, 

which is registered as an agricultural good with a geographical indication. This example is 

then used to highlight unanswered questions. Firstly, whether such IPR protection facilitates 

the in situ conservation of chilli varieties. Secondly, to what extent are local growers 

positively impacted? In an attempt to address these issues at a macro level, the authors have 

shed light on how advanced economies resist the checkpoint and compliance certificate based 

scrutiny. This is mandated by the Nagoya Protocol and domestic law but circumvented as it is 

an additional burden. 

On a concluding note the authors claim that access to genetic material is inevitable 

owing to global trade. Equitable alternatives need to be explored to avoid exploitation of 

indigenous folks. At present, monitoring the implementation of rules for Access Benefit 

Sharing (ABS) needs to be strengthened and bio-piracy has to be brought into its ambit to 

enable effective change. The authors urge policy makers to focus on the structure on which 

ABS is to be built than on ABS itself. 

With liberal use of acronyms and technical explanations the book is clearly not meant for 

novices who are seeking to understand the fundamentals of biodiversity law and access 

benefit sharing. It is presented in a brief and concise manner with a strong practical leaning. It 
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examines many international and domestic laws, relevant case studies and statistics, which 

are targeted at persons involved in the field or at advanced levels of study. The book is a 

wonderful example of how policy research needs to be micro analyzed yet, and how the 

researchers need to present it with a bird’s eye view of connecting issues for the reader to get 

a holistic perspective. The book, with its unique fieldwork based insight is a valuable addition 

to the literature on biodiversity laws both in India and outside. 

  



BOOK REVIEW: “UNRAVELING THE NAGOYA PROTOCOL: A COMMENTARY 

ON THE NAGOYA PROTOCOL ON ACCESS AND BENEFIT SHARING TO THE 

CONVENTION ON BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY.” 
 

Amrendra Kumar1 
 

 
Author: Elisa Morgera, Elsa Tsionmoni, and Mathews Buck 

Publishers: Brills, Leiden (Netherland), Year: 2014, Pages:x-411, Price: $149/- 

ISBN: 97-8900-4217171(Hardback)  

 

Access and benefit sharing over genetic resources has been a contested issue with 

contradictory interests and contrasting narratives among the nations for the last two decades. 

This has created huge tension among the nations causing a ‘North-South’ divide which 

further led to have a legal regime regulating the access to genetic resource and sharing of the 

benefits on utilization of such resources at international level. International legal regime on 

access and benefit sharing has evolved with core instruments like Convention on Biological 

Diversity (1992), Bonn Guidelines (2002) and the newly adopted Nagoya Protocol (2010) 

over the last two decades. The Nagoya Protocol took birth recently after six years of intense 

negotiations by the Conference of Parties in CBD COP X (2010: Nagoya, Japan) with the 

name ‘Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and The Fair and Equitable Sharing 

of Benefits arising from their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity’ on 

October 30, 2010 which came into force on October 20, 2012 with required ratification. This 

Protocol contains 27 preambular paragraphs and consists of 36 articles with an annexure on 

list of monetary and non-monetary benefits. This basically provides a bilateral system of 

Access and Benefit Sharing (ABS) regime and applies to genetic resources and associated 

traditional knowledge along with benefits arising from their utilization. This protocol is one 

of its kinds under multilateral environment agreements that concerns environmental 

sustainability, intellectual property rights, human rights, equity and justice affecting the field 

of food, health, trade and technology etc.  

 

Against this backdrop, this book is a timely contribution by the authors with clear and 

coherent explanations and elaborations of the Nagoya Protocol in commentary form which 
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would help the states in implementation, management and development of the ABS regime. 

This book provides a textual analysis of the provisions of the protocol by discussing the 

collective obligations, the role of equity, the environmental dimension of human rights, and 

the status of indigenous people and local communities from a modern perspective of 

international biodiversity law. The authors discuss the relevancy of the protocol by posing 

contextual and interpretive questions and suggest solutions to give coherent and balanced 

meaning to the text of the protocol.  

This book, devoid of any chapters, provides provision wise explanations of the text of the 

Nagoya Protocol with introduction and conclusions. Under introduction, the book traces the 

origin of the international debate on ABS regime related to genetic resources and evolution of 

the concept of equitable benefit sharing under international biodiversity law. The key features 

of the negotiations of this protocol that have bearing to the interpretations have been outlined 

and the legal questions arising from the ‘inclusion of indigenous and local communities 

(ILCs) as beneficiaries’ have been highlighted in the chapter. Further, it explains the 

objective, approach, methods and its limitations to present this commentary. 

In the central part of this book, each article of the protocol (36 articles) has been analyzed 

determining the legal effects and implications in the implementation and development for a 

domestic ABS legislation. This has been explained in accordance with the Vienna 

Convention on Law of the Treaty (VCLT) provisions on interpretations to ensure full effect 

of this multilateral environmental treaty. It focuses basically on teleological and systematic 

interpretation to give clear and coherent textual meaning for incorporation and development 

in domestic jurisdictions. It covers the provisions on objectives, use of terms and scope (Art. 

1-3), relationships with other international instruments on ABS regime (Art.4), fair and 

equitable benefit sharing (Art.5), access to genetic resources and access to traditional 

knowledge associated with genetic resources (Art.6-7), compliance mechanisms (Art 15-18), 

mechanisms for implementation (Art.10,13,14), capacity building (Art.21-22), transfer of 

technology (Art.23), institutional arrangements (Art. 25-30) and others (Art. 31-36). The 

wording of each operative provision has been assessed and analysed at length, but it also 

leaves enough space for further elaborations and criticism. Hence, there is still scope for 

better interpretation and clarification on some of the ambiguous and flexible provisions of the 

protocol. 

At the end, the book concludes with detailed findings of the interpretation of the provisions in 

four legal concepts: sustainable development, equity, due diligence and environmental rights, 
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which are very critical in the ongoing political and legal deliberations on the Nagoya 

Protocol. They finally conclude by saying that Nagoya Protocol is expected to contribute, not 

only to the conservation of biodiversity and its sustainable use through ABS regime, but also 

to other environmental challenges such as climate change. They found that it has a 

combination of bilateral and multilateral approaches to the ABS regime which would uphold 

the principles of self-determination, cultural diversity, ecological integrity and substantive 

environmental rights under international law. 

The authors place this protocol as a legal tool for the implementation and development of 

ABS regime involving many stakeholders such as states, institutions, industries, communities 

and NGOs, but their role and responsibility have not been outlined and specified in the 

commentary in this regard. Even the role of the domestic courts and other dispute settlement 

mechanisms in the implementation of the ABS regime has been briefly addressed. The 

commentary has been written heavily from an international environmental law viewpoint. It 

has ignored several questions related to other areas such as biotechnology, intellectual 

property, human rights and trade.  

This book is above all full of thoughts, ideas and possible suggestions for interpretation and 

implementation of the ABS regime provided in the Nagoya Protocol. The interpretation and 

conclusions provides ample food for thought for the states, institutions and stakeholders to 

work on the formulation of a domestic ABS legislation after its coming into force. This 

commentary has been a good attempt to simplify or unravel the Nagoya Protocol which could 

be useful for the students, research scholars, policy makers and officials working in the field 

of law and environment. 


